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ABSTRACT

The effect of water content and soil-water hysteresis on transport of unreactive

water-tracers and volatile organic compounds (VOCs) in porous media is investigated

under steady-state water-flow conditions. Specifically, this research addresses the effect

on dispersive and mass transfer processes affecting the movement of NaC1 and

trichloroethene (ICE) and how these processes influence the approach to Fickian flux

conditions.

Transport experiments were conducted in a 25-cm column packed with silica

sand. Based on the results, it is concluded that water content (0), pore-water velocity,

and flow history affect the average movement and spread of water-tracers and VOCs. It

is suggested that non-volatile solutes in unsaturated media travel longer distances or

times to achieve a Fickian state. Consequently, a greater number of averaged

heterogeneities are encountered and solute flux is characterized by a greater dispersion

coefficient (D). A power (n) law relationship (D. = Ti (vm/Om)"), found between mobile

dispersion coefficients (Dm), pore-water velocity (vm), and water content (Om) for different

porous media, indicates that dispersivity (i) is not only a function of the media, but also

of Ow .

TCE transport is controlled by advection processes for O w greater than 50%

saturation. Lower Ow result in greater TCE dispersion, retardation, mass-transfer

resistance, vapor diffusion, and spreading. Consequently, VOCs reach the Fickian

regime at shorter distances than unreactive solutes in water. Although VOC transport is
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influenced by multiple rate-limited mass transfer, the mechanisms controlling the overall

mass-transfer resistance vary as a function of O.

The hysteretic behavior of solute transport parameters is attributed to a greater

degree of irregular flow paths and entrapped air, higher air-water interfacial areas, and

thicker water-films for wetting than draining scenarios. Consequently, wetting conditions

result in slower mixing (up to 98% lower mass-transfer coefficients) of dissolved solutes.

Since TCE transport at low water contents and wetting conditions is dominated by

diffusion and dispersion mechanisms, the TCE velocity distribution in the liquid phase is

normalized by velocity distributions in the gas-phase and becomes closer to Fickian

conditions.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Volatile organic compounds (VOCs), particularly chlorinated hydrocarbons, are

among the most ubiquitous contaminants in subsurface environments and groundwater

reservoirs. Their common occurrence  in the environment results from widespread use as

solvents and heat-transfer liquids. VOCs often enter the ground across the land surface

from accidental chemical spills, leakage of storage tanks and waste burials, and pesticide

application. As these contaminants enter the ground, they initially move through the

vadose zone, a variably saturated region below the land surface and above the water table.

Because many of these volatile contaminants are slightly soluble in water, their transport

through the unsaturated zone may occur as dissolved solutes with infiltrating water,

vapors, and as immiscible liquids. Consequently, VOCs in unsaturated porous media are

transported through multiple fluid paths and may serve as a long-term source

contamination. For instance, in the gas phase, VOCs spread quickly by diffusion and lead

to increased contamination of groundwater due to partitioning processes. Gas-phase

transport processes are especially important in semi-arid areas where the water table is

deep. In fact, gas-phase transport of VOCs from trapped organic liquids in the vadose

zone has been suggested as the major mechanism of contamination of groundwater by

VOCs in such areas [Hull, 1988]. Gas-phase volatilization and transport to the atmosphere

through the vadose zone also provides an additional source of exposure to humans and

ecosystems.

Movement of VOCs within the vadose zone is influenced by a series of interrelated

physical and chemical properties of the soil and chemicals, hydraulic properties, and by

water content (90. For instance, properties of the VOCs, such as vapor pressure,
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solubility, diffusion coefficients, and air, water, and soil partitioning, govern the

volatilization, dissolution, sorption, and diffusion of the contaminants. Sorption to the

solid phase, however, is also influenced by the mineralogy and organic carbon content of

the soil. Water content and the physical and hydraulic properties of the media affect the

movement of contaminated water, the amount of organic vapor partitioning into and out of

the various phases, and the amount of pore space available for transport. The influence of

water content on the soil hydraulic properties, and the dependence of water content on

boundary and initial conditions of the media, add more complexity to the processes

controlling solute movement under unsaturated conditions. Initial moisture content

conditions and flow history is significantly important because under the same soil-water

pressure, a porous medium is expected to have different water contents due to hysteresis.

This implies that hydraulic and transport parameters obtained during certain conditions are

irreproducible, unless the system has been exposed to identical wetting and draining flow

history and initial water contents. Because water content affects the transport of vapors and

solutes, and differs for wetting and drying conditions for a given soil-water tension, the

transport behavior of VOCs through unsaturated porous media should also differ under

these conditions. Hysteresis may, therefore, have important effects on water and chemical

distribution and transport during field conditions that involve wetting and drying.

The classical advection-dispersion equation (CDE) is only valid when solute

transport conditions have reached the Ficician regime. After the Ficician regime has been

reached, the solute spread grows linearly with time [Fischer et al., 1979], and the

dispersive flux becomes linearly proportional to the concentration gradient. The Fickian

regime occurs after sufficient "forgetting" time has elapsed so that the solute velocity is

independent of the initial velocity and the solute has been able to sample the whole field of

velocities. This means that a plume must have had traveled a large enough distance, or
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long enough time, to interact with many small-scale heterogeneities of the porous medium

before spatial averaging and before the CDE can be applied. For saturated flow in a

uniformly packed sand column, this distance is on the order of several thousands of sand

grains. For most column experiments under fully saturated conditions, this requirement is

often satisfied, and the CDE is considered adequate. As a sand column becomes

unsaturated, the number of flow paths decrease, and the amount of heterogeneities sampled

over a given length decreases. Greater velocity variations also are expected due to higher

spatial variations in water content. Consequently, a plume moving in the unsaturated zone

must then travel a greater distance to attain complete spatial averaging and reach a Field=

regime than in the saturated medium In many cases, this distance may be much greater

than the length being sampled. As a result, solute breakthrough may be characterized by

multiple peaks, early initial arrival, and long effluent tailings which cannot be adequately

described by the CDE [Yeh, 1997].

While the CDE has been shown, in many instances, to adequately predict solute

transport in saturated soil columns, solute transport in unsaturated porous media often

needed to be described by the mobile-immobile model (NIL:1M) [Bond and Wierenga, 1990;

De Smedt and Wierenga, 1984; Gaudet et al., 1977; van Genuchten and Wierenga, 1976].

In essence, this model conceptualizes the long tailing of the solute breakthrough as physical

non-equilibrium conditions arising from the presence of mobile and immobile water regions

in porous media. However, the physical meaning of the MINI parameters is conceptual and

may not be representative of the actual physical system.

Based on the above discussion, it is hypothesized that the validity of the classical

transport equations for non-reactive compounds and VOCs in gas- and water-phases

depends on the travel distance or times and on water content. Near water-saturation,

solutes in the water phase should be adequately described by the CDE. At low-water
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saturation, solute breakthroughs, however, are highly skewed at short travel distances and

times, and the MIM must be used. At sufficiently long travel distances and/or residence

times, the skewness of the breakthrough diminishes, and the CDE is adequate to describe

solute breakthroughs. The distance and/or time, nevertheless, vary with moisture content.

For VOCs, the distance also depends on the gas-phase Peclet number, the mass transfer

rates between phases, and the physicochemical properties of the solutes. More specifically,

if the gas-phase Peclet number is small and the transport regime is dominated by

diffusion/dispersion, the CDE is likely to be valid even for short travel distances.

Because convective transport is a major mechanism of VOCs migration, mechanical

dispersion induced by convection becomes a critical factor to be considered. This is

because mathematical models for flow in porous media (i.e., Darcy's law and the

continuity equation) describe the average flow behavior at a macroscopic scale (a volume

much larger than many pores) and ignore the flow variation at smaller scales (pore and

molecular scales). To include the flow variation due to pore-scale heterogeneity, the

mechanical dispersion concept must be incorporated into the mass transport equation.

Traditionally, mechanical dispersion has been related to the mean velocity by the

dispersivity coefficient, a value that has been assumed to be an intrinsic property of porous

media under fully saturated conditions. However, greater values have been reported for the

same media when unsaturated flow conditions are imposed in the system [De Smedt et al.,

1986; Maraqa et al., 1997; Matsubayashi et al., 1997], thus suggesting that the dispersivity

value may vary with the degree of saturation.

In this study, it is hypothesized that dispersion for dissolved solutes in unsaturated

porous media depends on water content. The concept of moisture-dependent liquid

dispersion may not be new, but a clear relationship between the liquid dispersion

coefficient, moisture content, and velocity has not been established. Results of a theoretical
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analysis of the dispersion coefficient as a function of saturation indicate that, although the

dimensionless dispersion coefficient depends on the Peclet number, it also tends to vary

with degree of saturation [Wilson and Gelhar, 1974]. Physically, as a soil column

becomes less saturated, the number of faster flow paths decreases, and water and solutes

tend to travel through a greater fraction and distribution of slower flow paths.

Subsequently, dispersivity must be increased in order to capture the effect of the greater

velocity variations. Furthermore, it is postulated that the aqueous phase dispersivity under

variably saturated conditions is hysteretic, that is, it depends on the wetting-draining

history of the soil. Flow paths in porous media, as well as tortuosity, are likely different

under wetting and draining and, subsequently, the dispersivity value should depend on the

wetting or draining history of the soil.

Because water content and flow history of the soil affect mean movement and

dispersion of the solutes in unsaturated porous media, they can also influence the mass

transfer processes affecting the transport behavior of volatile and non-volatile compounds.

It is therefore hypothesized that mass transfer between relatively mobile and immobile

water regions and between the aqueous and gas phases depend on water content and varies

for wetting and drying conditions (i.e., is hysteretic). In particular, the air/water mass

transfer coefficient in unsaturated porous media represents the overall transfer rate averaged

over a certain soil volume. A common approach is to scale the coefficient for pure gas and

water phases with moisture content. Because moisture content is a bulk property, a soil

during wetting and draining may have the same moisture content but different air-water

interfacial areas due to hysteresis. Such a difference in contact area likely leads to different

rates of mass transfer. If the mass transfer is scaled by using the same moisture content, it

is evident that the mass transfer rate during wetting is different from that during draining
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conditions. In other words, air-water mass transfer rate is hysteretic in unsaturated porous

media.

The primary objective of this research is to characterize and describe the dispersive

and mass transfer processes of nonvolatile and volatile solutes as influenced by the

hysteretic behavior of soil hydraulic properties under various water contents. In particular,

this research addresses: (1) the validity of the classical transport equations for non-reactive

solutes and VOCs in unsaturated porous media; (2) the dispersive properties of the media

as a function of water content and flow history; and (3) the effect of water content and

wetting and draining flow history on mass transfer processes affecting the transport

behavior of volatile and non-volatile compounds. To meet these research objectives and

test the established hypothesis, several major steps were completed: (1) experimental

design and method development; (2) experimental execution and data collection; and (3)

data analysis and interpretation. A stainless steel column was built and used to conduct

flow and transport experiments at different water contents under wetting and draining

conditions. Transport experiments were conducted using sodium chloride (NaC1) and

trichloroethene (TCE) as model non-reactive and volatile organic solutes, respectively. The

flow and solute breakthrough data collected were then used to characterize the hydraulic

and transport properties of the porous medium under the given experimental conditions.

Analysis of the breakthrough data was performed using the method of moments for

temporal concentration distributions and numerical modeling.

This work advances the understanding of VOC transport mechanisms in subsurface

environments and enhancement of the ability for scientists and engineers to simulate and

predict the fate and transport of organic contaminants under variable water-saturated

conditions. The research discussed here indicates that the transport behavior of nonreactive
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and volatile compounds in unsaturated porous media differs from that of saturated media

and requires different transport parameters. It further provides the tools to estimate

hydraulic and transport parameters as a function of system properties (e.g., water content

and pore water velocity) and breakthrough data. These estimates then can be applied to

describe the movement of chemicals at the field scale and to improve the ability to assess

and select effective clean-up strategies for many hazardous waste sites and minimize the

potential for exposure of these pollutants to humans and ecosystems.
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CHAPTER 2

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Experimental work using a laboratory-scale soil column was conducted to

characterize the dispersive and mass transfer processes of nonvolatile and volatile solutes as

influenced by hysteretic behavior of soil hydraulic properties under various water contents

in the vadose zone.

Physical and Chemical Characterization of the Porous Media

Physical and chemical characterization of the porous media included mineralogy

analysis and measurements of organic carbon content, particle-size distribution, specific

surface area, internal porosity area, pore size distribution, and the relationship between the

soil-water tension and water content (soil-water characteristic curve). Soil mineralogy was

analyzed by X-ray diffraction (Dept. Soil, Water, and Environmental Sciences, The

University of Arizona). The organic carbon content of the sand was analyzed by Desert

Analytical Laboratories (Tucson, AZ) using the combustion method. The sand is

composed mainly of quartz grains and contained very little organic carbon (foc 0.009%).

Particle size distribution analysis was performed by passing the sand through a series of

sieves of different mesh openings and gravimetrically determining the percent of particles

retained between one sieve size and another. The particle-size distribution ranges between

53 and 425 pm with an average particle size (d50) of 236 gm. The sand is fairly

homogeneous and well-sorted, with over 80% of the particles' diameter (d80) falling

between 149 and 300 p.m and uniformity coefficient (d60/d 10) of 1.6 (Figure 2.1). Soil

specific surface area was measured using the Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) analysis

[Brunauer, 1938] (Coors Ceramics Analytical Laboratory, Golden, CO ). The total

specific surface area for this sand was 0.738 m2 g - ', and it was mainly from external
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surface area (>85%). These results also reflect the presence of some internal porosity in

the sand grains. The pore size distribution and the soil-water retention curves (SWRC) for

wetting and drainage conditions were obtained using a static method involving a "hanging

column" procedure similar to that described by Danielson and Sutherland [1986] and Klute

[1986]. Dynamic soil-water retention data points were also collected by measuring water

contents and soil-water tensions during steady-state water flow.

Soil Column Design

The design of the column is illustrated in Figure 2.2. The column is made of

stainless steel (SS), 4.78 cm in internal diameter and 25 cm long, and is closed at both ends

with 5.08 cm SS Swagelok® cap fittings. The internal cones of the fittings were leveled to

a slope of approximately 2% to reduce internal dead volume. A 2 mm flat shoulder at the

top of the cone and around the internal circumference of the fitting was made to allow the

placement of a Teflon® 0-ring where the porous plates rest on. Perforations (1.6 mm OD)

were drilled through the center of the fitting caps to serve as inlet and outlet ports for the

water solution. An additional hole was drilled through the top cap to serve as a venting

port. Two additional perforations (3 2 mm OD) were drilled at 7.5 cm from each column

end on opposite sides to enable the placement of tensiometer devices. All perforations were

eventually connected to SS tubing through welded Swagelok® fittings. Stainless steel

porous plates (Mott Metallurgical) with average pore diameters of 100 and 0.5 gm were

placed at the top and bottom ends of the column, respectively, to provide support for the

porous media and to control the boundary conditions imposed on the system. The total

volume of the column was measured by slowly filling from the bottom with a de-aired

background solution. A total volume of 456.80 (± 0.42) cm 3 was measured by subtracting

the column dry weight from that of the water-filled column. This total volume includes the

volume of the endcaps and fittings. The total volume of the media was determined to be
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447.75 cm-3 . The volume of the endcaps (9.1 cm-3), therefore, contributed less than 3% of

the total volume of the media.

Column Packing

The column was uniformly packed with the previously described sand to a dry bulk

density (Pb) of 1.49 g mr l and an average porosity of 0.457 cm3cm-3. Dry sand was

packed into the column by adding sand layers of approximately 4 cm while applying

suction to the bottom of the column. Once each layer was added, the sand was mixed

slightly with the previous layers by stirring it with a 3 mm tube. Then it was tapped to

further encourage settling of the particles. After packing, the column was saturated from

the bottom with a de-aired solution. A pore volume of 204.32 ± 0.38 cm3 was measured

by subtracting the dry weight of the soil column from that of the saturated column. This

measurement suggested that the volume of the endcaps contributed less than 4% of the void

volume of the media..

Experimental Setup and Column Instrumentation

The experimental setup consisted of a solution delivery system, the sand column

placed vertically on a top-loading balance (Mettler PM 6100) inside a temperature-

controlled chamber, a solute detection system, and a vacuum (Figure 2.3) and waste

chamber (Figure 2.2). The delivery system was comprised of two HPLC pumps (SSI

Acuflow Series II Pump) connected to the top column inlet via a 6-port switching valve

(model CGUWE, Valco Instruments). This valve was used to switch between the

background and the VOC-tracer influent solution. A venting port was also placed on the

top of the column to allow the movement of air into and out of the column while

establishing water-flow equilibrium. This venting port was coupled to a 50 cm SS tube

(0.16 cm OD, 0.05 cm ID) to minimize trichloroethene (TCE) diffusion losses. The
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column outlet was connected to a flow-through UV/Vis Spectrophotometer (Schoeffel

Instruments, SF770 spectroflow monitor, GM770 monochromator), a conductivity

detector (Wescan Conductivity Detector, model 213), and a vacuum chamber. The vacuum

chamber was used to establish a constant head boundary for water flow at the bottom of the

column (Table 2.1) and achieve specific soil-water tensions and water contents in the sand

for given water flow rates. Total vacuum applied to the chamber was measured using a

mercury manometer.

Two tensiometers were inserted through the column wall perforations and connected

to the Swagelok® fittings welded on the walls. They consisted of SS porous cups (1.52 cm

L, 0.48 cm OD, average pore diameter of 2 gm) welded to 6 cm SS tubes (0.32 cm OD,

0.27 cm lD).The tensiometers were placed in the column while packing it to ensure good

contact with the sand. The SS tube was then connected to pressure transducers (Micro

Switch 236PC-15GW).

Water Flow and Transport Experiments

A total of twenty seven water-advecting transport experiments were conducted at

20°C (±0.1°C). Four experiments were performed under saturated-flow conditions,

thirteen under draining, and ten under wetting unsaturated-flow conditions (Table 2.1).

Replicate transport experiments were conducted at 31%, 26%, 20%, and 18% water

content under draining conditions and at 26% water content under wetting conditions.

Prior to each experiment, steady-state flow conditions were established using a 2.0 mM

background NaC1 aqueous solution. Steady-state flow conditions were achieved by

initially draining or wetting the column to a specified water content. This was

accomplished by lowering (draining) or increasing (wetting) the flow rates at the top of the

column or/and increasing (draining) or decreasing (wetting) the suction in the vacuum

chamber downstream of the column (Table 2.1). Once steady-state flow-rates, water
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contents, and soil-water tensions were reached, a 4.0 iriM NaC1 tracer solution

contaminated with TCE (54.1 ± 9.3 mgL-1 TCE) was applied as a displacing solution. The

influent solution was switched back to the background solution after the TCE effluent

concentration (C) reached the inlet concentration (Co). The experiment was terminated after

the effluent reached background concentrations.

Experimental Data Measurements and Collection

Continuous measurement and collection of water flow, water content, soil-water

tension, and influent and effluent concentrations were necessary to achieve the research

objectives. Specifics on the methods of measurements, calibration, and validation are

given below.

Flow Rates

Experimental flow rates generally were determined by measuring the flow rates

from the HPLC pumps outlets (Table 2.1). The measured flow rates were generally 5%

higher than the pump-displayed flow rates. Although good relationships (r2 = 0.99) were

developed between these two values for a given pump-specified flow rate, the measured

ones differ slightly between the two HPLC pumps. To ensure constant flow and reliable

measurements throughout the experiments, it was then necessary to measure pump flow

rates for each experiment. Column effluent rates were not measured during the unsaturated

flow experiments because the column outlet line was attached to the vacuum system (Figure

2.3). Effluent flow rates for saturated flow conditions, however, were measured and

compared to those measured from the HPLC pump. The results indicated that, once flow

equilibrium was achieved, the column effluent rates were identical to those previously

measured at pump outlets. Flow rates were determined by measuring the time required to
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fill up a specific volume in a 10 cm' glass graduated cylinder. At least 30 measurements

were taken and averaged for each specific flow rate determination.

Water Content

Experimental water content in the column was determined by continuously

monitoring the mass of the column on the top-loading balance. Initial total volume of water

in the column was determined outside of the experimental setup by subtracting the mass of

the dry soil column setup (4287.81 g) from the mass of the "saturated" one. The pressure

transducers were then connected to the saturated tensiometers, and the column was

connected to plugged inlet and outlet lines and placed on the top-loading balance. If the

column was near saturation, but not completely saturated, when connected to the inlet and

outlet lines, the measured mass was allowed to stabilize, and water was then applied to the

column until the column was fully saturated. Once measurements stabilized, the mass was

recorded and assumed to be the mass of the column at saturation. Any change in column

mass thereafter was assumed to result from changes in water volume in the column. After

each desaturation or saturation of the column, water contents were calculated by subtracting

or adding the change in water mass to the previous water mass in the column and dividing

this by the water density and total soil volume. Water content errors of about 5% were

estimated by removing the column from the experimental setup and comparing with the

actual water content.

Column mass data were transferred to a COMPAQ 486 Prolinea 4/50 computer via

a RS232C interface cable (Mettler, Model ME33783). A QUICK BASIC program

(Appendix A) was used to record the mass data and the time of measurements in a file.

Because the balance would send data every second, a FORTRAN 77 program (Appendix

B) was written to calculate the average weight every minute and reduce the data. Average
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water contents and standard deviations were then calculated from these measurements for

the entire length of each experiment (Table 2.1).

Pore-Water Velocity

Average pore-water velocities (v) in the column were determined from volumetric

flow rates (Qw), column cross-sectional area (At), and water contents (ew) (Table 2.1).

The standard deviation (std) of NI was estimated from the standard deviations of Qw (st1/4)

and Acew (stdAcew),

Q„, std ( Qw ) = std2Q + ( 
(

w )2 std 2A ow + 2(	 )s„),
Ack 	w	 Acew 	c	 A9 	(2.1)std (v) = 	 (2.1)

(AcOw )2

where sx), is the covariance of Qw and Pick, but is assumed to be 0 because the

measurements were obtained independently from each other [Kempthorne and Allmaras,

1986].

Soil-Water Tension

Soil-water tension was measured using two water-saturated tensiometers attached to

pressure transducers. The response time of the tensiometer and pressure transducers to

pressure changes was almost instantaneous, and therefore represented the actual conditions

in the column at the time of measurement. The pressure transducers were connected to a

data logger (21X Micrologger, Campbell Scientific, Inc.), which was used to obtain and

record the millivolts response of the pressure transducers. The data logger was interfaced

to a 286 computer, where the data were monitored, processed, and stored using the PC208

software (Campbell Scientific, Inc.). During the experiment, pressure transducer data were
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measured every second, averaged over one minute time intervals, and recorded as a

function of time in computer files. These data were later analyzed to quantify the average

soil-water tension and to identify any changes that may have occurred during the

experiments.

The soil-water tension was obtained from the response of the pressure transducers

by means of experimental calibration equations. These equations were obtained by relating

a known applied pressure to the millivolt response of the transducers. Positive and

negative pressures were applied to a closed system attached to the transducers by means of

a NullmaticO pressure regulator connected to the vacuum chamber setup (Figure 2.3). The

applied pressures were measured using a manometer and a tensimeter (Soil Measurement

Systems, Tucson, AZ). Results from the calibrations performed throughout the

experimental period indicate consistent and reliable calibrations for all transducers used

(Figure 2.4). Pressure transducers (PT) #7 and #8 were joined to the lower and top

tensiometers, respectively, for saturated flow experiments NC-TCE 20 and 21 and for

unsaturated flow experiments US NC-TCE 1 through 20 (Table 2.1). For all other

experiments, the lower and top tensiometers were joined to PT #6 and #4, respectively.

Solution Preparation and Measurements

All solutions and standard samples were prepared using purified water. Water was

purified by collecting the effluent from a reverse osmosis (RO 6 Plus) and Milli-Q Plus

water purification system (Millipore) and distilling it in an 0.05 M 1CMn04 solution. NaCl

standards and solutions were prepared by dissolving a specific amount of NaC1

(Mallincicrodt) in a given volume of purified water. Standards and solutions for TCE were

prepared by diluting a TCE-saturated solution with TCE-free solution. The TCE-saturated

solution was prepared about 6 months prior to its used by equilibrating an 8 mM aqueous

NaCl solution with pure phase TCE (99.5+%, Aldrich Chemical). The concentration of the
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TCE-saturated solution was assumed to be near solubility (1100 mgL -1 , Yu, 1995) for

preliminary dilution calculations. The dilute TCE-NaC1 solutions were prepared in 1500

cm-3 Teflon gas sampling bags (Alltech Assoc.) by first adding a NaC1 solution (-3.7 mM),

displacing the air inside the bag. After all the air was displaced, the 8 mM NaCl/TCE-

saturated solution was injected to a volume fraction (dilution ratio) of about 6%.

NaC1 and TCE concentrations were determined through calibration curves relating

the output of the conductivity and UVNis detectors to known concentrations of NaC1 and

TCE, respectively (Figure 2.5). The calibration method involved pumping a known solute

concentration through the detectors and recording their stable output (mV). An HPLC

pump was used to deliver the known-concentration solutions (standards) through the

detectors at a constant rate. TOE dilutions were made in 156 cm' borosilicate bottles

(Pierce) with Teflore-faced septa and crimped tops. They were prepared by initially filling

the bottles with the background solution. The same volume of TCE-saturated solution that

was going to be injected was removed, TCE-saturated solution was injected at the bottom

of the bottle until completely full, and the bottle was sealed immediately to avoid TCE

losses. Masses of the bottle at all steps were recorded from which the dilution ratios were

calculated. Continuous sampling was done by inserting a 16 gauge SS needle through and

near the surface of septa and inverting the bottle so that the septa was on the bottom. An

11.3 cm SS spinal needle (Popper & Son, Inc.) was also inserted through the septa until it

reached the top of the inverted bottle. This allowed movement of air directly to the top of

the bottle while pumping the standard solution, preventing TCE striping. Furthermore,

because the standard was removed from the bottom of the bottle, it was assumed that the

headspace formation at the top of the inverted bottle would minimally influence sampled

concentrations within the time used. To determine the exact TCE concentrations, samples

were also collected in hexane and analyzed in a Hewlett Packard gas chromatograph (GC)

5290 with an electron capture detector (ECD). The UV detector calibrations were
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continuously validated throughout the experiments by sampling the experimental solution

and analyzing it in the GC.

Column effluent concentrations were monitored using the flow-through

conductivity detector for NaC1 and a UV/Vis detector for TCE. Detection of NaC1 was

done at a range of 10. Detection of TOE was done at a wavelength of 210 nm. This

wavelength yielded the best sensitivity and least amount of interference in the analysis. The

output signal from the detectors was monitored, collected, and stored in a COMPAQ 486

Prolinea 4/50 computer via the EZChrome® chromatographic data acquisition system

(Scientific Software, Inc.). The output data collected were tabulated together with time and

relative concentrations (C/Co) using a FORTRAN program (Appendix C). Relative

concentrations were plotted vs. time to establish the solute breakthrough curves (Appendix

D).

Temperature

Chamber temperature was measured with a J-type thermocouple connected to the

previously mentioned data logger. Temperature data were recorded and stored in

conjunction with the pressure transducers response. Temperature measurements were

verified with a temperature meter (Cole Palmer Instrument Co.) and a mercury

thermometer.
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CHAPTER 3

THE EFFECT OF WATER CONTENT ON SOLUTE TRANSPORT IN

UNSATURATED POROUS MEDIA

Abstract

The effect of water content on NaC1 transport in unsaturated porous media was

investigated under steady-state flow conditions for water contents ranging between full

saturation and 15% by volume. The experiments were conducted in a 25-cm column

packed with homogeneous sand. Results of the experiments indicate that solute transport

in unsaturated porous media is subject to greater velocity variations and slower solute

mixing than in saturated media. As a result, NaC1 breakthrough curves (BTCs) show

earlier initial arrival and greater tailing and variance as the average water content decreases.

This behavior suggests that transport processes in the experiments deviate from Fickian

conditions at lower water contents. Because the classical convection-dispersion equation

does not adequately describe the movement of solutes under the pre-Fickian regime, it is

necessary to use the mobile-immobile model to reproduce the BTCs obtained under

unsaturated conditions. In general, the results indicate that lower water contents have a

greater fraction of immobile water, higher dispersion, and slower mass transfer between

the mobile and immobile regions. A power law relationship between dispersion and water

content-normalized velocities was found to exist for these and other experiments reported in

the literature using different porous media. Thus, it is suggested that dispersivity is not

only a function of properties of the media but also water content.
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Introduction

In classical groundwater hydrology, the velocity of solutes moving through

unsaturated porous media is commonly defined as the average velocity for all flow paths

over a representative elementary volume (REV). This average velocity, therefore, does not

describe velocity variations caused by heterogeneities at scales smaller than the REV. The

effect of these velocity variations on solute transport has generally been incorporated in the

transport equation using the concept of hydrodynamic dispersion. That is, deviations in

concentration fluxes resulting from velocity variations are expressed as a dispersive flux.

Analogous to the classical representation of molecular diffusion process, Fick's law is

employed to relate this flux to the concentration gradient, aC/az, where C is the solute

concentration and z is the spatial coordinate. For one-dimensional solute transport in

homogeneous isotropic porous media under steady flow with a uniform water content and

constant velocity, the governing equation can be written as

a2C
= V — v—at	 az2	 az

(3.1)

Equation (3.1) is often referred to as the convection-dispersion equation (CDE), in which

v is pore-water velocity (v = q/0„, where q is the Darcy flux and 0„ is volumetric water

content), t is time, and R is the retardation coefficient accounting for equilibrium linear

sorption processes. The hydrodynamic dispersion coefficient (D) is often defined as the

sum of effective molecular diffusion (D,:cw) and mechanical dispersion (Dh),

D = D,„T„ + Dh , and Dh = TIVn,	 (3.2)
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where D„, is the diffusion coefficient in bulk water, Tv, is a tortuosity factor, ri is

dispersivity, and n is an empirical coefficient. The tortuosity factor is thought to account

for the shape and length of the molecular path and depends on water content, but not on

velocity [Nielsen et al., 1986]. The dispersivity is generally considered to be an intrinsic

property of porous media under fully saturated conditions; however, greater values have

been reported for the same media when unsaturated flow conditions are imposed in the

system [De Smedt et al., 1986; Maraqa et al., 1997; Matsubayashi et al., 1997]. The

constant n has been found to range between 1 and 2 [Bear, 1972].

It has generally been accepted that the CDE is the fundamental equation for

describing transport of solutes in porous media [e.g., Bear, 1972]. This equation,

however, is valid only when the transport of a solute has reached the Fickian regime in

which the rate of solute spread grows linearly with time [Fischer et al., 1979] and the

dispersive flux becomes linearly proportional to the concentration gradient. The Fickian

regime occurs only after sufficient "forgetting" time has elapsed (i.e., the solute has been

able to sample the whole field of velocities and the solute velocity is independent of its

initial velocity). This means that a solute plume must travel over large distances, or for a

long enough time, to interact with many small-scale heterogeneities of the porous medium

before the CDE can be applied. For saturated flow in a uniformly packed sand column, the

distance is on the order of several thousands of sand grains [Yeh, 1998]. For most column

experiments under fully saturated conditions, this requirement is often satisfied and the

CDE is considered adequate. However, as a sand column becomes unsaturated, the

number of flow paths decreases and velocity variations increase. Consequently, a plume

moving in an unsaturated medium must travel a greater distance to attain complete mixing

and to reach the Fickian regime than in a saturated medium. In many cases, this distance

may be much greater than the length of experimental soil columns. As a result, solute

breakthrough can be characterized by multiple peaks, early initial arrival, and long effluent
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tailings which cannot be adequately described by the CDE [Yeh, 1998].

In absence of a theoretical framework to define the relationship between dispersive

flux and concentration gradient for the pre-Fickian regime, many researchers have used the

dead-end pore model [Coats and Smith, 1964] to describe the transport of solutes

exhibiting long effluent tailing in laboratory experiments. A similar conceptual model, the

mobile-immobile model (MIM), has also been applied to describe this solute transport

behavior in unsaturated porous media [Bond and Wierenga, 1990; De Smedt and

Wierenga, 1984; Gaudet et al., 1977; van Genuchten and Wierenga, 1976]. The approach

leads to a two-region convection-dispersion equation with a first-order solute-exchange

process between the mobile and immobile regions [van Genuchten and Wierenga, 1976;

Wierenga and van Genuchten, 1989],

OmRm
a c

m	
cim	 a2 cm 	a cm

.D. a z2
 OmVma t	 = Oa t	 a z

(3.3a)

o R a c 
im; 	=a t 	NaC1 (Cm - Cim), (3.3b)

where the subscripts m and im refer to mobile and immobile liquid phases, respectively,

D. = D1(3 (where 13 is mobile water fraction, O./ Ow), v. is mobile pore-water velocity

(where v. = q and OCNaa is a first-order mass transfer coefficient which accounts for

NaC1 diffusion between the mobile and immobile water regions. Values for O. and vm are

assumed constant in space and time. Values of 13 have been reported to decrease as water

content decreases in unsaturated systems [De Smedt and Wierenga, 1984; De Smedt et al.,

1986; Gaudet et al., 1977; van Genuchten and Wierenga, 1976]. The mass transfer

coefficient has been related to the interfacial area between the two regions, volume and
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geometry of the immobile water, and velocity [e.g. Armstrong et al., 1994; Bajracharya

and Barry, 1997; De Smedt and Wierenga, 1984; Rao et al., 1980a,b; van Genuchten and

Wierenga, 1977]. Notice that if 0. = 0, Equation (3.3) reduces to the CDE (Equation 3.1)

and will be referred to as the equilibrium model; otherwise, it is referred to as the non-

equilibrium model or MIM.

Despite of numerous laboratory experiments that have been conducted in the past to

study solute transport in unsaturated porous media, few attempts have been made to

systematically investigate solute transport through porous media under various degrees of

saturation. Furthermore, little attention has been given to the validity of Fickian flux

conditions in unsaturated porous media under different water contents. Therefore, the

objective of this study was to explore experimentally the effect of water contents on the

solute transport in unsaturated porous media.

Experimental Methods

The experimental setup used this study is illustrated in Figure 2.2 and is described in

Chapter 2. A total of 16 water-advecting transport experiments were conducted, 13 under

unsaturated draining conditions and 3 under saturated-flow conditions (Table 3.1). Prior to

each experiment, steady-state flow conditions were established using a 2.0 mM

background NaC1 aqueous solution. Unsaturated transport experiments were conducted by

initially draining the column to a specified water content. Drainage was accomplished by

lowering flow rates at the top of the column and/or adjusting the suction in the vacuum

chamber downstream of the column. Once steady-state flow rates, water contents, and

soil-water tensions were reached, a 4.0 mM NaC1 was applied as a displacing solution.

The influent solution was switched back to the background solution after the NaC1

concentration of the column effluent reached the inlet concentration (Co). Effluent

concentrations were plotted vs. time to establish the solute breakthrough curves (BTCs).
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Data Analysis

The method of moments for temporal concentration distributions was used to

characterize the NaC1 breakthrough data. The absolute nth moment is defined as

M= tnc(z,t)dt
0

Experimental absolute moments (Mn) were obtained through numerical integration of the

breakthrough data using the trapezoidal rule (FORTRAN program listed in Appendix E).

The total mass of solute passing through the system was verified with the Mo of the BTC.

The first normalized absolute moment of the input pulse and the effluent concentration

signal were used to estimate the mean arrival time of the center of mass (II),

ml

II 	1= 1v41 Neo
(3.5)

for NaCl, where the / and // superscripts refer to the moments of the input and output

signals, respectively. The mean arrival time was used in conjunction with the column

length (L) to calculate the pore-water velocity (NI = L41). An effective water content (se)

was then estimated from the Darcy flux divided by the moment-derived pore-water

velocity. Using normalized central moments,

00

(t—-) C(x,t) dt
Mo

Mn =

(3.4)

Mo
(3.6)



the variance of the breakthrough curve is calculated by

*	 *
a = m2

H
 - m2

I

In general, this variance represents the spread of the concentration distribution and is

influenced by mechanical dispersion and molecular diffusion.

The influence of molecular diffusion on the spreading of the BTC data was

evaluated by calculating the effective molecular diffusion, where D,„, - 8x104 cm2 min"' for

NaC1 [Welty et al., 1984] and t„, was assumed to be linearly related to the degree of

saturation of the media (S),

S — S r
tw = tsat	 9

1 — S r

where Tsar is the tortuosity factor when the media is fully saturated and S r is the "irreducible"

saturation [Burdine, 1953]. A value of Tsar = 0.85 was chosen as a representative value for

sandy soil [Ma and Selim, 1994]. The value of S r = 0.10 was obtained from soil-water

retention curves of the sand used in these experiments.

The skewness of the BTC is a measure of the degree of asymmetry of the curve

around its mean and is given by

M *SK= 03/32 (3.9)
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A positive value of skewness signifies a distribution with an asymmetric tail extending out

in time. For a conservative tracer, the BTC is slightly skewed even though the transport

process has reached the Fickian regime and fully conforms to the CDE. This skewness is

attributable to the combined effect of convective and dispersive processes, similar to the

physical concept of the Doppler effect. Any additional asymmetry of the solute

concentration distribution may then reflect incomplete spatial averaging and non-Fickian

transport processes.

Experimental moments were used to determine transport parameters for Equation

(3.3) using an approach similar to Leij and Dane [1992] and Valocchi [1985]. Theoretical

expressions for the temporal moments (in brackets) resulting from the MINI model were

obtained by differentiating the solution to Equations (3.3a) and (3.3b) in the Laplace

domain. In an attempt to independently determine the parameters for Equations (3.3a) and

(3.3b) theoretical expressions for the first normalized moment 0.0 and the 2 nd (a), 3 rd , and

4th normalized central moments are expressed in terms of the dimensionless parameters X =

x/L, P = vL/D, 13 = em/0„„ F = 1-13, and co = aL/ve:

	r 1\4 1	 19,	 To= + —

	

Mo	 2
(3.10)

[M2] * = 2R2x + F2 + T1)

P w	 12 (3.11)

[M 3 ] * = 12	
1 + F 2 + P F12R2 X
P	 a)	 2a)2

(3.12)
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[1V1	 12R4X	
+ X 12F 2 	2F4	 4F 3 	2XF2 	2F 4 	XF4

p 3	 p2 p2	
+	 +

a)	 1, 0)2	 p0)2 + pa) + (03 ±
+ 

'1'4 	1	 F 2

R 2XT20 	(7)
80

(3.13)

The mathematical expressions containing the duration of the pulse (To) represent the

contribution of the moments of the input concentration distribution to that of the effluent

concentration. Equations (3.10) through (3.13) were developed for a first-type inlet

condition, zero concentration gradient at infinity, and a constant initial concentration.

Although the whole set of theoretical expressions (Equations 3.10-13) have been given by

Leij and Dane [1992], their expression of (M4)* was found to differ from that determined in

this research. Here the entire set of equations is presented for consistency. For BTCs

measured at the column outlet (X = 1), the first moment gives an estimate of the retardation

of the solute. Estimates of R for the experiment show that NaC1 eluted at 1 pore volume

and that it was behaving as a non-reactive solute. Using moments estimated from the

experiment as input to Equations (3.10 - 3.13), parameter values were subsequently

obtained by solving the system of equations.

In addition to the above moment analysis, a nonlinear least-squares optimization

code for estimating transport parameters, CXTFIT [Tonde et al., 1995], was employed to

estimate values of parameters in Equations (3.1) and (3.3). For Equation (3.1), two

transport parameters (D and NO were estimated, while four transport parameters (v, D, a,

and 0.) were determined for Equation (3.3). Pore-water velocities were fitted to give more

flexibility in the estimation procedure [Toride et al., 1995], and the retardation coefficient

was fixed at 1.0 because the mean arrival time indicated that NaCl eluted at 1 pore volume.

A first-type inlet condition was used since the experiments involved flux-averaged
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concentrations [van Genuchten and Parker, 1984]. A zero concentration gradient at infinity

and an initial solute concentration (C/) were assumed.

It is recognized that the CXTFIT model assumes uniform velocity along a column.

However, for some of the experiments, the water content was non-uniform and the velocity

varied along the column (as indicated by the non-unit gradient, Table 3.1). Consequently,

the average water content was used and constant velocity was assumed over the length of

the column. Errors due to this assumption should be small because the column is relatively

short and pressure gradients were small. Furthermore, De Smedt and Wierenga [1978],

Porro et al. [1993], and Selim et al. [1977] found that, despite non-uniform water content

distributions, BTCs of solutes moving through unsaturated porous media under steady

water flux conditions can be predicted using an average water content and an average

dispersion coefficient.

Results

The experimental results show that breakthrough curves of NaC1 for unsaturated

flow conditions exhibit earlier initial arrival and a higher degree of tailing than under

saturated conditions (Figure 3.1). Such behavior was characterized by analyzing initial and

mean solute arrival and spread and skewness of the BTCs. To indicate the initial arrival of

NaCl, an initial breakthrough pore volume (IBPV) was defined as the fraction of a pore

volume eluted when the effluent concentration reaches 1% of the influent concentration. A

plot of IBPV versus water content (Figure 3.2) shows that the B3PV occurs earlier under

unsaturated conditions and tends to decrease as water content decreases and velocity

increases. The earlier IBPV as water content decreases is attributed to faster initial

movement of the solute as it travels through a decreasing number of faster flow paths.

Pore-water velocities obtained from NaCl mean arrival times were in good
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agreement with the measured pore-water velocities (determined from the column cross-

sectional area, volumetric flow rates (Q), and water contents), with an averaged error less

than 3%. The deviations were all attributed to experimental error in water content

measurements. As a result, the effective water contents were used for the remaining

analysis of the data.

Generally, it can be observed in Table 3.1 that the variance for the BTCs tends to

increase with decreasing water content. Note that second and higher central moments for

the slower saturated experiment (Run NC 23; Table 3.1) were excluded because of

incomplete data acquisition of the BTC. Higher variances for lower water contents (< 20%

by volume) indicate that spatial variations in soil-water tension do not affect velocity

variations to a great extent because pressure gradients tend to decrease as water content

decreases. The variances of the BTCs also tend to increase with velocity for water contents

above 20% by volume. This is expected for a Fickian-type regime when hydrodynamic

dispersion is the major factor contributing to the total spread of the data. Below 20% water

content, however, the higher variance observed for lower velocities suggests that rate-

limited processes and/or molecular diffusion are contributing more to the spread of the data.

From these observations it is inferred that the mechanisms contributing to the spreading of

BTC are not only a function of velocity, but also of water content.

Certain trends in the skewness of the BTCs (Table 3.1) are observed, although the

calculations may involve large errors (as discussed below). Generally, BTC skewness

tends to increase as velocity increases. Similar results were reported by Rao et al. [1980b]

for transport experiments conducted with saturated aggregates. The increase in skewness

as velocity increases suggests slower mixing resulting from preferential flow and slower

rate-limited processes. The skewness of the BTCs also seems to increase with decreasing

water content from saturation to about 26% by volume. Below this water content, the

skewness decreases. The effect of water content on the skewness seems to correspond to



Table 3.1. Experimental Conditions and NaC1Moment Analysis for Saturated and
Draining Conditions

Run	 Measured Parameters Moment Analysis of Breakthrough
Data

AP/Az i IBPV2 ee
cm3cm-3

v3

cm miff' min'
Skewness

min3"
M *4

Saturated
NC 20 -0.913 0.90 0.46 0.126 228 6.7 1.15x108
NC 21 -0.863 0.89 0.46 0.126 357 5.00 1.25x108
NC 23 -0.506 0.88 0.46 0.032
Unsaturated
NaC11 0.626 0.79 0.32 0.183 868 4.35 1.64x108
NaC12 0.575 0.79 0.31 0.186 950 5.63 1.89x108
NaC13 0.739 0.82 0.32 0.181 866 5.65 1.79x108
NaC14 0.000 0.69 0.20 0.215 939 3.16 1.65x108
NaC15 0.059 0.65 0.18 0.157 8102 8.04 6.66x109

NaC16 0.160 0.70 0.16 0.107 4536 1.97 1.44x10' °
NaC17 0.097 0.66 0.15 0.075 66043 16.95 1.91x10' 2

NaC18 0.185 0.70 0.20 0.145 1132 1.71 3.69x109
NaC19 0.677 0.76 0.26 0.192 3025 10.04 1.79x109

NaC110 0.446 0.76 0.23 0.187 861 7.96 1.86x109
NaC112 0.050 0.75 0.18 0.095 8261 1.17 5.81x1e
NaC121 0.189 0.78 0.29 0.202 3950 12.19 3.60x109

NaC1 22 0.067 0.78 0.25 0.193 4236 13.40 6.62x109

In cm H20	 where the reference elevation (z=0) is the bottom of the column.
2 1n pore volumes (T= tinv/L) where tun. is is the initial breakthrough time.
3 Pore-water velocity determined from mean arrival time of the NaC1 center of mass.
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changes in pore-water velocity, because velocity generally decreases with decreasing water

content below 25%, but with increasing water content above 25%.

The use of Equations (3.10) through (3.13) to independently estimate the transport

parameters from experimental moments did not yield realistic results. The poor estimation

of parameters is attributed to high error in the determination of the experimental moments,

M. This error originates from the high influence of noisy experimental data in the tail of

the BTC (Fahim and Wakao, 1982; Lei] and Dane, 1992; Sardin et al., 1991) and from

greater numerical integration error for the higher moments. The effect of this error was

evaluated by using CX11-41 to generate a BTC of known transport parameters (R = 1.0, D

= 0.0314, 13 = 0.86, co = 1.12), estimating the experimental moments of the generated

BTC, and simultaneously solving Equations (3.10) through (3.13) to recalculate the

parameters. The recalculated transport parameters (R = 1.0, D = 0.0838, [3 = 0.97, co =

0.059) were inconsistent with those that were used to generate the BTC. This

inconsistency resulted from error in the calculations of the experimental moments from the

generated BTC. In addition, comparison of experimental moments for the NaC1 transport

experiments and the theoretical moments calculated from the CX 11-1 1 -fitted parameters

shows a large deviation between them (Table 3.2). Conversely, if Equations (3.10)

through (3.13) were solved using the theoretical moments calculated from the known

parameters, the recalculated transport parameters were the same as those used to generate

the theoretical moments. These results suggest that estimation of transport parameters

using the method of moments is highly sensitive to the value of the experimental moments,

M:, and that error in their estimation magnifies the error of the estimated parameters.

The transport parameters obtained from CXTFIT by fining the experimental results

to the equilibrium and non-equilibrium models are given in Table 3.3. For saturated

conditions, both the equilibrium model and MIIVI adequately simulate the BTCs. For



Table 3.2. Percent Difference Between Experimental and
Theoretical Moments

Run	 a - [M2] * 	M; - [M3] * M*4 - [M4]*

[m2r	 uvia	 [A44]*
x102	 x102	 x102

Saturated

NC 20	 52.6	 98.9	 4.7

NC 21	 68.6	 99.0	 13.7

NC 23	 na	 na	 na

Unsaturated

NaC11 67.1 93.9 26.7

NaC12 71.5 96.3 37.1

NaC13 66.9 94.4 34.7

NaC14 30.7 73.3 17.3

NaC15 83.9 98.8 91.7

NaC16 40.8 63.5 5.5

NaC17 91.3 99.8 92.3

NaC18 2.7 32.5 2.0

NaC19 88.5 99.5 76.5

NaC1 10 52.3 94.8 8.0

NaC112 74.7 98.4 30.8
NaC121 93.3 99.7 86.9
NaC122 90.4 99.7 68.5

Test 20.9 68.1 -31.7
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Table 3.3 Results of the CXTFIT Parameter Optimization Model for NaC1
Breakthroughs Under Draining Flow Conditions 

Run	 Equilibrium Model 	MIM Model 
v	 D	 v	 D	0m 01	 aNaCI .4

(stdx10-3) 1 (stdx10')	 (stdx10-3) (stdx10-3) (stdx10-3) (stdx10 -)
cm min"' cm` min"'	 cm min-' cm` min' cmi cm' min -1 x 10'

Saturated
NC 20	 0.126	 .0042	 0.126	 0.0038	 0.99	 1.582

(±4.9)	 (±4.9)	 (±5.9)	 (±12.5)	 (±6.9)	 (±0.03)
NC 21	 0.126	 0.0043	 0.126	 0.0038	 0.99	 1.172

(±4.8)	 (4.8)	 (±2.8)	 (±3.5)	 (±0.0)	 (±0.02)
NC 23	 0.032	 0.0014	 0.032	 0.0011	 0.99	 0.126

(±3.4)	 (±3.4)	 (±3.7)	 (±9.8)	 (±33.6)	 (±0.02)
Unsaturated
NaC11	 0.183	 0.0275	 0.184	 0.0110	 0.93	 1.944

(±13.1)	 (±13.1)	 (±9.8)	 (±17.3)	 (±41.9)	 (±0.08)
NaC12	 0.187	 0.0281	 0.188	 0.0117	 0.94	 1.917

(±11.6)	 (±11.6)	 (±5.6)	 (±10.2)	 (±25.2)	 (±0.05)
NaC13	 0.182	 0.0265	 0.183	 0.0081	 0.93	 1.869

(±15.4)	 (±15.4)	 (±2.5)	 (±4.2)	 (±11.0)	 (±0.02)
NaC14	 0.213	 0.1052	 0.215	 0.0314	 0.86	 1.932

(±12.1)	 (±12.1)	 (±2.2)	 (±5.3)	 (±13.7)	 (±0.02)
NaC15	 0.164	 0.0818	 0.166	 0.0240	 0.85	 1.326

(±13.0)	 (±13.0)	 (±6.3)	 (±13.1)	 (±31.8)	 (±0.03)
NaC16	 0.106	 0.0502	 0.107	 0.0161	 0.87	 0.649

(±12.5)	 (±12.5)	 (±4.3)	 (±9.3)	 (±23.9)	 (±0.01)
NaC17	 0.077	 0.0376	 0.078	 0.0132	 0.88	 0.372

(±8.8)	 (±8.8)	 (±3.8)	 (±8.2)	 (±19.6)	 (±0.01)
NaC18	 0.143	 0.0605	 0.143	 0.0224	 0.88	 1.443

(±6.5)	 (±6.5)	 (±2.4)	 (±3.2)	 (±0.0)	 (±0.00)
NaC19	 0.196	 0.0416	 0.195	 0.0145	 0.92	 1.886

(±7.5)	 (±7.5)	 (±2.3)	 (±5.1)	 (±16.4)	 (±0.03)
NaC110	 0.186	 0.0443	 0.185	 0.0193	 0.92	 1.647

(±6.1)	 (±6.1)	 (±1.5)	 (±4.4)	 (±12.6)	 (±0.02)
NaC1 12	 0.095	 0.0279	 0.095	 0.0111	 0.91	 0.564

(±7.6)	 (±7.6)	 (±2.3)	 (±4.8)	 (±11.4)	 (±0.01)
NaC121	 0.209	 0.0360	 0.207	 0.0155	 0.95	 1.168

(±7.0)	 (±7.0)	 (±2.6)	 (±4.2)	 (±13.0)	 (±0.03)
NaC1 22	 0.197	 0.0546	 0.197	 0.0216	 0.92	 1.717

(±5.4)	 (±5.4)	 (±1.5)	 (±1.8)	 (±0.0)	 (±0.00)
'std refers to standard deviation of the fitted parameters
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unsaturated flow conditions, however, the coefficients of determination (r2) for the

regression of observed versus fitted concentrations [Tonde et al., 1995] show that the MIM

yields a better overall fit (r2 ranges between 0.999 and 1.000) than the equilibrium model

(r2 ranges from 0.994 to 1.000). Furthermore, the MIM provides a significantly better

description of the solute early arrival and breakthrough tailing for unsaturated conditions

than the equilibrium model. Small standard deviations of the fitted pore-water velocities,

and their excellent agreement (>97%) with those obtained from the first moment analysis

and experimental measurement, indicate that both models are able to correctly predict the

mean travel time of the BTCs. Although the models yield similar fitted dispersion

coefficients for the saturated cases, the equilibrium model yields higher values for

unsaturated flow conditions than the MIM. In general, both models indicate that dispersion

tends to increase as velocity increases and as water content decreases (Figure 3.3). In

addition, the MIM values of 13 for unsaturated flow conditions decrease with decreasing

water content (Figure 3.2). Similar to these results, Griffioen et al. [1998] indicate that

mobile-water fractions reported for unsaturated porous media range between 0.6 and 1 and

tend to increase as water content increases.

Although somewhat scattered, the results suggest that the fitted a values tend to

increase with water content and pore-water velocity for unsaturated conditions. Figure 3.4

shows the means and associated standard deviations (shown in error bars) of the fitted

parameters as a function of water content. The standard deviations suggest that the

dispersion coefficient is the most variable parameter, whereas a is the least.

Discussion

For saturated flow cases, the experimental results show that BTCs conform to the

CDE solution, indicating that the Fickian regime has been established. Conversely, greater

variance and excessive skewness, characterized by early initial arrival and long tailing, of
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Figure 3.3. Fitted dispersion coefficient for the MIM and equilibrium models as a
function of decreasing water content and velocities.
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the BTCs for unsaturated cases indicate that complete mixing has not occurred and that

transport processes may still remain at the pre-Fickian stage.

Early initial arrival and long tailing of BTCs observed in large-scale heterogeneous

aquifers have been attributed to the non-Fickian behavior of solute transport [e.g., Gelhar,

1993]. Similarly, recent stochastic analysis of solute transport in large-scale heterogeneous

vadose zones also shows that, as the vadose zone becomes drier and more heterogeneous,

the ensemble mean plume becomes highly skewed and Fick's law no longer applies [Harter

and Yeh, 1996]. To account for this non-Fickian behavior in stratified aquifers, a modified

convection-dispersion equation has been proposed by several researchers [e.g., Berkowitz

and Scher, 1995; Gelhar et al., 1979; Matheron and de Marsily, 1980]. This equation

includes higher order spatial and temporal derivatives of concentration in addition to the

dispersion and convection terms in the CDE. While the convection term represents the

movement of a tracer due to the average velocity over the heterogeneous aquifer, the

dispersion term captures the effect of velocity deviations due to stratification and mixing

among layers. The higher order temporal/spatial derivative terms then define the slow

release of solutes entrapped in low permeable beds in the aquifer during the pre-Fickian

regime. These researchers further suggested that, to allow the solute migration to reach the

Ficician regime, a solute plume must travel over distances much greater than the size of

stratification such that the effect of velocity variations due to stratification is balanced by

local transverse dispersion among layers. On the other hand, Matheron and de Marsily

[1980] showed that the Fickian regime can be reached over a short distance if the direction

of groundwater flow is at an angle to the stratification so that large transverse mixing

between layers is created.

Although these results and theories were developed for the investigation of large-

scale heterogeneities, the arguments and inferences apply to the results of the laboratory-

scale experiments in this research. In other words, it is argued that, as water content
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decreases, solute particles travel along isolated flow paths, analogous to the stratified

aquifer, and encounter greater pore-scale heterogeneity and velocity variations. Under such

conditions, solutes must travel long distances or times so that the effect of velocity variation

is compensated for transverse mixing and a Fickian state is reached. Although a rigorous

mathematical analysis was not undertaken to prove equivalence of the modified convection-

dispersion equation and the MIM, it is believed they are conceptually identical. In other

words, the high and low conductive layers in the stratified aquifer correspond to the mobile

and immobile regions of MIM, respectively, and the transverse mixing across layers is then

analogous to the mass transfer between the mobile and immobile waters. Therefore, the

MIM is an adequate mechanism to represent the pre-Fickian behavior at the pore scale. In

this.context, it is hypothesized that the immobile water fraction represents the extent of the

deviation, and the mass-transfer coefficient represents the rate at which solute mixing and

spreading is occurring.

Inasmuch as the MEM parameters are obtained by simultaneous optimization,

unique solutions may not be obtained because the parameters are often correlated

[Bajracharya and Barry, 1997; Koch and Flahler, 1993]. Although the limitations of the

parameter optimization technique are acknowledged, it is pointed out that, under

circumstances of incomplete mixing, solute transport must be described with multi-

parameter equations such as those used in the MIM model and that the parameters must be

approximated within realistic values. When experimental techniques are inadequate to

measure parameters independently, they are estimated using reported relationships and/or

on the basis of best fit of models. The results suggest that, though the absolute values of

the fitted parameters may not be unique, their values are within realistic estimates [Griffioen

et al., 1998], and the trends of the parameters with respect to water content and pore-water

velocity still hold. For instance, the excellent agreement between fitted and measured pore-

water velocities suggests that the model is able to correctly predict the mean velocity of the
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solute particles. Furthermore, the dispersion coefficients estimated using the CDE (one-

parameter optimization) yield trends similar to those estimated from the MIM (Figure 3.4).

Although the CDE may not correctly describe the NaC1 breakthrough under unsaturated

conditions, both models suggest that velocity variations increase with increasing velocity

and decreasing water content.

Under the assumption that the dispersion term in Equation (3.3a) represents the

normal distribution of average deviations about the mean solute velocity, the dispersion

coefficient is accepted to be mainly influenced by molecular diffusion, fluid velocity, and

medium characteristics [Bear, 1972]. Divergence from a normal distribution can then be

thought as being incorporated into the mobile/immobile and mass transfer parameters.

Molecular diffusion under unsaturated flow conditions accounts for less than 6% of the

mobile dispersion coefficients in the experiments and becomes less important as water

content decreases (due to lower TO and pore-water velocity increases. The dependence of

the dispersion coefficient on velocity has been well documented for saturated and

unsaturated flow conditions [Bear, 1972; De Smedt and Wierenga, 1984; Khan and Jury,

1990] and is attributable to greater velocity variations at higher pore-water velocities. In

addition, the fitted dispersion coefficients are inversely related to average water contents

and tend to increase as water contents decrease (Figure 3.3). Although the fitted dispersion

coefficients did not show a strong relationship with pore-water velocity (r2 = 0.30), they

showed a strong relationship with the ratio of the mobile water velocity to average mobile

water content (Figure 3.5), given by an empirical power law,

D — DwT„,	 (el	 4„(em)vnin,	 (3.14)
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where n is an empirical constant and (e) is saturation-dependent dispersivity. Best fit

values for n and 11 are 1.5 and 0.020, respectively. The proposed power law relationship

(Equation 3.14) suggests that dispersivity is not only a characteristic of the porous

medium, but depends also on water content under unsaturated flow conditions. The

inverse relationship between the dispersion coefficient and water content in Equation (3.14)

further suggests that the saturation-dependent dispersivity increases as water content

decreases. Physically, this can be attributed to a lesser number of flow channels, more

tortuous and smaller flow paths, and greater small-scale variations in water content as the

medium desaturates. According to Bear [1972], the constant n is assumed to fall between 1

and 2, depending on the role played by transverse (perpendicular to flow) molecular

diffusion. In pore-channel systems in which mixing results from the joined effect of

velocity distribution and transverse molecular diffusion, n is close to 2. Where mixing

occurs only at junctions connecting pore channels, however, n is near 1. In the

experiments conducted, n is 1.5, and solute mixing appears to occur from the combined

effect of the different mechanisms. Other reported data for different porous media show

similar relationships between dispersion and the ratio of mobile pore-water velocity to

water content (Figure 3.5) and yield similar values of n (1.1 and 1.3 for De Smedt and

Wierenga [1984] and Maraqa et al. [1997], respectively).

The results are also consistent with previous findings that relate r to particle size.

In this analysis, the lowest dispersivity constant (i = 0.004) was obtained for the medium

used by De Smedt and Wierenga [1984], of which the particle diameter ranges from 88 to

125 gm. An intermediate value = 0.02) was obtained for the sand used in this research

(diameter range 53-425 gm), and the highest value (1 = 0.26) was obtained for the coarser

media (diameter range 250-500 gm [Maraqa et al., 1997]). In accordance with other

investigations [Harleman and Rumer, 1963; Rose and Passioura, 1971], the data show that

dispersive properties of the media increase as the particle size distribution increases.
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It is important to point out that, in contrast to the results presented here, some

laboratory tracer experiments in undisturbed soil columns have demonstrated earlier initial

arrival and greater degree of BTC tailing for saturated than unsaturated flow conditions

[Gaber et al., 1995; Seyfried and Rao, 1987]. In a matrix with a highly skewed pore size

distribution (such as a medium embedded with macropores, cracks, and aggregates), the

distribution of solute velocity under fully saturated conditions is likely to be highly skewed

as water moves rapidly through these features and slowly in the soil matrix. This skewed

velocity distribution thus induces early initial breakthrough and a greater degree of BTC

tailing and asymmetry. As water content decreases from saturation, these macropores drain

first, and water flows through a less-skewed pore-size distribution with a smaller mean

value. Consequently, the distribution of flow velocity becomes less skewed, the velocity

variations decrease, and the asymmetry of the BTC is reduced under lower water contents

[Seyfried and Rao, 1987]. On the other hand, in a medium with a less-skewed pore-size

distribution (such as the uniformly packed sand column used in this study), the velocity

distribution under fully saturated conditions is expected to be less skewed and solute

breakthroughs conform to the Fickian behavior. As the medium desaturates, flow takes

place in fewer flow channels and velocity variations become greater, exhibiting a highly

skewed distribution. As a result, solute BTCs become less symmetric with decreasing

water content.

The mobile water fraction obtained from fitting experimental data to the MIM shows

that 13 is lower for unsaturated flow conditions and tends to decrease with water content

(Figure 3.2). Furthermore, under unsaturated conditions, 13 tends to increase slightly with

increasing pore-water velocity above 23% water content. The greater 13 with increasing

pore-water velocity at higher water contents denotes a more uniform velocity field and

suggests that transport conditions are closer to the Fickian regime. At lower water

contents, however, decreasing 13 values with increasing velocity suggest greater velocity
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variations and the possible existence of preferential flow paths. Flow simulations have

indeed shown that the spatial velocity pattern under dry conditions is dominated by single-

flow channels having much higher velocity than the remainder [Harter and Yeh, 1996;

Hammel and Roth, 1998].

In order to represent the effects of unsaturated water content (0e) and mean pore-

water velocity on the mobile water fraction, an empirical relationship of the form

13, x 9m v"€-G)

 
(3.15)

was developed where Be is the effective mobile water fraction, x, yrn, and p are empirical

coefficients, which relate to the degree to which 0, and t)NaCl influence this parameter, and 0

is the medium porosity. The values of the coefficients, x = 1.23, y = 0.25, and p = 0.28,

were obtained by minimizing the sum of the squared errors between the optimized 13 values

obtained from CXTFIT and those calculated with Equation (3.15) (error2 = 0.0018).

Comparison between B and Be values indicate that the developed relationship closely

represents the observed values (Figure 3.2) and that water content and velocity values can

be used to predict the amount of mobile water in unsaturated sand, such as the one used in

this research. Although it is recognized that the above empirical relationship is limited to

porous media similar to that used in the experiments in this research, such a relationship

serves to point out that MIM model parameters for conservative tracers are related to water

content and velocity. Similar to other hydraulic and transport parameters (e.g., saturated

hydraulic conductivity, soil-water retention characteristics, dispersivity), the mobile and

immobile water fractions depend on the medium [Bajracharya and Barry, 1997] and must

be evaluated for different porous media.
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Inspection of Figure 3.2 reveals similar trends between IBPV and 13 , suggesting that

the values of the two parameters are closely related for a given water content and velocity.

This result agrees with those of Gaudet et al. [1977] and Selim and Ma [1995], who

observed that the mobile water fraction parameter affects the time of initial appearance of

the solute. A regression analysis of D3PV versus 13 yields an excellent linear relationship

(r2 = 0.94), suggesting that 13 can be used to predict the time of initial arrival of a solute

given average water contents and velocities. Moreover, D3PV can be used to estimate

values of [3 for solute transport predictions in unsaturated sand.

The NaC1BTCs for conditions of saturated flow are nearly symmetrical and show

little tailing (Figure 3.1). As water content decreases, however, the BTCs become

progressively asymmetrical and show greater degrees of tailing. This behavior indicates

that mixing is occurring at slower rates and that these rate limitations become more

important as water content decreases. Although the MIM model was able to properly

describe the BTC tails, the mechanistic interpretation of the first-order mass-transfer

coefficient (aNaCI, is extremely difficult. This is because aNact must compensate for the1

inadequate description of pre-Fickian flux and, in the context of the MIM, the geometry of

the mobile and "immobile" regions in unsaturated systems. Nonetheless, the fitted a

values fall within the range of many published estimates [Griffioen et al., 1998], and

qualitative interpretation of these values provides valuable insight regarding the rate-limited

processes. Although somewhat scattered, the results presented herein show that a tends to

increase with water content and pore-water velocity (Figure 3.6). Generally, greater rates

of mass transfer are expected for greater water contents because of the lower "immobile"

water fraction present. Qualitatively, it can also be speculated that greater water contents

may also result in a greater contact area for solute exchange between the mobile and

"immobile" regions and a shorter, less tortuous path within the immobile region. As water

content decreases, the contact area between the two regions may become limited and the
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diffusion path more tortuous as the solute may need to diffuse through interconnected

immobile regions. It is also plausible that the greater a values indicate that the dispersive

flux is closer to the Fickian regime and that solute transport approaches Fickian conditions

at earlier times for higher water contents. The effect of velocity on ŒNaci reflects its

influence on one or more rate-limited mechanisms. As proposed by van Genuchten and

Wierenga [1977] and De Smedt and Wierenga [1984], greater velocities may result in

enhanced mass transfer rates by causing faster mixing between the two regions. Velocity

also influences the resident time of the solute, and therefore affects the time available for

mass transfer to occur between the two regions. Lower residence times for higher

velocities result in reduced mass transfer and hence higher first-order mass transfer

coefficients. Recently, Gwo et al. [1996] and Young and Ball [1995] suggested that time

dependence of a results in greater fitted values for greater velocities. They proposed that

the diffusion process depends on the extent of equilibrium and that it is characterized by a

very high flux during early times. Reduced residence times for higher velocities may,

therefore, result in higher first-order mass transfer coefficients to account for the higher

diffusive flux. Because the solute residence time depends on the step input, which in this

research varied for different water content and velocity conditions, the fitted aNaci values

may also reflect temporal variations in mass transfer rates. From a different perspective,

the greater aNac, values for higher average velocities may reflect that the system is closer to

the Fickian regime because of the greater dispersive flux with velocity (Equation 3.14).

That is, the greater velocities may enhance solute mixing so that complete spatial averaging

is approached and the Ficician flux regime is reached faster.
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Conclusions

Analysis of NaC1 transport in porous media under different degrees of saturation

suggests that the dispersivity of unsaturated porous media is not only dependent on the

properties of porous media but also on water content.

Analysis of the BTCs also provided strong evidence that solute transport under

unsaturated conditions is subjected to non-Fickian flux conditions for longer times and

distances than in saturated media. In general, lower water content results in greater velocity

variations and slower mixing of the solute. As a result, the solute must travel longer

distances to achieve complete spatial averaging and attain Fickian-flux conditions. It is

therefore concluded that greater deviations from the Fickian flux regime occur as water

content decreases. Inasmuch as solutes travel longer to approach the Fickian regime, a

greater number of averaged heterogeneities are encountered and solute flux must be

characterized by a greater dispersion coefficient. Consequently, the Fickian flux is

characterized by higher dispersion coefficients than pre-Fickian conditions because the

former encompasses greater heterogeneity in local fluid velocities.

In view of the classical CDE inadequacy to describe the movement of solutes under

pre-Fickian conditions, the MIM was needed to reproduce the BTCs obtained under

unsaturated flow conditions. The physical meanings of the MIM parameters, however,

will always be conceptual, and the need to use this model may simply indicate that Fickian

conditions have not been reached. The use of the MIM model to represent the pre-Fickian

conditions, however, may also be limited to the late stages of the pre-Fickian regime.

Experimental and numerical studies of laboratory and field-scale heterogeneous aquifers

suggest that, when limited mixing occurs between regions, solute breakthrough tends to

show multiple peaks at early times of the transport process [Sudicky et al., 1983; Wheat

and Dawe, 1988 1 . Consequently, the MIM cannot reproduce solute breakthrough at the

very early stages of the pre-Fickian regime. It is also logical to postulate that the
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significance of the IVIEVI concept may diminish as the solute travels over greater distances

under unsaturated conditions because the solute will eventually reach the Fickian regime.

As a result, one may speculate that values of the parameters of the MIIVI model may vary

with the length of the experiment until the Fickian regime is established.
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CHAPTER 4

EFFECT OF WETTING AND DRAINING FLOW HISTORY ON

TRANSPORT BEHAVIOR OF UNREACTIVE SOLUTES IN

UNSATURATED POROUS MEDIA

Introduction

Mobility and persistence of chemicals through the vadose zone depend on flow

processes that are controlled by hydraulic properties of the porous media. In unsaturated

porous media, hydraulic properties depend on water content and include soil-water tension,

water retention characteristics, and hydraulic conductivity. Generally, soil-water tension

increases with decreasing water content because of stronger capillary and adsorptive forces

in the soil matrix as the more conducting pores are drained and flow is constricted to

narrower pores. Smaller and more tortuous channels also result in a lower capacity to

conduct water and a decrease in hydraulic conductivity.

Many soils and porous media show hysteretic behavior of hydraulic properties as a

function of water content. That is, the soil-water tension and hydraulic conductivity are not

a unique function of water content, but depend on the wetting and draining history of the

soil. The soil-water tension (h) is related to the equation of capillarity,

h== 
Pc 2 y cos(0) 

=
pw g	 g re

(4.1)

where Pe is capillary pressure, y is the surface tension of water (72.7 dyne cm- '), ct. is the

contact angle with the solid particles, pw is the water density, g is the gravitational constant,

and re is the effective radius. In concept, re represents the radius of the largest pore filled
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with water and the average pore radius where, the air-water interface is located under a

given h (13,,)•

Differences between wetting and draining processes in unsaturated porous media

are traditionally illustrated with soil-water retention curves. These curves depend on the

water retention characteristics of the media and represent the relation between soil-water

tension and water content. The main wetting curve is obtained by wetting the soil from low

water contents, whereas the main drainage curve is obtained by draining the sand from

complete saturation. If the process is reversed during drainage or wetting, scanning curves

which lie in the interior of the main wetting and draining curves are produced. The

particular scanning curve applicable in a given situation depends on the sequence of

reversal points that has occurred in the draining and wetting of the soil [Klute, 1986].

The hysteretic nature of the soil-water retention curves has commonly been

explained by the presence of different contact angles, geometric restrictions, and air

entrapment during wetting and draining [Jury et al., 1991]. The geometric restrictions

result from changes in the shape and radius of interconnected pores. Basically, the

capillary pressures obtained for a given effective radius are equal for wetting and draining

conditions, but the volumetric water contents are higher for the draining than the wetting

processes. Contact angles also affect the wetting and draining processes because

advancing contact angles are larger than receding ones, thus yielding a lower soil-water

tension for the same water content during advancing (wetting) conditions and a higher soil-

water tension during receding (draining) conditions. Differences in contact angles during

wetting and draining processes have been used to explain hysteresis behavior of trickle-bed

reactors [Levec et al., 1986]. Finally, air entrapment reduces the amount of water content

as the soil is being wetted. Air entrapment may also result in irregular or preferential flow

paths [Lu et al., 1994].
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Hysteresis processes may induce changes in water content and flow path distribution

that may affect solute transport. Consequently, soil-water hysteresis may have pronounced

effects on solute transport under real-field conditions because the nature of water recharge

results in periods of wetting and draining in the unsaturated zone. A significant feature of

the hysteresis phenomenon under transient flow conditions is that, on reversal from wetting

to draining, a relatively large change in soil-water tensions results in a small change in

water content. If hysteresis is neglected and the wetting hydraulic properties are used for

both wetting and draining, it would appear as if the draining process and solute movement

are much faster than with hysteresis included [Jones and Watson, 1987]. Solute movement

would, therefore, be overpredicted. The principal effect of hysteresis on solute leaching is,

hence, to retard the rate of downward solute movement during redistribution relative to that

with no hysteresis. On the other hand, if the cycle goes from draining to wetting, the

hysteretic behavior of soil water would result in a greater water flux than in the absence of

hysteresis. As a result, solute movement would be underpredicted. These results illustrate

the effect of hysteresis on solute transport as water content changes temporally but assume

that solute transport is only affected by water flux in the system. Hysteresis may,

however, affect other transport parameters because of flow path variations during wetting

and draining. A critical need thus exists to understand the effect of wetting and draining

processes on the transport behavior of dissolved components in unsaturated porous media.

The purpose of this research is to determine the effect of soil-water hysteresis on

transport of nonreactive solutes in unsaturated porous media. Specifically, this research

evaluates the dispersive and mass transfer processes affecting the movement of NaC1 in the

presence of soil-moisture retention hysteresis and how these processes may influence the

approach to Fickian flux conditions. Evaluation was based on results from NaCl transport

experiments conducted under wetting and draining flow conditions in homogenous fine
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sand. Finally, this research identifies conditions in which soil-water hysteresis may

significantly affect the transport behavior of nonreactive solutes in unsaturated porous

media.

Data Analysis

The experimental setup used in this study is illustrated in Figure 2.2 and described

in Chapter 2. This section provides background on the analysis of hydraulic data of the

porous media in the experimental column and the statistical tests performed to analyze

differences between transport parameters foe wetting and draining conditions. Description

of the analysis of the NaC1 breakthrough data is given in Chapter 3.

The soil-water retention curves were analyzed using the parametric model of van

Genuchten [1980],

J
,	 Ow — O r  _ (1 + lochinP) m 9w= 0 0

u sat — r

(4.2)

where np and cc are shape parameters related to the pore-size distribution, m = 1- 1/ne, Or is

the residual water content, O s. is the saturated water content, and S w represents the degree

of water saturation. The model was applied to the experimental values of h and S w and the

fitting parameters, np and oc, were determined by minimizing the sum of the squared errors

between measured and model-estimated Sw for a given h. The optimized np and oc values

were then used to generate the average soil-water retention curves for static conditions.

These parameters also give insight about other hydraulic properties of the media. For
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instance, estimates of unsaturated hydraulic conductivity (K(Ow )e) as a function of Sw can

be determined from

K(Ow)e = KsetS w 112 [ 1-(1-S w um)1 2, (4.3)

where Kse, is the saturated hydraulic conductivity, and all other terms are as previously

described [van Genuchten, 1980]. Hydraulic conductivities (K(0)) for different average

water contents were also determined from the measured flow rates and the soil-water

tension gradients (dh/dz) in the porous media. For unit hydraulic gradient conditions,

K(Ow) = qw , where qw is the water flow rate per unit area within the column (qw=Qw/A).

For non-unit hydraulic gradients, effective K(Ow) was calculated by

K(8)=  . (4.4)
+1

dz

Statistical significance of the differences between transport parameters under

wetting and draining conditions was evaluated using two-sample (with equal variance) t-

tests on the slopes and intercepts of the relationships between water content and the given

MIM parameter (i.e., v, D, B, aNaci). Differences among the slopes and intercepts were

tested at 95% confidence intervals.
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Results

Hydraulic Properties

Average soil-water retention curves (SWRC) obtained from the static method are

shown in Figure 4.1. As expected for a homogeneous sand with a narrow pore-size

distribution, the curves show distinct air-entry head values (-12 and -18 cm H20 for the

wetting and draining curves, respectively) and sharp changes in water content with small

changes in soil-water tension after desaturation begins. Differences between the wetting

and draining curves are noticeable at all water contents, but become more significant at

lower water saturation. Large deviations between the curves at lower water contents are

probably caused by unaccounted evaporation. The dynamic soil-water retention data points

follow similar trends as the main wetting and draining curves, but do not necessarily fall on

the curves. These points are enclosed primarily within the main SWRCs, thus suggesting

that they represent equilibrium points on scanning curves. This is expected because, at

times, the soil sand was subjected to a series of wetting or draining reversals, and the

equilibrium conditions were not necessarily established from very low water contents or

saturation. Deviations between the dynamic soil-water retention data points and those

estimated using the static method can also be caused by differences in the packing of the

media, entrapped air, inaccuracy in the soil-water tension and water content measurements,

and deviations from the assumed water content and soil-water tension averages.

The SWRCs were well-described by the parametric functions (Equation 4.2) of van

Genuchten [1980]. The values of the parameters (Table 4.1) obtained by fitting this model

to the data correspond to a porous media with a narrow pore-size distribution [Warrick,

1996, written communication].
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Table: 4.1. Sand parameters for the parametric functions of van Genuchten [1980]

1 es	 I Or «, cm-1 n	 I m

wettin2

draining

0.422

0.424

0.010

0.076

0.033

0.027

5.10

4.74

0.804

0.789

The saturated hydraulic conductivity in the sand column, K, = 0.01 cm sec -1 (±0.004), is

also typical of homogeneous fine sand media [Bear, 1972 (p.136); Freeze and Cherry,

1979 (p.29); Klute and Dirksen, 1986 (p.697)]. Unsaturated hydraulic conductivities,

K(0,,„) e , were estimated as a function of the degree of saturation (Equation 4.3). As

expected, a semilogarithmic plot of the estimated K(0,,,,), vs. water content (Figure 4.2)

show a significant decrease in hydraulic conductivity with decreasing water content for

both wetting and draining conditions. In addition, the plot shows that differences between

the estimated hydraulic conductivities for wetting and draining conditions are very small at

high water contents but increase as water content decreases. This deviation at lower water

contents results from the different residual water contents (Table 4.1) used to estimate

K(0,,),. Differences in 0, are probably caused by errors from unaccounted evaporation.

The measured hydraulic conductivities, K(0), obtained by applying the measured data to

Equation (4.4) show similar trends to the estimated unsaturated hydraulic conductivities,

K(Ow)e. Contrary to the curves estimated from Equation (4.3), the experimentally

determined hydraulic conductivities are greater for draining than wetting conditions at a

given water content (Figure 4.2). Better agreement is observed between K(O w), and K(0)

as a function of soil-water tension (Figure 4.3). In general, there is agreement on the

existence of hysteresis in K(0) vs. soil-water tension, but the direction and magnitude of

hysteresis in K(0) vs. water content appears to depend on the porous media and fluid

under study [Topp, 1969]. Similar to the results in this study, other researchers have
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observed greater K(8) for draining than wetting conditions [Dane and Wierenga, 1975;

Poulovassilis, 1970; Talsma, 1970; Topp, 1969]. The slight hysteresis observed for the

measured hydraulic conductivities may also result from the fact that the equilibrium

conditions do not lie on the main draining and wetting curves, but on scanning curves.

The inverse of the SWRC slope (AO,,, /Ah), the water capacity function (WCF),

relates to the ability of the porous media to release or retain water per unit change in soil-

water tension. The WCFs at given water contents for the sand used in this study show the

greatest changes in water content with variations in head at about 27% water content

(Figure 4.4). Because of the hysteretic behavior of the soil, the WCFs tend to be

dependent on the wetting and draining history of the soil. The larger WCFs for wetting

flow conditions suggest a greater capacity of the sand to retain water under the wetting than

the draining regime. This behavior is supported further by the lower flow rates needed to

reach a given water content when wetting conditions are imposed on the system.

Solute Transport

Breakthrough curves (BTCs) of NaCl for unsaturated flow experiments under both

wetting and draining conditions exhibit similar behavior in the initial arrival and degree of

tailing (Figure 4.5). Generally, the BTCs for both wetting and draining conditions show

earlier initial arrival and greater degree of tailing as water content decreases. Similar BTC

behavior is also observed for NaC1 displacement with background solution (desorption

curve). Comparison of BTCs obtained for similar water contents but different flow history

reveals minor differences between wetting and draining conditions, except at the lowest

water content (Figure 4.6). Initial breakthrough pore volumes (IBPV) values indicate that

the initial arrival of NaCl for a given water content is independent of the wetting and

draining history of the soil (Figure 4.7).
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Average pore-water velocities (Table 4.2) obtained from the mean arrival times of

the NaC1 center of mass (uNaC1,) are in good agreement with the pore-water velocities

determined from volumetric flow rates, column cross-sectional area, and water contents

(Table 2.1). Average solute and water velocities are expected to be the same because NaC1

is an unreactive solute that should travel at the same velocity as soil water. The largest

deviations observed between the two (less than 8%) were all attributed to experimental

error in water content measurements. As a result, the effective water contents were used

for the remaining analysis of the data. In general, pore-water velocity increases as water

content decreases for water contents above 26% (Figure 4.8). Below this water content,

pore-water velocity tends to decrease as water content decreases. The velocities measured

under wetting conditions were generally lower than those under draining conditions for

water content below 26%. This is because the flow rates necessary to yield given water

contents were generally lower for wetting than draining conditions.

The variance (a) of the NaC1 breakthrough curves also reveal some differences

between the solute transport behavior under wetting and draining conditions. In general,

the BTC variance for a given water content is higher for wetting than draining regimes

(Figure 4.9) and tends to increase with decreasing water content (Table 4.2). The

relationship between variance and velocity, on the other hand, is not a clear one. There is a

tendency for the variance to increase with decreasing velocity (Figure 4.10), but it depends

on the water regime (Figure 4.11).

Because several experiments were under non-unit hydraulic gradients (ranging from

0.23 to 1.00 cm H20 cm'), water contents were potentially non-uniform and pore-water

velocity may have varied along the column. The effects of these variations on the

skewness and variance of the BTCs are assumed to be negligible because the column is

relatively short and pressure gradients are considered small (Table 4.3). Furthermore,



Table 4.2. NaC1 Initial Breakthrough Pore Volumes (1BPV) and Moment Analysis
for Wetting Flow Conditions

Run Moment Analysis of Effluent Breakthrough Data
B3PV* 8e	 V	 a	 Skewness	 M*4

CM-3
CM

-3	 cm min"' 	min2	 min312	 min4

Unsaturated

NaC113 0.69 0.18 0.064 11502 1.98 2.40E+11

NaCl 14 0.71 0.20 0.103 6058 6.76 3.66E+10

NaC115 0.75 0.21 0.152 1662 4.37 3.93E+09

NaC116 0.75 0.24 0.186 3054 12.94 3.33E+09

NaC117 0.80 0.35 0.150 8411 10.86 1.06E+10

NaCl 18 0.85 0.36 0.146 934 10.08 6.12E+08

NaC1 19 0.71 0.26 0.170 13156 11.72 3.04E+10

NaC120 0.78 0.26 0.224 898 14.16 6.10E+08

NaC123 0.79 0.28 0.210 280 -2.02 2.20E+08

NaC124 0.79 0.32 0.193 3164 9.92 1.59E+09

In pore volumes (T= tile/L) where tiBT is the initial breakthrough time
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Table 4.3 Experimental Soil-Water Tension and Pressure Gradients
Experimental

Run
Bottom PT'

Tension (std)2

cm H,0

Top PT
Tension (std)

cm H,0

Average'
Tension (std)

cm H,0

(h/1)+1 AP/Az
cm H2 0

cm
US NC TCE 1 30.96 (±0.85) 37.22 (±0 .33) 34.09 (±4.43) 0.37 0.63

US NC TCE 2 32.20 (±1.04) 37.95 (±0 .87) 35.08 (±4.07) 0.43 0.58

US NC TCE 3 30.78 (±0.31) 38.17 (±0 .25) 34.48 (±5.23) 0.26 0.74

US NC TCE 4 41.97 (±0.26) 41.80 (±0 .22) 41.89 (±0.12) 1.02 0.00

US NC TCE 5 41.79 (±0.42) 42.38 (±0 .32) 42.09 (±0.42) 0.94 0.06

US NC TCE 6 42.09 (±2.29) 43.69 (±2 .42) 42.89 (±1.13) 0.84 0.16

US NC TCE 7 45.55 (±0.65) 46.52 (±0 .67) 46.04 (±0.69) 0.90 0.10

US NC TCE 8 41.55 (±1.04) 43.40 (±0 .89) 42.48 (±1.31) 0.82 0.19

US NC TCE 9 31.18 (±1.41) 37.95 (±0 .99) 34.57 (±4.79) 0.32 0.68

US NC TCE 10 37.65 (±0.72) 42.11 (±0 .75) 39.88 (±3.15) 0.55 0.45

US NC TCE 12 41.84 (±0.90) 42.34 (±0 .84) 42.09 (±0.35) 0.95 0.05

US NC TCE 13 37.14 (±0.90) 39.55 (±0 .77) 38.35 (±1.70) 0.76 0.24

US NC TCE 14 33.36 (±0.50) 34.26 (±0 .55) 33.81 (±0.64) 0.91 0.09
US NC TCE 15 32.74 (±0.67) 33.02 (±0 .63) 32.88 (±0.20) 0.97 0.03
US NC TCE 16 31.37 (±1.89) 29.38 (±0 .62) 30.38 (±1.41) 1.20 0.00
US NC TCE 17 15.88 (±2.15) 23.28 (±2 .11) 19.58 (±5.23) 0.26 0.74
US NC TCE 18 11.11 (±1.42) 18.84 (±1 .51) 14.98 (±5.47) 0.23 0.77
US NC TCE 19 35.12 (±0.14) 37.14 (±0 .18) 36.13 (±1.43) 0.80 0.20
US NC TCE 20 29.55 (±1.48) 33.54 (±0 .57) 31.55 (±2.82) 0.60 0.40
US NC TCE 21 40.38 (±0.87) 42.27 (±0 .76) 41.32 (±1.34) 0.81 0.19

US NC TCE 22 42.65 (±0.58) 43.32 (±0 .55) 42.99 (±0.47) 0.93 0.07
US NC TCE 23 33.32 (±0.73) 37.14 (±0 .78) 35.23 (±2.70) 0.62 0.38
US NC TCE 24 28.68 (±0.83) 34.24 (±0 .77) 31.46 (±3.93) 0.44 0.56

'PT refers to pressure transducer;
tension in the column

z std refers to standard deviation; i average soil-water
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pressure gradients were not correlated with the BTC variance (Figure 4.12) and skewness.

In general, greater variances were observed for lower water contents and wetting

conditions, even though pressure gradients tended to decrease with decreasing water

contents and were not significantly different for wetting and draining settings. It is

therefore assumed that spatial variations in soil-water tension do not affect velocity

variations to a great extent in these experiments.

Like the BTC variances, the BTC skewness (SK) differs for wetting and draining

conditions. BTC skewness is generally greater for wetting than draining conditions (Figure

4.13) and tends to increase as velocity increases (Table 4.2). The skewness of the BTCs

also seems to increase with decreasing water content from saturation to about 26%. Below

this water content, SK decreases with decreasing water contents. The effect of water

content on SK seems to correspond to changes in pore-water velocity because pore-water

velocity increases with decreasing water content from saturation to about 26% but

decreases with decreasing water contents below this water content (Figure 4.8). It is

important to keep in mind, however, that SK values may carry large errors (Chapter 3) and

only trends can be identified.

Transport parameters obtained from CX'11-11 by fitting the experimental results for

wetting conditions to the equilibrium (EM) and mobile-immobile (MIM) models indicate

that both the EM and MIM models adequately simulate the BTCs for saturated conditions

(Table 4.4). Two-sample t-tests show no significant difference between the saturated mean

pore-water velocity and dispersion coefficients from both models. Coefficients of

determination (r2) for the regression of observed versus fitted concentrations [Tonde et al.,

1995] show that the MLM yields a better overall fit (r2 ranges from 0.999 to 1.000) than the

equilibrium model (r2 ranges from 0.997 to 9.999) for unsaturated flow conditions.

Additionally, the MIM provides a significantly better description of the solute early arrival
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Table 4.4. CX'11-41 -Fitted Parameters for NaC1 Breakthroughs Using the Equilibrium and
Mobile-Immobile Models for Conditions of Wetting Flow

Run Equilibrium Model
r2

MIM Model
O. 0-'
(std)

cm' cm-3

aNaCI
(std)

miff' x 10

r2

3

v	 D
(std)' 	(std)

cm min-' cm-2 min

v
(std)

cm min- '

D
(std)

cm-2 min- '

NaC113 0.063 0.0328 0.999 0.063 0.0036 0.78 2.327 1.000
(±8.5) (±8.5) (±3.1) (±8.6) (±26.8) (±0.01)

NaC114 0.103 0.0458 0.998 0.102 0.0059 0.81 2.066 1.000
(±8.5) (±8.5) (±2.7) (±6.1) (±15.8) (±0.01)

NaCl 15 0.150 0.0478 0.998 0.151 0.0111 0.86 1.545 1.000
(±10.6) (±10.6) (±2.2) (±7.1) (±16.4) (±0.02)

NaC1 16 0.189 0.0492 0.999 0.188 0.0114 0.87 1.655 1.000
(±7.1) (±7.1) (±2.7) (±7.3) (±19.0) (±0.03)

NaC117 0.157 0.0167 0.999 0.157 0.0094 0.96 0.367 1.000
(±9.1) (±9.1) (±3.6) (±5.3) (±8.1) (±0.02)

NaC118 0.146 0.0152 0.999 0.146 0.0084 0.97 0.219 1.000
(±0.9) (±0.9) (±3.8) (±4.8) (±6.3) (±0.01)

NaCl 19 0.180 0.0550 0.999 0.181 0.0106 0.86 1.629 1.000
(±7.4) (±7.4) (±2.3) (±5.0) (±15.6) (±0.02)

NaC120 0.223 0.0546 0.999 0.224 0.0114 0.88 1.696 1.000
(±7.6) (±7.6) (±1.9) (±4.5) (±14.6) (±0.03)

NaC123 0.207 0.0450 0.999 0.208 0.0172 0.94 0.516 1.000
(±8.5) (±8.5) (±1.4) (±2.2) (±6.5) (±0.01)

NaC1 24 0.198 0.0312 0.998 0.198 0.0092 0.94 0.658 1.000
(±10.2) (±10.2) (±2.4) (±3.9) (±11.6) (±0.03)

'std refers to standard deviation of the fitted parameters. Standard deviation values are
given in 10-3 units.
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and breakthrough tailing for unsaturated conditions than the equilibrium model. Small

standard deviations of the fitted pore-water velocities, and their excellent agreement (>97%)

with those obtained from the first moment analysis and experimental measurement, indicate

that both models are able to correctly predict the mean travel time of the BTCs. Root mean

squared errors (RMSE) between the pore-water velocities obtained from the models and the

first moment analysis indicate that pore-water velocity predictions are better for the

experiments conducted under draining conditions (RMSE = 0.0031) than those under

wetting conditions (RMSE = 0.0044).

Although both models yield similar fitted dispersion coefficients for the saturated

cases, the EM yields higher D values for unsaturated flow conditions than the MM. The

dispersion coefficients obtained from the EM tend to increase as water content decreases for

water contents above 26% for wetting and 20% for draining but decrease with decreasing

water content below these water contents (Figure 4.14). Although dispersion coefficients

tend to increase with pore-water velocity, for a given velocity, the dispersion coefficient is

higher for water content below 26% and 23% for wetting and draining conditions,

respectively. While similar trends are observed with the MIM for draining conditions, the

MIM fitted dispersion coefficients (Dm = D/B) for wetting conditions tend to be a direct

function of velocity (Figure 4.15), and the effect of water content seems to correspond to

changes in pore-water velocity. For water contents above 26%, differences between the

MIM fitted dispersion coefficients for wetting and draining conditions are small. Below

this water content, however, the MIM fitted dispersion coefficients are lower for wetting

than draining conditions.

The MB4 fitted mobile-water fractions for unsaturated flow conditions appear lower

than for the saturated ones and appear to decrease with decreasing water content (Figure

4.16). For water contents above 26%, the mobile-water fractions appear to be independent
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of the flow history. Below this water content, the mobile water fraction is, however, lower

for wetting conditions. Mobile water fractions for drainage conditions do not seem to

depend on velocity for water contents above 23%, but tend to decrease with increasing

velocity for lower water contents (Figure 4.16). Conversely, for wetting conditions, the

mobile water fractions tend to decrease with increasing velocity for water contents above

26%. Below this water content, the mobile water fraction decreases with decreasing

velocity, caused by the decrease in water content.

The fitted first order mass transfer coefficient, aNaC1 ,

 is lower for draining than

wetting conditions and tends to increase with increasing water content, pore-water velocity,

and water flux for water contents below 26% (Figure 4.17). Above 26% water content,

the mass transfer coefficients remain constant for draining conditions, but decrease with

increasing water content and decreasing velocity for wetting conditions. For a given water

velocity (Figure 4.17b) and flux the mass transfer coefficients are lower for wetting

conditions above 26% water content.

Discussion

A customary approach to describe solute movement in unsaturated porous media is

to apply classical transport equations with transport parameters scaled by water content and

velocity. In so doing, it is often assumed that the parameters affecting solute transport in

unsaturated porous media are independent of the flow history of the media. Because flow

and solute paths of travel are likely dissimilar, transport behavior may, however, be

different under wetting and draining scenarios.

Results from the M1M model suggest slight but insignificant differences in the transport

behavior of NaCl for wetting and draining conditions. For instance, the fitted values of D,

13, and OGNaci for wetting conditions below 26% water content appear to differ from those
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obtained under draining conditions (Figures 4.15-4.17). The t-test statistics on slopes and

intercepts of the relationships between water content and the given MEM parameter (i.e., y,

D, B, aNaCI), however, show no significant differences between wetting and draining

conditions at the 95% confidence interval. In addition, the B3PV data (Figure 4.7) and

their relation to the mobile-water fraction under draining (Chapter 3) suggest no significant

differences between the wetting and draining flow regimes.

For comparison purposes, mobile water fractions (8) for wetting conditions were

also derived from the relationship obtained between 1BPV and B for draining conditions

(Figure 4.16). These values were fixed in the CXTFIT model to obtain fitted velocities,

dispersion, and mass transfer coefficients (Table 4.5). Pore-water velocities fitted in this

manner are not different from those where the mobile water fractions are a fitting

parameter. The MIM results from the fixed-B simulations suggest that transport parameters

for solutes subjected to wetting conditions are not significantly different than those under

draining conditions. In general, D. (Figure 4.15) and ŒNaci (Figure 4.17) increase and B

decreases as water contents decrease from saturation to about 26%. Because velocity also

increases as water content decreases to this water content, the greater dispersion and mass

transfer coefficients are attributed to greater velocity variations and greater mixing between

the different flow line regions. Below 26% water content, v, Dm p and ŒNaci tend to

decrease with decreasing water contents. The greater 13 and higher degree of mixing

observed at higher water contents denote a more uniform velocity field and transport

conditions which are closer to the Fickian regime. Lower p at lower water contents, on the

other hand, suggests non-normal velocity distribution and the possible existence of

preferential flow paths. These trends suggest that, similar to draining conditions, solute

transport under wetting conditions is subjected to a greater degree of non-uniform velocity

distributions and incomplete mixing as water content decreases. Consequently, solute



Table 4.5. Results of the CX11-11 Three-Parameter Optimization Model for
NaCl Transport Under Wetting Conditions

Run Fixed Optimized Parameters
aNaC1

(stdx10-3)
min-1 x 10-3

r20-1

(stdx10-3 ) 1

cm3 cm-3

D
(stdx10-3)	 (stdx10-3)
cm min4 	cm-2 min- '

Unsaturated

NaC1 13 0.88 0.063 0.0121 0.424 1.000
(±3.8) (±4.6) (±0.43)

NaC114 0.89 0.102 0.0178 0.675 1.000
(±4.4) (±3.6) (±0.68)

NaC115 0.91 0.150 0.0205 0.897 1.000
(±3.1) (±3.4) (±0.91)

NaC116 0.91 0.189 0.0189 1.603 1.000
(±2.9) (±3.0) (±1.58)

NaC117 0.96 0.157 0.0094 0.776 1.000
(±3.6) (±5.63) (±0.78)

NaC1 18 0.97 0.146 0.0084 0.462 1.000
(±3.8) (±4.8) (±0.46)

NaC119 0.89 0.181 0.0156 2.105 1.000
(±2.4) (±2.7) (±1.99)

NaC120 0.93 0.224 0.0224 1.545 1.000
(±2.4) (±2.6) (±1.55)

NaC123 0.94 0.208 0.0172 1.202 1.000
(±1.4) (±2.2) (±1.20)

NaC124 0.94 0.198 0.0092 1.607 1.000
(±2.4) (±3.9) (±1.61)

'std refers to standard deviation of the fitted parameters
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transport under unsaturated wetting flow conditions also departs from Fickian flux

conditions as water content decreases.

Under the assumption that the dispersion term in Equation (3.3a) represents the

normal distribution of average deviations about the mean solute velocity, the dispersion

coefficient is accepted to be mainly influenced by molecular diffusion, fluid velocity, and

medium characteristics [Bear, 1972]. Divergence from a normal distribution can then be

thought of as being incorporated into the mobile/immobile and mass transfer parameters.

Molecular diffusion under unsaturated flow conditions accounts for less than 6% of D. in

the experiments (Figure 4.18) and becomes less important as water content decreases (due

to lower TO and pore-water velocity increases. It is therefore assumed that mechanical

dispersion and not molecular diffusion mainly influence the magnitude of D.• Although

not statistically significant at the 95% confidence level, mobile dispersion coefficients

exhibit slightly lower values under wetting than draining conditions below 26% water

content. Lower D. values for wetting than draining conditions at a given water content

reflect the slightly lower pore-water velocities under wetting conditions.

The values of D. for wetting conditions relate to the ratio of the mobile water

velocity (v.) to estimated mobile water content (9e m) in the same way as those for the

draining cases (Figure 4.19). This power law relationship (Equation 3.14) further

supports that, under negligible molecular diffusion, hydrodynamic dispersion for

unsaturated porous media is a function of both water content and velocity. The ni" power

for wetting conditions (n = 1.5) is identical to the one obtained for draining case. The

wetting r value is, however, slightly greater (i = 0.023) than the draining value =

0.020). The slightly greater dispersivity (n) value for wetting conditions reflects that flow

is occurring in slightly bigger pores. Water flow at a given water content is expected to

occur in larger pores for wetting conditions because the effective radius (re) is,
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theoretically, larger. These results suggest that i depends mainly on the porous-media and

water content, and, to a lesser degree, on the flow history.

Slightly lower mass transfer coefficients (oeNao) values for wetting conditions below

26% water content further suggest insignificant, but observable, differences in the transport

of solutes subjected to wetting and draining conditions. Lower ŒNaci values reflect slower

rates of solute mixing and suggest that solutes travel a greater distance to attain complete

mixing and reach the Field= regime under wetting than draining conditions. Experimental

observations of capillary rise and hysteresis of water in glass beads have shown that

wetting processes in porous media occur as water-film thickening and often result in

entrapped air and irregular flow paths [Lu et al., 1994]. Consequently, solutes must

diffuse through thicker water films and flow paths, thus inducing slower mass transfer and

less solute mixing. Conversely, water films during drainage tend to thin out and develop a

long neck of water [Lu et al., 1994]. As a result, solutes move through thinner water

films and flow paths, and velocities follow a more uniform distribution during drainage.

Furthermore, the long contact area created along a chain of water films during the draining

processes allows a greater surface tensile force to balance the greater hydrostatic force

associated with large water contents. That is, the media can hold more water under the

same pressure than draining conditions. Consequently, the greater flow rates needed to

attain a given water content during draining scenarios produce greater mean velocities. The

greater velocities result in better mixing and conditions slightly closer to the Fickian regime

for draining than wetting conditions.

Results from the analysis of temporal moments further suggest difference in the

transport behavior of unreactive solutes under wetting and draining conditions. The greater

variance and skewness of the NaC1 breakthrough data for wetting conditions reflect higher

velocity variations and greater degree of rate-limited mass transfer, entrapped air, irregular
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flow paths, and mixing limitations. It is therefore argued that wetting and draining

processes can potentially influence solute transport in unsaturated porous media.

The slight differences observed in the transport behavior of NaC1 for wetting and

draining flow conditions in this research are a direct effect of the small differences between

wetting and draining hydraulic properties of the sand used in this research. Limited effect

of wetting and draining conditions on the hydraulic properties of the sand is a result of the

narrow particle and pore-size distribution [Davis, 1994]. Furthermore, soil-water retention

data show that the experimental conditions lie within the primary wetting and draining

curves and on water characteristic scanning curves. As a result, the wetting and draining

hydraulic properties in the experiments lie closer together, and little differences are

observed between the transport behavior of NaCl under wetting and draining flow

conditions.

Conclusion

Experimental results from this research suggest that the transport behavior of NaCl

in homogeneous sand depends only slightly on the hysteretic behavior of soil-water under

steady water flow. The slight, or lack of, dependence observed is attributed to the small

differences between the wetting and draining hydraulic properties of the sand. This

suggest that porous media with greater differences between wetting and draining hydraulic

properties may pose a greater effect on solute transport than observed in this research. The

effect of wetting and draining processes on solute transport can therefore be expected to

depend on the extent to which the hydraulic properties of the media vary under these

processes.

Transient flow conditions caused by periods of wetting and draining may also result

in greater differences between the wetting and draining hydraulic properties and flow paths.
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Unless these changes take place from water-saturated or extremely dry conditions,

however, temporal changes in flow regimes result in similar wetting and draining hydraulic

properties which lie on the scanning curves zone of the SWRCs. Consequently, transient

flow conditions may not result in significant differences between the transport behavior of

unreactive solutes under wetting and draining flow conditions.

Greater deviations between the wetting and draining hydraulic properties of

unsaturated porous media at a given water content are generally expected for media

characterized by smaller pores and a wide particle and pore-size distribution range.

Heterogeneous porous media at the field scale is, therefore, more likely to show significant

differences in the transport behavior of dissolved species under wetting and draining flow

conditions. This research further suggests that solute transport in heterogeneous porous

media under wetting flow conditions is subjected to a greater degree of velocity variations,

non-uniform velocity distributions, and incomplete mixing than under draining conditions.

Consequently, solute transport under wetting conditions is expected to deviate from the

Fickian flux regime to a greater extent than under draining conditions.
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CHAPTER 5

EFFECT OF WATER CONTENT ON THE TRANSPORT OF

TRICHLOROETHENE IN UNSATURATED POROUS MEDIA

Introduction

Many volatile organic compounds (VOCs), including petroleum products and

chlorinated hydrocarbons, are commonly found in subsurface environments. VOCs

generally enter groundwater reservoirs through the vadose zone (a variably saturated

zone below the land surface and above the water table) via chemical spills and leakage

from waste burials and storage tanks. During the migration of these organic liquids to the

water table, the portion trapped in the vadose zone often serves as a long-term source of

ground-water contamination by slow dissolution and desorption into infiltrating water

and by volatilization into the gas phase. Once in the gas phase, concentration and density

gradients may induce greater VOCs movement and spreading. These vapors also lead to

increased contamination of groundwater due to vapor partitioning into the aqueous phase.

The transport processes affecting the movement of VOCs are especially important in

semi-arid areas where the water table is deep and porous media tend to be low in organic

carbon contents. Consequently, VOCs spread quickly, reaching many significant

environmental compartments.

The movement of VOCs in the vadose zone is a complex process, controlled by

interrelated physical and chemical properties of the soil and chemicals. For instance,

properties of the VOCs such as vapor pressure, solubility, diffusion coefficients, and air,
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water, and soil partitioning govern the volatilization, dissolution, sorption, and diffusion

of the contaminants. Sorption to the solid phase, however, is also influenced by the

mineralogy and organic carbon content of the soil. Furthermore, the physical and

hydraulic properties of the soil, as well as the water content, affect the amount of organic

vapor partitioning into and out of the various phases, the movement of contaminated

water, and the amount of pore space available for transport. Water content also has been

shown to directly affect the transport behavior of unreactive solutes. For instance, it was

demonstrated in Chapter 3 that NaC1 transport in unsaturated porous media is subject to

greater velocity variations and slower solute mixing as water content decreases.

Movement of VOCs in the unsaturated zone serves as a common path of

environmental contamination. Because many VOCs are highly toxic at very low

concentrations, and a small amount can pose a serious threat to humans and ecosystems, a

critical need exists to understand the physical and chemical processes affecting the

transport, distribution, and fate of volatile organic compounds in variably saturated

subsurface systems.

The purpose of this research is to determine the effect of water content on

transport of VOCs in unsaturated porous media. Specifically, this research evaluates the

results from a series of laboratory experiments conducted under steady water-advecting

conditions to characterize the effect of water content on retardation, dispersion, and mass

transfer of VOCs in homogeneous sand. The approach taken was to initially develop an

appropriate transport model to interpret the data, determine the best parameters values for
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those not measured directly, and finally use these parameters and models to identify the

rate-limiting processes affecting the transport of VOCs in unsaturated porous media.

Background

Solute Movement in Unsaturated Porous Media

In the absence of immiscible liquids, the transport of volatile organic contaminants

through the unsaturated zone occurs as dissolved solutes in infiltrating water and as

vapors. Consequently, the total solute flux, Js , in the system can be described by the

fluxes in the liquid and vapor phases. Because transport in the gas phase occurs primarily

by diffusion, vapor flux, Jg, is assumed to be described by Fick's first law of diffusion,

dC
J =—D 	g

g 	e'g dZ
(5.1)

where De,g is the effective diffusion coefficient in the soil-gas phase, Cg is vapor

concentration, and dCg/dz is the concentration gradient in the gas phase. The total flux in

the liquid phase consists of bulk transport in the advecting solution and diffusive and

dispersive fluxes in the aqueous phase. Bulk transport in the liquid phase, JwCw ,

represents the amount of dissolved solutes carried along with the advecting water and is a

function of its concentration in water, Cw, and the water flow per unit area (4). Similar

to gaseous diffusion, the liquid diffusive flux also is assumed to be described by Fick's

first law of diffusion (Equation 5.1), where Dwt,„, becomes the effective diffusion

coefficient in the soil-water phase, and the driving concentration gradient, dCw/dz, is in
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the aqueous phase. If the time required for the solutes to mix is small relative to the time

required for solutes to move with the bulk water, solute dispersion is analogous to the

classical representation of molecular diffusion process. Solute dispersive flux is, hence,

described by Fick's first law of diffusion [Bear, 1972]. The total solute flux (Js) in the

porous media can then be given as

js =	 ddCg O
wDe , w --d--dCw +
	

(5.2)

where Dew is the sum of Dwtw and mechanical dispersion (Dh). In the simple case where

the VOCs in the water phase reach rapid equilibrium with the gas phase, Cg is directly

related to Cw by Henry's Law constant, Kh = C g/C, and Equation (5.2) can then be further

simplified to

Js 	0
	 dC

= —Ow (-1-- KhDe + De 	+ JwCw,
Ow 	dz

(5.3)

dC
=—O wDe T	 - J wCw

' dz

where the total effective diffusion-dispersion coefficient of the porous media (D„î)

integrates the diffusive and dispersive components in the water and gas phases.

The one-dimensional solute conservation equation is given by
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where CT is the total mass of solute per volume of porous media (VT). Equation (5.4)

indicates that any temporal changes in the solute mass (Ms) stored in VT must be

accompanied by changes in Js , and/or rates of solute removal or supply, cp ,. In

unsaturated porous media, the total solute mass is generally distributed among water (w),

gas (g), and solid (sp) phases and is expressed as

Ms = CTVT = CV CgVg + MspCsp, (5.5)

where Vg and V, represent the gas and water volumes, respectively, and Msp is the mass

of porous media. The terms on the right-hand side of Equation (5.5) represent the mass

stored and retained in each of the existing compartments. Other compartments, such as

organic matter, non-aqueous phase liquids, micropores [Corley et al., 1996; Farrell and

Reinhard, 1994; Silva, 1998], and the air-water interface [Hoff et al., 1993b; Pennel et

al., 1992], may also be present and can be incorporated in the analysis.

Retention processes of many VOCs in unsaturated porous media may involve a

series of equilibrium and non-equilibrium interactions. If the concentrations in the gas

and solid phases are in equilibrium with, and linearly related to, C„, Equation (5.5) can be

expressed as:

eg	 PCT
 = C wow (1+ K b -07: + b K 

d ) C„O„Rv, (5.6)
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where eg is the air content (cm3 cm-3), Pb is the bulk density (1.49 g cm-3), Kd represents

the soil-water linear distribution coefficients, and Rw is the soil-water retardation

coefficient accounting for equilibrium retention processes in the aqueous, gas, and solid

phases.

Under additional assumptions of homogeneous porous media, static water

distribution, incompressible and stagnant gas phase, and constant average pore-water

velocity, Equations (5.3, 5.4, and 5.6) can be combined to describe the one-dimensional

movement of aqueous VOCs in unsaturated porous media,

	dCw 	a n	

W

 OW
 v

d 2C	 dCw
Owk	

= v	
+ (p i .

	

dt	 wlje'T dZ2w dz
(5.7)

The above Equation is similar in form to Equation (3.1), the classical convection-

dispersion equation (CDE). As has already been described, solute breakthrough in

unsaturated porous media is, however, characterized by early initial arrival and long

effluent tailing which cannot be adequately described by the CDE. As a result, a similar

conceptual model, the mobile and immobile zone model (MIM), has been applied to

describe solute transport behavior in unsaturated porous media (see Chapter 3).

Similarly, the MIM Equation (3.3) can be used to describe the movement of VOCs in

unsaturated porous media, as long as all of the previously stated assumptions are met. In

such case, Dej. (Equation 5.3) is used in place of Dm in Equation (3.3) to account for all

spreading processes in the porous media. Diffusive transport is much more significant in

the gas phase than in the water phase because of the much greater diffusion coefficient in
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the gas phase. Gas-phase diffusion, however, becomes less important as water content in

the porous media increases because the gas phase tortuosity increases and the diffusive

pathways for vapors become limited [Gierke et al., 1992; Johnson and Perrott, 1991;

McCarthy and Johnson, 1995 ].

In cases in which mass-transfer rate limitations exist between the aqueous, gas,

and/or solid phases, the MIM Equation (3.3) is unable to properly describe transport of

VOCs in unsaturated porous media. Consequently, it is necessary to use a set of

equations that account for VOC movement within and between phases. If mass transfer

between mobile-immobile water regions is rate-limiting, solute transport in the liquid

phase can be described by a modified convection-dispersion equation,

a e,,, r, acm 	„	 acm	 ac— (	

Vini‘na	 ."--21"-11 Mtaz	 az	 at	 at (5.8a)

a.
OimR 

c
;	 = cc (C — C im)w	 im )at (5.8b)

where the subscripts m and im refer to mobile and immobile liquid phases, respectively,

Dm is the dispersion coefficient in the mobile water, em/ e is the mobile water fraction, vm

is mobile pore-water velocity (where vm = q/0 m ), a a first-order mass-transfer

coefficient which accounts for diffusion between the mobile and immobile water regions,

and IA is the mass transfer between the water and gas phases (see below).
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For the concentration in a continuous gas phase with non-existent or negligible

gas advection, vapor transport can be described by

a re D	 A-) — eg 	+ m
t•g " aZ )	 at 

(5.9)

An equilibrium sorption term in the gas phase is not included because it is assumed that

all solid particles are water-wet and that sorption occurs from the aqueous solution only.

Provided that partitioning of VOCs is a first-order process characterized by a

linear relationship between concentrations in the water and gas phases, the mass transfer,

nap can be expressed as

ni t = eg Œaw (Kh C,„, — Cg )
	 (5.10)

where cca,„, is the mass-transfer coefficient for gas-water partitioning. Under this

formulation, rnt must account for mass transfer between the gas in direct contact with the

mobile liquid water and the insular, or isolated, water. Other processes, such as non-

equilibrium sorption processes, accumulation at the air-water interface [Hoff et al.,

1993a,b], and capillary-phase separation of VOCs by micropores [Farrell and Reinhard,

1994], may need to be included in the retardation factor and/or by inclusion in the 9, term

(Equation 5.4).
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VOC Retention

Retention characteristics of many VOCs in unsaturated porous media depend on

solute and sorbent characteristics [Kim et al., 1998; Ong and Lion, 1991a,b;

Schwarzenback et al., 1993; Silva, 1998] and on the water content of the media. Because

the effect of solute and sorbent characteristics on the retention characteristics of VOCs is

beyond the scope of this research, only those properties pertaining to this research are

addressed here. Water content plays an important role in the retention of VOCs in porous

media because it affects the proportions of the different compartments involved. For

instance, as water content decreases, a greater percentage of the mass is retained in the

gas-phase because of the greater gas-phase volume. Furthermore, water content may

influence the extent of the air-water interfacial area and the accumulation of VOCs at this

interface. Under certain conditions, the retention in the solid phase also can be affected

by the amount of water present in the porous media. For water contents up to

approximately a monolayer coverage of water [Ong and Lion, 1991a,b], direct sorption of

VOCs onto the solid would occur at specific sites in competition with water. Water,

however, preferentially sorbs onto mineral surfaces [Chiou and Shoup, 1985] due to the

higher number of molecules. A further increase in water content may result in structured

water coverage leading to a "salting out" effect of the solute. Consequently, a minimum

sorption region caused by water competition and activity changes occurs at water

contents up to a few layers of water [Ong and Lion, 19914 Solute uptake at higher

water contents is influenced, to a greater extent, by partitioning into gas, water, and

organic matter, sorption at the solid-water and air-water interfaces, and condensation in
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internal pores [Chiou and Shoup, 1985; Farrell and Reinhard, 1994; Hoff et al., 1993b;

Ong and Lion, 1991a,b; Pennel et al., 1992; Thibaud et al., 1993]. Which of these

processes controls the uptake, however, is dependent on solute concentration and

properties and on sorbent characteristics. For high water content, sorption of organic

compounds has been well correlated to organic carbon content of the sorbent, implying

greater influence by organic matter partitioning [Chiou and Shoup, 1985; Ong and Lion,

199 lb]. This influence, however, also depends on the type and amount of organic matter

present [Barber 17 et al., 1992; Garbarini and Lion, 1986].

Soil-water sorption of hydrophobic organic compounds (HOCs) results mainly

from weak physical interactions with the mineral and organic matter phases. Commonly,

solute concentrations on the mineral (min) and organic matter (om) phases are linearly

related to C the partition coefficients for the organic matter (Korn) and mineral (K)

phases. As a result, the sorbed solute concentration, Csp, can be linearly related to Cw ,

Csp = C  + Kinin Asp) (5.11)

where fo ,„ ( M on,M-parti ) is the fraction organic matter and Asp (01n4,-p1 ) is the specific

surface area of the porous media [Schwarzenbach et al., 1993]. In water-saturated

systems, Kom and Kmin have been related to solubility (Cet )) and octanol/water partition

coefficient (Kow) [Schwarzenbach et al., 1993];

Log 1(.. (cin3 g ) = -0.70 Log Cr (mol L-1 ) + 0.35	 (5.12a)
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Log IC. (cm3 g) = 0.88 Log K 	 L-1) —0.27	 (5.12b)

Log Knun (Inin3 MM2) = -1.37 Log Cr (mol L-1 ) - 9.11.	 (5.12c)

In cases where Kom and/or Kmin vary as a function of C, the Cs-C„ relationship becomes

non-linear and is better described by the Freundlich isotherm equation,

Csp = Kf C:	 (5.13)

where the Freundlich constant (K) and the degree of non-linearity constant (N) accounts

for the variations of the partition coefficients with solute concentration. Non-linear

sorption of TCE has been reported on soils with low fraction organic carbon [Farrell and

Reinhard, 1994; Unger et al., 1996].

For low organic carbon soil and high vapor pressures, sorption has been reported

to occur mostly at air-water [Hoff et al., 1993a,b; Pennel et al., 1992] and mineral-water

[Thibaud et al., 1993] interfaces. Condensation, or solute-solute interactions, may

however affect the uptake of hydrophobic organic compounds under saturated and

unsaturated conditions. Perlinger et al. [1993] observed that the sorbed concentration of

benzene to low organic carbon aluminum oxide in an alkene benzene mixture increased

to values five times greater than when benzene alone was sorbed, indicating that the

presence of other alkylbenzenes enhanced the sorption of benzene. Experimental shape

of the isotherms further indicated sorbed solute interactions. Perlinger et al. [1993]

related this behavior to an increase in fractional organic carbon resulting from sorbing
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alkylbenzene to the mineral surface and further partitioning into the sorbed solutes. This

cooperative effect between neighboring solutes may also occur in micropores and

mesopores of the soil particles and may contribute to greater sorption [Farrell and

Reinhard, 1994].

VOC Mass Transfer

Long effluent tailing of VOCs has been attributed to rate-limited mass-transfer

processes including partitioning between the soil gas, water, and solids [Armstrong et al.,

1994; Grathwohl and Reinhard, 1993]. Partitioning, in the absence of a pure phase,

involves volatilization and dissolution from and into the water phase and sorption and

desorption to and from the soil grains and micropores. Sorption and desorption non-

equilibrium processes in water-saturated media have often been attributed to limited

diffusion through soil organic matter [Brusseau and Rao, 1989] and restricted diffusion

through intra-aggregate pores [Grathwohl and Reinhard, 1993]. Specific sorbate-sorbent

interactions are assumed negligible for hydrophobic organic compounds [Brusseau et al.,

1991]. More recently, research has suggested that rate-limited desorption processes

associated with micropores affect the rates of VOC removal in unsaturated porous media

[Farrell and Reinhard, 1994; Corley et al., 1996]. Sorption, however, can be treated as

an equilibrium process when the time scales for sorption are fast compared to other

relevant processes [Cunningham and Roberts, 1998].

Studies of VOC transport in unsaturated porous media suggest that, in certain

situations, the mass transfer between the air and water phases occurs very fast and that
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the assumption of local equilibrium for gas-liquid mass transfer is valid [Brusseau, 1991;

Gierke et al., 1990, 1992]. For other situations, this is not a good assumption [Armstrong

et al., 1994; Cho and Jaffe, 1990; Cho et al., 1993; Imhoff and Jaffe, 1994; Sleep and

Sykes, 1989]. In laboratory column experiments using sand, Cho et al. [1993] observed

that, when TCE is introduced in the gas phase and must dissolve in the liquid phase, the

degree of gas-water disequilibrium resulted in a greater TCE concentration in the soil gas

phase than predicted based on equilibrium. Cho et al. [1993] also observed that the

degree of disequilibrium was smaller under higher water flow rates, indicating greater

mass transfer. Similar column experiments by Imhoff and Jaffe [1994], using the same

medium but slightly higher water flow rates, indicate that gas-water phase mass transfer

was sufficiently fast and that equilibrium between the gas and water phases was achieved

during the course of the experiments. Differences between the results obtained in the

earlier experiments [Cho et al., 1993] and that by Imhoff and Jaffe [1994] were explained

by the greater flow rates resulting in higher mass-transfer rates and uniformity of water

distribution within the column. A water-phase tracer test demonstrated that water flow

was much more uniform in the later experiment. Greater flow uniformity may have

provided a greater specific interfacial area for gas-water mass transfer and thinner water

films, thus resulting in smaller diffusional resistance within the water phase. Non-

uniform water flow in the field may, therefore, affect air-water mass-transfer processes

significantly at the field scale.

Rate-limited mass transfer between the gas and the water phases can generally be

simulated by models based on first-order kinetic mass-transfer relationships [Armstrong
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et al., 1994; Sleep and Sykes, 1989]. In such a relationship (Equation 5.10), mass transfer

between the gas and the water phases takes place through a water boundary layer and

represents all physical non-equilibrium processes affecting the migration of VOCs

between the gas and the water phases. Therefore, it can only be considered as a lumped

parameter [Armstrong et al., 1994]. The first-order mass-transfer rate coefficient (ccaw) is

the product of two parameters: the specific interfacial area between the gas and water

phases and the solute-specific mass-transfer constant, K. Because the interfacial area

varies with the water content, mass transfer between the air and water phases must also

depend on water content. Studies performed in trickle-bed reactors have shown that the

mass-transfer rate coefficient is a function of flow rates as well as properties of the solute,

liquid phase, and porous media [Turek and Lange, 1981]. For a specific soil, aaw is

therefore a function of water content, water velocity, air-water interfacial area, and solute

diffusivity.

Parameter Estimation

Parameter values to describe the transport behavior of trichloroethene (TCE) in

unsaturated porous media were estimated from direct measurements, literature

correlations, laboratory experiments, and by fitting model solutions to concentration data.

Air-Water Partitioning

Knowledge of the partitioning behavior of volatile organic compounds between

air and water in dilute solutions is essential to determine the sorptive and transport
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behavior of such compounds in unsaturated environments. The partitioning behavior of

volatile organic compounds between air and water in dilute solutions can be defined by

Henry's law coefficient.

Henry's law coefficient for TCE and tetrachloroethylene (PCE) were individually

determined using the EPICS (equilibrium partitioning in close systems) method

developed by Gosset [1987]. Briefly, two identical glass hypo-vials were filled with

different volumes of purified water so that different liquid and gas volumes were present

in each vial. A known volume of the compound's stock solution is then added to each

vial and weighted so that the total mass in each vial is known. In this method, it is

critical that the stock solution added to each vial has the same solute concentration or that

the total mass delivered to each vial is known. The vials were then sealed, shaken, and

placed in a 20±0.5°C water bath for approximately 24 hr. After equilibrium, headspace

samples were withdrawn from the vials and injected into a gas chromatograph (GC)

equipped with a flame ionization detector (FID) mounted on a 3700 Varian GC or a Hall

conductivity detector (HCD) mounted on a Tracor 565 GC.

Henry's law coefficients were calculated as follows:

Kb =

C M
(—L.)(--1)Vwl - Vw2
Cg2 M I

(5.14) 
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where Cg is the vapor phase concentration, M is the solute mass added to the vial, V

the liquid-phase volume, Vg is the vapor-phase volume, and 1 and 2 refer to vials 1 and 2,

respectively. The estimated values were used to determine the total effective diffusion-

dispersion coefficient (Equation 5.3) and the TCE retardation coefficient in the water

phase (Equation 5.6).

Soil-Water Distribution Coefficient

The soil-water distribution coefficient (Kd = Csp/C„) for the sand was estimated

using Equations (5.12 a - c), reported Cr and K 	(Table 5.1), and measured fo,

0.01% 0.5 rom) and Asp (0.625 m2 g-1 ) values. The estimates yield an average Korn of

67.8 (± 6.6) cm3 g;, a Knmo of 0.0003 cm3 m2, and a soil-water distribution coefficient of

0.0034 cm3 g- '.

Air-Water Interfacial Areas

Air-water interfacial areas, Aa„,, were estimated at different water contents using

several reported relationships to establish a range of probable values. Silva [1998]

estimated Aaw by measuring the retardation of methane and n-heptane at different water

contents in a column packed with the same sand as that used in this study. Retardation of

n-heptane, in relation to methane, is then assumed to be caused by linear interfacial

uptake, and the interface area is calculated using an air-interface distribution coefficient.

For the range of water content studied (0.045 to 0.195 cm3 cm-3), the reported Aaw were

found to increase exponentially with decreasing water content (Figure 5.1). As a result,
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Table 5.1. Reported Physical and Chemical Properties of TCE

Property

Structure Formula

Molecular Weight

Boiling Point

Melting Point

Specific Density

Vapor Density

Vapor Pressure

Water Solubility (Cw"t)

Henry's Constant (Kh)

Diffusion Coefficient

gas-phase

water-phase

kiw

Log Kom

Log Kow

Log BCFY

Reported Value
Cl	 Cl

\C=C/
C1/	 "H

131.39 g mol"'

86.7 °C

-84.8 °C

1.463 g cm-3

5.37 gL i (25 °C)

0.076-0.085 atm (20°C)

1,100 mg I."' (25°C)

0.30 to 0.37

7.8 x 10-3 cm2 s-1

8.8 x 10-6 cm'

0. 6.89x10-5 cm

1.76-2.08

2.42

1.23

Reference

Aldrich Chemical Co., Inc.

Aldrich Chemical Co., Inc.

Aldrich Chemical Co., Inc.

Aldrich Chemical Co., Inc

Montgomery and Welkom, 1990

Mackay et al., 1993

Yu and Conklin,1995

Welty et al., 1984
Welty et al., 1984

Hoff, 1993a

Garbarini and Lion, 1986

Veith et al., 1980

Veith et al., 1980

*Ashworth et al. [1988], Gosset [1987], Mackay and Shiu [1981], Munz and Roberts

[1987], Robbins etal [1993]

Bioconcentration Factor
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Figure 5.1. Air-water interfacial areas estimated
from Silva [1998] data.
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an exponential function relating Aa, to water content was developed. Because the

measurements were made for water contents lower than those used in this study, the

reported data were used in conjunction with an air-water interface area of zero at

saturation (0.457cm3cm-3) to obtain a functional relationship with water content. Similar

to Silva [1998], minimization of the squared errors yielded the exponential function

Aa,„ = 4659 exp (-8.61e,„)	 (5.15)

(r2 = 0.99) which was then used to determine Aa,, for the experimental water contents.

Karkare and Fort [1996] used a different method to determine the area of the

water interface in unsaturated porous media. This method relates Aa, to the amount of

surfactant necessary to move water in the system. Data reported for sand with an average

particle diameter of 200 gm show an increase in Aa,,, with decreasing water content.

Analysis of the reported data yields a 2"d-order polynomial relationship between Aa,, and

degree of water saturation (SO,

Aaw = aS,N2 +	 c	 (5.16)

where the fitting parameters a = -278.3, b = 19.3, and c = 149.2 yielded a coefficient of

determination, r2, of 0.97. For S values greater than 0.54, the same function, with

different parameters (a = 271.8, b = -560, c = 288.4; r2 = 0.99), was used to interpolate
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values as the porous media approaches saturation and Aa, goes to 0. These relationships

were used to determine Aa, for the experimental Sw values.

Gvirtzman and Roberts [1991] present a pore-scale model that quantitatively

analyzes the interfacial areas between wetting (water) and non-wetting (air) fluids and

between fluids and solid spheres as a function of saturation degree. The model focuses

on the low saturation (S<18%) region where the wetting phase is comprised of pendular

rings and near-saturation (Sw>56%), where single-chamber nonwetting ganglia occur

(Figure 5.2). The model shows that interfacial areas increase with an increasing degree

of saturation until ring coalescence. At this point, Aaw becomes, and remains, undefined

for the saturation region between where the pendular rings coalesce and the non-wetting

phase assumes the shape of isolated spherical ganglia [Gvirtzman and Roberts, 1991].

Once these ganglia appear, Aaw tends to decrease with increasing saturation. To compare

the model and previously reported experimental results, the model was used to estimate

Aaw for identical spheres (d=250 gm) packed in a cubic arrangement. Although

simplistic, the estimated areas should be representative (same order of magnitude) of the

system used in this study.

Reeves and Celia [1996] also present a pore-scale network model that relates

capillary pressure, water saturation, and air-water interfacial area. In the model, pore

space is represented as an interconnected network of capillary tubes in a cubic structure.

The pore network consists of spherical pore bodies interconnected to neighbor spheres by

biconical pore throats. Although pendular films are assumed to exist, they are not

incorporated in the estimation of saturation and interfacial areas. Nonetheless, the model
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Figure 5.2. Aaw-S„ relationship developed for cubic
packing of identical sphere (d = 250
gm). From Gvitzman and Roberts
[1991].
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shows A. increasing with increasing fluid saturation, reaching a maximum value, and

decreasing to zero as saturation is approached. Increasing An, with a decreasing degree of

saturation, near saturated conditions, corresponds to the gain of non-wetting fluid

volume. Decreasing Aaw as saturation approaches 0%, on the other hand, corresponds to

the loss of wetting fluid volume and the loss of menisci contributed by isolated films.

Displacement of the fluids is allowed on continuous paths only, but isolated films may be

assumed continuous to facilitate the displacement of isolated wetting fluid. Because the

model can simulate imbibition and drainage, it can capture the effect of hysteresis on

interfacial areas. The water characteristic curves and pore-size distribution used for the

development of the Sw-h-Aaw relationships by Reeves and Celia [1996] are similar to

those measured for the porous media used in this study (Figure 4.1). Therefore, model-

calculated Aaw values for given Sw-h pairs [Reeves and Celia, 1996] are assumed to also

be representative of the experimental system in this research.

Miller et al. [1990] used an expression to estimate interfacial air-water surface

areas from a relationship between interfacial surface tension (y), to capillary pressures

(Pa), and water content,

Aaw =
Peew _ hp aigOw

7 — 7 •
(5.17)

The same expression was also used to estimate air-water interfacial areas in the study

presented herein.
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Air-water interfacial areas, Aa,,,„ were estimated for different water contents using

the relationships described above. These values were then used to establish a range of

estimated TCE retention and mass transfer at and across the air-water interface,

respectively.

Effective Diffusion Coefficient

The influence of aqueous molecular diffusion on the spreading of the BTC data

was evaluated by calculating an effective molecular diffusion coefficient (13„,rw), where

the bulk water diffusion coefficient for TCE, D, itE, is 8.8 x 10 -6 cm2 [see Welty et al.,

1984] and the tortuosity factor in water, t„, was assumed to be linearly related to the

degree of saturation of the media (Equation 3.9).

Similarly, the effective diffusion coefficient for TCE in the gas phase was

estimated using the TCE gas-phase diffusion coefficient, Dg, TCE = 8 x 10-3 cm2 s' [see

Welty et al., 1984] and a gas-phase tortuosity, Tg, which was assumed to be linearly

related to air content (eg

g = g
 

(5.18)

where 4psis the total porosity of the media [Millington and Quirk, 1961].
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First-Order Mass-Transfer Coefficients

The integrated rate law for first-order mass transfer is given by

[C] = [C]o ea'
	

(5.19)

where [C] is concentration, [C]0 is the initial concentration, and a is the rate constant

[Atkins, 1990]. For first-order processes, a plot of ln [C]/[C]0 against time, t, yields a

straight line, and a may be obtained from the slope of the line. First-order mass-transfer

coefficients for slow sorption and desorption processes were determined for ICE (ŒTCE)

and NaC1 NaCI,(a 1 by using the tailing portions of the breakthroughs..- 

The extent of mass-transfer limitations was also deduced from simplistic

simulations of the TCE breakthroughs. Under the assumption of Fickian flux,

instantaneous solute mass transfer among phases, and linear sorption processes, Equation

(5.7) can be used to describe the movement of TCE in porous media. Providing that TCE

transport follows similar behavior as NaC1 in the liquid phase, the MIM concept

(Equation 5.8, with instantaneous air-water mass transfer) can also be applied to describe

the movement of TCE in unsaturated porous media. In that case, the retardation

coefficient, R., must account for partitioning in the gas phase (R. = R), and the

dispersion coefficient must reflect the effect of gas-phase diffusion. CXTFIT [Tonde et

al., 1995] was employed as an inverse model to determine dispersion coefficients from

ICE breakthrough curves. If the above-stated assumptions are valid, the CXTFIT-fitted

dispersion coefficient ( Def ,TcE ) should agree with Da (Equation 5.3). Assuming the same

conditions used for the NaC1BTCs,
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D fe,TCE ""1.. De,T =	 KhDe,g + Dm).
	 (5.20)

In the simulation, vn, and Om were assigned the same values as obtained for NaC1 (Table

3.3), and the fraction of sorption sites (f) in equilibrium with Om was assumed to be the

same as 13 (Om 0-1 ).

Because mass transfer between water regions is thought to be a diffusion process,

the mobile-immobile mass-transfer coefficients for TCE (a. ) were estimated as

(	

0.5

	

DTCE	 (0.88 x 10 -5  )" 0
.85

 
aTCE = aNaC1 -----

U
,	 = aNaC1 .	 = 	 aNaC1)

	

NaC1	 1.21 x 10-5
(5.21)

where aNaci is the NaCl mass-transfer coefficients (Table 3.3), and DrcE and DN act, (CM2

') are the ICE and NaCl bulk water diffusion coefficients, respectively [Schwarzenbach

et al., 1993]. Retardation coefficients for TCE were fitted to give more flexibility in the

estimation procedure [Tonde et al., 1995] and compared to values determined with the

method of temporal moments.

Air-water mass-transfer coefficients were also approximated from relationships

reported in the literature. Mass transfer among phases in a multi-phase system has been

described by a variety of models based on advective and diffusive processes that may

occur in the vicinity of interfaces [Miller et al., 1990]. Only those models applicable to

the experimental conditions used in this research (e.g., porous media, low water velocity)
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are considered here. Table 5.2 lists dimensionless variables which are commonly used to

express mass-transfer relationships.

The two-resistance model relates the overall air-water mass-transfer constant, K, to

the aqueous (Kw) and air (ice) mass-transfer constants by

1	 1	 1
---+ 	
K Kw KhKg

(5.22)

where x = otaw/Aa, (L T - '). Because experimental conditions involved advecting water

and stagnant air, Kw and Kg were estimated using the boundary layer and the stagnant-film

models, respectively. The boundary layer model considers mass transfer as the fluid

flows along a semi-infinite flat plate [Cussler, 1997] and relates Kw to system parameters

such as pore-water velocity. In this model,

1	 iD	 - -
K =—-Re ' Se

w 	lw
(5.23)

where lw is the characteristic length of diffusion, and Re and Sc are the Reynolds and

Schmidt numbers, respectively. The stagnant-film model assumes a stagnant film near

the interface and was used to described the mass-transfer constant for TCE in the gas

phase,



Table 5.2. Dimensionless Variables of Importance to Mass Transfer Coefficients
Variable	 Definition	 Physical meaning 
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Peclet number

Reynolds number

Schmidt number

Sherwood number

Galileo number

Pe = 
v1	flow velocity 

diffusion velocity

Re = 
v

w 
1	 advective forces

v 	 forces

v	 viscous forcesSc = •--"
D	 diffusive forces

mass transfer velocity
diffusion velocity

vw = pore-water velocity [Lt']; 1 = characteristic length [L]; D = molecular
diffusion [L2r 1 ]; v, = kinematic viscosity of water [Ct-1 ]; x = mass transfer
constant [IX']; g= gravitational constant [Lt-2]
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De,g
K =

g
ig

(5.24)

The characteristic length for the air phase,

V V
gLC,Ac

(5.25)

was calculated from the volume of air, Vg, per column unit area, Ac , and the porosity of

the of the medium (4) = Vv/VT), where V„, is the void volume, S g is the degree of air-

saturation, and Lc is the length of the column.

Several empirical mass-transfer relationships have also been reported for

unsaturated porous media. Turek and Lange [1981] developed an air-water mass-transfer

correlation for low-velocity trickle bed reactors as a function of the Reynolds (Re),

Galileo (Ga), and Schmidt (Sc) numbers (Table 5.1),

Œaw = KwAaw = 16.8DTcE(0„ ____)0.25Ga-0.22Re0 25 Sc 0 50

Ow
(5.26)

where the product tc,Aa,„„ is the mass-transfer coefficient (a aw, t-1). A different mass-

transfer relationship for infiltration experiments in sandy porous media is given by Cho et

al. [1993],
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K wAaw = 0.094 Ogq„' 51 (1 – Sf)(1– —e; )1.22	 (5.27)

where ic„Asw is in units of hr-1 , and Sf is the fraction of immobile water that is in contact

with the aqueous and air phases. A similar infiltration study using glass beads with a

mean particle diameter of 300 gm provides the relationship,

– 
De (0.023 Se" + 0.849 Reu6i Sc°5 )

1„
(5.28)

for mass-transfer coefficients in unsaturated porous media, where lw was assumed as the

average particle size diameter, dsp [Szatkowski et al., 1995].

TCE Retardation Coefficients

The mass of TCE retained in the media (M ) was determined from the mean

arrival time (Equation 3.5) of the TCE breakthroughs, water-flow rates, Qw, and the

TCE input concentration of TCE (Table 2.1), Crcu,

MTCE,r 11FCE Qw CTCE,O•
	 (5.29)

The ratio of MTCE,r to the mass of water retained, M,„ in the column is then related to the- 

retardation coefficient
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PwMTCE,r 	IITCE VNaCI 
RTCE

'TCE,OMw,r PNaCI	 VTCE

(5.30)

where pw is the density of water (pw = 0.998 at 20°C), ur-NaCI and LINaCI are the NaC1 and

TCE mean arrival times, respectively, and vNaci and VrcE are the mean velocity for NaC1

and TCE, respectively. This relationship assumes that NaC1 moves at the same rate as

water. To determine if TCE is in equilibrium in the water, gas, and solid phases, RrcE is

compared to Rw in Equation (5.6). The solid-water distribution coefficient (0.012 cm3 g -1 )

was calculated from an average RICE of 1.038 (± 0.008) for the saturated-flow (Og = 0, Ow =

0.457 cm 3 cm-3) conditions and was assumed constant in all unsaturated-flow

experiments.

The amount of TCE retained in the column after a step increase in TCE

concentration (sorption limb) was determined by integrating the area between the effluent

relative concentration (C/Co) and C/Co = 1 from to, when TCE begins to contaminate the

column, to tpuhe , when the column influx is switched back to a 2 mM NaC1, TCE-free

solution. The amount retained in the column during TCE removal (desorption limb) was

determined by integrating the area between C/Co and C/Co = 0 from Lpulse to the end of the

experiment. Retardation coefficients for the sorption and desorption limbs were then

calculated using Equation (5.30) with the respective amount of TCE retained.
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Results

Air-Water Partitioning

Measured dimensionless TCE Henry's law coefficient (Kh) at 20 ± 0.5°C ranged

from 0.27 to 0.39 cma, cm -g3 , with an average of 0.32 cml cm (±0.04(±0.04 standard

deviation). The measured values agree well with literature-reported values at 20°C. A

Kh value of 0.32 cm,, cm -g3 is therefore assumed for data analysis. In comparison, the

measured dimensionless PCE Kh ranged from 0.47 to 0.65 cml cm -g3 , with an average of

0.55 (±0.05) cm,3,, cm -i. The measured values also agree well with reported values at

20°C, which range from 0.54 to 0.60 cml cm -g3 [Ashworth et al., 1988; Gosset, 1987;

Munz and Roberts, 1987; Robbins et al., 1993].

Air-Water Interfacial Areas

Five independent relationships were used to estimate a range of probable Aaw

values for the porous media (see the "Physical and Chemical Characterization of the

Porous Media" section in Chapter 2) and water contents (Table 5.3) used (Table 5.4).

The estimated values range from 2 to 1226 cm2 cm-3 and depend on water content.

Except for those from Silva [1998] and Reeves and Celia [1996], however, Aaw values

tend to fall within a narrower range of 30 to 160 cm2 cm-3 (Figure 5.3). Most of the

relationships in the range of experimental conditions show decreasing Aa, values with

increasing water contents. The degree of change and the magnitude of the estimated

values, however, may differ substantially between models (Figure 5.3). Although the

results from the relationship given by Miller et al. [1990] (Equation 5.17) suggest



Table 5.3. Experimental Conditions and Initial
Breakthrough Pore Volumes (1BPV)

Run Water
Content

C111,
3 CIA-3

Velocity

cm min"'

IBPV

Saturated
TCE 10 0.456 0.126 0.91
TCE 11 0.456 0.126 0.91
TCE 12 0.456 0.127 0.91
ICE 13 0.456 0.032 0.90
Unsaturated
TCE 6 0.315 0.183 0.82
TCE 7 0.312 0.186 0.83
TCE 8 0.317 0.181 0.83
TCE 9 0.201 0.215 0.71
TCE 10 0.186 0.157 0.58
TCE 11 0.163 0.107 0.49
TCE 12 0.155 0.075 0.38
ICE 13 0.201 0.145 0.66
ICE 14 0.261 0.192 0.76
ICE 15 0.230 0.187 0.78
ICE 17 0.183 0.095 0.55
ICE 26 0.288 0.202 0.83
TCE 27 0.257 0.193 0.78
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Table 5.4. Estimated Air-Water Interfacial Areas, Aaw

Run Silva'

cm2 
CM 

-3

Karkare2

CM
2 CM -3

Gvirtzman3

CM
2 

CM 
-3

Reeves4

Aa,,„
CM

2 
CM 

-3

Mille?
Aa,„,

cm- CM,
-3

G & R6

Aa,,
CM

2 
CM 1

-3

Saturated
TCE 10
TCE 11
TCE 12
TCE 13

Unsaturatec
TCE 6 309.33 31.40 90.23 2.2 147.41 71.06
TCE 7 317.96 32.71 91.03 2.2 150.02 71.06
TCE 8 304.81 30.71 89.43 2.2 149.89 71.06
TCE 9 824.73 103.82 NA 3.3 115.19 114.87
TCE 10 937.55 110.87 NA 3.5 107.45 130.32
TCE 11 1145.41 120.71 NA 3.6 95.67 136.02
TCE 12 1226.75 123.75 NA 3.4 97.45 121.58
TCE 13 824.96 103.84 NA 3.3 114.97 114.87
TCE 14 493.11 69.58 NA 3.4 121.10 89.38
TCE 15 643.12 88.45 NA 3.2 123.51 110.89
TCE 17 962.75 112.26 NA 3.5 104.71 130.32
TCE 26 389.94 43.26 99.81 2.2 160.51 71.06
TCE 27 510.90 72.24 NA 2.7 148.86 89.38

'Silva, 1998; 2 Karkare and Fort, 1996; 3 Gvirtznam and Roberts [1991]; 4 Reeves and
Celia [1996]; 5 Miller et al. [1990]; 6 Includes Gvirtzman and Roberts [1991] and
Reeves and Celia [1996] data. See discussion section.
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Figure 5.3. Estimated air-water interfacial areas
in the experimental range of
conditions.
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increasing Aaw with increasing water content, the estimated values as a function of water

content agree fairly well with other reported values [Gvirtzman and Roberts, 1991;

Saripalli et al., 1997]. The relationship provided by Silva [1998] yields estimated values

that are much higher than the others, suggesting possible overestimation of the measured

air-water interfacial areas. Overestimation of Aaw may result from other than interfacial-

retention processes for n-heptane in the system. On the other hand, the higher values

may be actual values because the specific surface area of the sand is high (6253 cm2 g - ')

relative to the other media (— 40 - 200 cm2 g- ') used in other studies. The overly low Aaw

values estimated from Reeves and Celia [1996] data possibly result from the exclusion of

the area contributed by pendular rings. If it is assumed that the pendular rings contribute

an area similar to that estimated before ring converge (Aaw = 115 CM2 CM-3 at ow = 0.148,

Gvirtzman and Roberts [1991], it is possible to expand the estimated range of values

reported by Reeves and Celia [1996] as follows

A. =115+115 AA aw
(0w

)

AI3 w
(5.31)

were A Aaw(Ow)/A Ow represents the change in interfacial area with water content for the

data reported by Reeves and Celia [1996]. The calculated values are given in Table 5.4

under the heading "G & R" and represent the intermediate range of Aaw values. This

expansion will be helpful for comparison purposes in later analysis.
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Solute Transport

Similar to the NaC1 breakthrough curves, the TCE elution curves under

unsaturated flow conditions show earlier initial arrival and greater degree of tailing with

decreasing water content (Figure 5.4). Comparison of TCE and NaCl breakthrough

curves obtained under identical conditions show that, for the most part, the TCE curves

are shifted to the right of the NaC1 BTCs. At early times in the low water content regime,

however, TCE emerges before NaC1, and the beginning of the curves lie left of the NaCl

(Figures 5.5a - f). Initial breakthrough pore volumes (IBPV), in fact, indicate that TCE

begins to elute at significantly earlier times than NaCl for water contents below 20%

(Figure 5.6). Above this water content, TCE and NaC1 begin to elute at similar times and

show similar 1BPV for a given water content. The shifting of the TCE curves to the right

of the NaC1 curves indicates that TCE is retained in the media and that the degree of

retention increases as water content decreases (Figure 5.5).

The ICE retardation coefficient determined from the mean arrival times (Table

5.5) indicates that RitE increases as water content decreases (Table 5.6, Figure 5.7). At

the higher water contents, RICE agrees well with R. However, they tend to deviate for

lower water contents (Table 5.6), where R, is smaller than RTcE, and the amount of TCE

retained in the column is greater than that estimated from Equation (5.6). The retardation

coefficient, RICE, integrates the effect of both sorption and desorption equilibrium

processes and relates to the average mass of TCE retained in the column. Retardation

coefficients determined from the desorption limb were generally higher than those

determined from the sorption limb (Figure 5.8). As a result, the inverse (1-C/C0) of the
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Figure 5.5. NaC1 and TCE breakthroughs for (a) water saturation, (b) 31%, (c) 29%,
(d) 26%, (e) 20%, (f) 18%, (g) 16%, and (h) 15% water content.
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Table 5.5. TCE Temporal Moments and Related Parameters
Run Mass

Input*

mg

Total
Mass+

(M0)
mg

Mean	 Variance
Arrival Time

(1.11cE)	 (aTcE)
min	 min2

Peclet
Number

Skewness

(SK)

Saturated

TCE 10 20.52 20.86 205.11 689 122.12 4.29

TCE 11 11.46 11.62 207.80 2338 36.94 12.09

TCE 12 18.55 18.65 203.23 618 133.67 9.62

TCE 13 13.54 13.80 803.04 11252 114.62 3.83

Draining

TCE 6 16.84 17.14 163.20 1394 38.21 1.84

TCE 7 16.50 16.33 161.06 1382 37.54 2.01

TCE 8 16.96 17.28 164.18 1444 37.33 2.22

TCE 9 11.95 12.16 173.42 3569 16.85 1.13

TCE 10 13.22 13.86 248.91 16248 7.63 3.02

TCE 11 14.29 14.29 422.03 101311 3.52 3.55

TCE 12 24.64 27.27 728.66 814096 1.30 4.38

TCE 13 17.17 17.42 263.27 13162 10.53 2.92

TCE 14 19.10 19.42 170.27 3584 16.18 5.01

TCE 15 25.67 26.20 189.40 8213 8.74 7.75

TCE 17 26.21 27.59 432.26 80529 4.64 3.09

TCE 26 19.50 19.84 157.11 5250 9.40 8.82

TCE 27 37.21 38.24 171.66 5076 11.61 4.46

*Mass Input = Q., CO,TCE Tpulse, where Tpul„ is the duration of the input pulse (min)
+Based on the method of temporal moment of the breakthrough data



Table 5.6. TCE Retardation Coefficients
Run Water

Content
cm,3 cm,-3

Velocity

cm min -1

RitE2 R.sorption2
pp	 2
'desorption

Saturated

TCE 10 0.456 0.126 1.038 1.037 1.021 1.046

ICE 11 0.456 0.126 1.038 1.048 1.026 1.046

ICE 12 0.456 0.127 1.038 1.029 1.021 1.031

TCE 13 0.456 0.032 1.038 1.042 1.023 1.051

Draining

TCE 6 0.315 0.183 1.182 1.192 1.167 1.205

TCE 7 0.312 0.186 1.210 1.197 1.172 1.211

TCE 8 0.317 0.181 1.202 1.190 1.164 1.205

TCE 9 0.201 0.215 1.509 1.493 1.452 2.112

TCE 10 0.186 0.157 1.576 1.567 1.443 1.575

ICE 11 0.163 0.107 1.706 1.810 1.704 1.711

ICE 12 0.155 0.075 1.759 2.195 1.527 2.106

ICE 13 0.201 0.145 1.509 1.529 1.482 1.544

TCE 14 0.261 0.192 1.316 1.305 1.264 1.319

ICE 15 0.230 0.187 1.403 1.418 1.391 1.435

ICE 17 0.183 0.095 1.591 1.645 1.488 1.702

ICE 26 0.288 0.202 1.255 1.270 1.209 1.286

ICE 27 0.257 0.193 1.327 1.324 1.242 1.396

Retardation coefficient estimated from equation (5.6)
2 Retardation coefficient estimated using breakthrough data
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time-corrected (real time — switching time) desorption breakthrough for TCE is generally

displaced to the right of the sorption limb (Figure 5.9). Soil-water distribution coefficient

values determined from the sorption and desorption limbs suggest that the soil — water

distribution coeficients for sorption processes are smaller than those for desorption

processes (Figure 5.10). They also show that, although sorption distribution coefficients

tend to decrease slightly with decreasing water content, the desorption and overall

sorption/desorption distribution coefficients tend to increase with decreasing water

contents below 24%. They, however, remain almost constant at higher water contents.

Consequently, differences between the values determined for sorption and desorption

limbs is small at higher water contents but tends to increase as water contents decreases.

The effect of water content on TCE retardation, gas-phase diffusion, and possible

mass-transfer limitations is reflected by the variance (equation 3.7) of the TCE

breakthrough curves, arcE (Table 5.5). In general, the TCE variance values follow a

similar trends as those observed for NaC1 (a 1. - NaCI,•

content and water-flux decrease, but the effect of velocity depends on the water content

regime (Figure 5.11). Like a-NaCI? the TCE variance tends to increase with pore-water

velocity for water contents above 20%, but decreases with pore-water velocity for lower

water contents. For a given water content below 24%, however,

significantly higher than 6NaCI•

Similar to the BTC variances, the skewness (SK) of the BTCs differs for the TOE

and NaCl breakthroughs. Figure 5.12 shows that the calculated SK for TCE are generally

That is, GTCE tends to increase as water

aTCE becomes
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breakthrough curves at (a) 31% and (b)
15% water content.
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lower than for NaCl and exhibits a poor relationship with water content and velocity

(Table 5.5).

Mass Transfer

Rate-limited mass transfer coefficients for TCE and NaC1 (ocrcE and NaCI,

respectively) were estimated from the linear segment of the ln C/Co-t plots for the tailing

portions of the TCE and NaC1 breakthroughs. For TCE, the number of pore volumes

eluted before the in C/Co-t relationship becomes linear increases as water content

decreases for the sorption limb (Figure 5.13) and time-corrected (t - switching time)

desorption limbs. In general, the tailing portions of the desorption limbs are fairly linear,

but those for the sorption limbs are not. A range of ccrcE and ŒNao values is, therefore,

given for the sorption limbs (Table 5.7). The portions of the BTC used to determine a-rcE

and aNaci are given in Appendix D. Mass-transfer coefficients for TCE range in values

from 0.03 to 36.00 x 10-3 min- ' and those for NaC1 range from 0.11 to 67.47 10 -3 min"'

Although, arcE values are lower than aNaci , they both show increasing values with

increasing water content, pore-water velocity, and water flux (Figure 5.14). Estimated

values for NaCl and TCE show that the desorption limb yields higher mass-transfer rates

than the sorption limb for a given water contents.

Similar behavior of the TCE mass-transfer coefficients with respect to water

content have been observed previously [Turek and Lange, 1981], but their values are

higher than the arcE estimated from the desorption curves (Figure 5.15b). These results

are in contrast to the approximations obtained from the relationship given by Cho et al.
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Table 5.7. First-Order Mass Transfer Coefficients
Estimated From NaC1 and TCE Breakthroughs

aTCE X 10-3

Sorption: early (1.2) So
mind

aTcE x 10-3

rption: late (r2)
mind

aTcE x 10-3

Desorption (r2)
mind

NaC1
NaC1 1 14.29 (1.00) 0.82 (.94) 64.19 (1.00)

NaCl 2 14.69 (1.00) 0.37 (0.98) 15.04 (1.00)

NaC1 3 17.34 (0.99) 1.06 (0.95) 26.80 (0.99)

NaC1 4 3.13 (0.99) 0.20 (0.93) 40.15 (1.00)

NaC1 5 5.05 (0.99) 0.12 (0.97) 27.59 (1.00)

NaC1 6 2.01 (0.99) 0.11 (0.95) 16.36 (0.99)

NaCl 7 1.63 (0.98) 0.11 (0.87) 14.98 (1.00)

NaC1 8 2.97 (0.99) 0.48 (0.97) 28.48 (1.00)

NaC1 9 8.05 (0.99) 0.30 (0.97) 57.94 (0.99)

NaC1 10 2.63 (0.99) 1.00 (0.99) 52.26 (1.00)

NaC1 12 2.27 (0.99) 0.44 (0.99) 22.86 (1.00)

NaC1 21 3.73 (0.99) 0.29 (0.92) 67.47 (1.00)

NaC1 22 6.32 (1.00) 1.00 (0.97) 49.62 (1.00)

TCE
TCE 6 3.26 (0 .99) 0.60 (0 .98) 36.00 (1.00)

TCE 7 2.49 (0.99) 0.35 (0.95) 35.90 (1.00)

TCE 8 2.83 (0.99) 0.45 (0.98) 36.00 (1.00)

TCE 9 2.81 (0.99) 0.93 (0.99) 20.50 (1.00)

TCE 10 1.06 (1.00) 0.32 (0.99) 10.60 (1.00)

TCE 11 0.97 (0.99) 0.10 (0.94) 4.42 (1.00)

TCE 12 0.14 (0.99) 0.03 (0.96) 2.14 (1.00)

TCE 13 0.66 (0.99) 0.09 (0.98) 11.00 (0.99)

TCE 14 1.82 (0.99) 0.41 (0.97) 27.40 (1.00)

TCE 15 1.68 (0.99) 0.43 (0.98) 22.70 (1.00)

TCE 17 0.52 (1.00) 0.14 (0.99) 4.67 (1.00)
TCE 26 3.30 (1.00) 0.62 (0.96) 34.20 (0.99)

TCE 27 1.57 (0.99) 0.26 (0.96) 25.80 (1.00)
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[1993], which tend to increase with decreasing water content. The approximations

obtained from the relationship given by Cho et al. [1993], however, are about the same

order of magnitude as the estimated values from the sorption limb (Figure 5.15b). As a

result, the range of the estimated air-water mass-transfer coefficients, ŒrcE, is enclosed

within the approximated range from reported relationships.

Approximations of the air-water mass-transfer constants ( )sICTCE,

experimental conditions in this study (Equations 5.22-5.25, 5.28) yield values which

range from 4 x 10-5 (two-resistance model) to 2 x 10-2 (relationship from Szatkowski et al.,

1995) cm min'. As expected for VOCs, the two-resistance model suggests that

diffusional resistance in the aqueous phase mostly dominates the overall air-water mass-

transfer coefficient. The higher values obtained from Szatkowski et al. [1995]

relationships are thought to result from the higher experimental velocities and concurrent

flow of water and air used in their studies.

Discussion

Analysis of breakthrough curves for TCE moving through unsaturated sand under

different flow and water content conditions provides strong evidence that the transport

behavior of VOCs depends on water content and advecting velocity. In addition to

affecting system properties and parameters (e.g., air content, hydraulic conductivity,

dispersivity, immobile water fraction, and air-water interfacial areas), water content

influences retardation, mass transfer, and diffusion-dispersion processes of VOCs. These

effects are discussed below.

for the
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Retardation

TCE breakthrough data indicate that, under unsaturated water-flow conditions, the

retardation coefficients for the media increase as water content decreases (Figure 5.5).

This behavior is expected because the volume of the gas phase, which TCE partitions

into, increases with decreasing water content. The measured retardation coefficients

(RICE) in the unsaturated sand are generally well described by 1Z, (Equation 5.6) for

water contents above 20%, indicating that total retention is accounted for by

accumulation in the air, water, and solid phases. For lower water contents, however, RIC E

is greater than R. The higher RitE values may result from higher error in the

determination of the experimental first moments, underestimation of Kh and/or Kd, and/or

additional retention mechanisms not included in Equation 5.6. Higher error in the

calculations of the first moments at lower water contents may result from the larger

number of integration data points from the longer, low water-content experiments.

Although Kb should be constant under the experimental conditions used, its value carries

some uncertainty (± 0.04 standard deviation) and may differ from that assumed in the

calculations (Kh = 0.32). For instance, a Kh value of 0.34 better reproduces the measured

RrcE for all but the lowest 2 water contents, and is still within the measured and literature-

reported values (Figure 5.7).

The soil-water distribution coefficient has been reported to vary as a function of

water content [e.g., Chiou and Shoup, 1985; Ong and Lion, 1991a,b] for water contents

below five layers of water [Ong and Lion, 1991a,b]. This would correspond to a water

content of about 0.15% for the sand used in these experiments (as calculated from the
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specific surface area of the sand and a cross-sectional area of 10.8 x 10-20 m2 for a water

molecule [Livingston, 1949]) . For the conditions used in this study, Kd (0.0 12 cm3 g ;) is,

therefore, assumed to remain constant with water content. As there is no evidence of

isotherm non-linearity on the sand used in this investigation and TCE concentrations

varied slightly (32 - 66 mg IL') between experiments, non-linear sorption is assumed to

have small effects on IC,, values.

Calculated Rw values may have been underestimated because TCE accumulation

at the air-water interface [Hoff et al., 1993a,b] was not considered in Equation (5.6).

Contribution of air-water interface accumulation to RTheo, the total theoretical retardation

coefficient (R ea = Rw+Riw), was estimated from

A k
(5.32)ow

where Rw is given by Equation (5.6), R iw represents the increase in the retardation

coefficient value caused by TCE accumulation at the air-water interface, Aaw is the

specific interfacial area (Table 5.4), and kw (6.89 x 10-5 cm) is the interface-water

distribution coefficient [Hoff et al., 19934 Because of the uncertainty on the estimated

Aa„, values, R1w was calculated using the high (Silva [1998]: S R iw) and intermediate

(G&R: G&R R, w) range of estimates (Figure 5.7). When the high-range estimates are

assumed to represent the Aaw in the system, RThea (assuming Kh = 0.32) is higher than RrcE

for all but the lowest water contents. Conversely, when the intermediate range is used,
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RTheo agrees well with RicE at the higher water contents, but continues to underestimate

RrcE at the lower water contents. It is likely that the ew-Aa„, relationships given are not

fully representative of the system under investigation, and that a different function

describes the Aa„ as a function of water contents. If the additional measured retardation

is assumed to occur solely at the air-water interface, and kw remains constant, the

difference between RitE and RThe, can be used to determine an effective Aa, as a function

of water content. Figure 5.3 shows that the estimated effective Aa, falls within the range

of values derived from the literature and can possibly represent the air-water interfacial

areas in the system.

Capillary-phase separation (CPS) may also contribute to the retardation of VOCs

[Corley et al., 1996; Farrell and Reinhard, 1994; Silva, 19981. Results suggest that, if

existent, this mechanism would be more of significance at lower water contents, where

Rrheo underpredicts RICE. The results from Silva [1998] and Corley et al. [1996],

however, indicate that CPS is independent of water content, suggesting it is not a major

mechanism in this system.

Differences between the amount of TCE retained in the column during sorption

and desorption have been attributed to (a) isotherm non-linearity, (b) rate-limited

sorption/desorption, (c) chemisorption, (d) biotic or abiotic degradation, (e)

adsorption/desorption hysteresis, and (t) sorption to nonsettling particles [e.g., Kan et al.,

1994; Miller and Pedit, 1992]. On the basis of the sand homogeneity and constant flow

conditions, it is assumed that nonsettling particles are non-existent and do not contribute

to sorption anomalies. Isotherm non-linearity has already been assumed to have
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insignificant effects on the sorption and desorption mechanisms in the media.

Chemisorption, degradation, and adsorption/desorption hysteresis are, furthermore,

considered non-existent because of the physicochemical properties of TCE and the short

duration of the experiments (on the order of hours to days). It is theorized that variations

in the time scales of relevant mass-transfer processes induce the apparent differences in

sorption and desorption processes.

Mass-Transfer Processes

The overall analysis of the TCE breakthrough data suggests that one or more rate-

limited mechanisms may affect the transport of VOCs in unsaturated porous media. For

instance, the inability of the sorption limb to attain a linear relationship between ln C/Co

and time (Figure 5.13) indicates that of,rcE estimates represent lumped parameters which

incorporate multiple rate-limited mass-transfer mechanisms. Variations in the amount of

pore volumes required to attain this quasilinear relationship as water content changes also

indicate that the principal mechanisms controlling the overall mass-transfer resistance in

the system depend on water content.

Potential rate-limiting processes include sorption to solid surfaces and mass

transfer between air-water and between mobile-immobile water regions. Because of the

very low organic matter measured in the sand, the contribution of organic matter

diffusion to mass-transfer limitations is considered negligible. Mass-transfer limitations

associated with micropores are also assumed to not contribute largely to the overall rate-

limited process, because enhanced micropore sorption [Corley et al., 1996; Silva, 1998]
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did not appear as a major mechanism of TCE retention. From a previous analysis of

NaC1 breakthrough curves (Chapter 3), it is known that the mobile water fraction in

unsaturated porous media tends to decrease as water content decreases. As a result, the

fraction of water which TCE must diffuse through before interacting with the solid phase

increases as water content decreases. Consequently, it is hypothesized that solute-sorbent

mass-transfer limitations result mainly from slow-diffusion through solid-bound water.

Rate-limited mass transfer of solutes between water regions has been observed to

depend on the water content of the porous media. First-order mass-transfer coefficients

determined from CXTFIT for NaCl diffusion between the mobile and "immobile"

regions (Figure 3.7) and mass-transfer coefficients estimated from BTCs (Figure 5.14a)

suggest that mass transfer occurs at a faster rate as water content increases. The ()Nan

values obtained from CXTFIT fall within the range of BTC-estimated and many

published values [Griffioen et al., 1998].

ICE mass-transfer rates between water regions (a„,:rcE) should occur at about 85%

(Equation 5.21) of the NaCl rate because mass transfer between water regions is thought

to be a diffusion process. Because the estimated ratios of arcE to ŒNaci (Table 5.7) were

lower, there must be additional slow mass-transfer processes for TCE.

Rate-limited mass transfer between air and water phases depends on the solute

mass-transfer constant and the specific interfacial area between the gas and water phases,

Aaw. Because air-water interfacial areas in the packed sand depend on water content

(Figure 5.3), mass transfer between the air and water phases should also depend on water

content. Intuitively, it is thought that air-water mass transfer should increase as Aaw
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increases, that is, as water content decreases. Although Aa,, (Figure 5.3) and ocitE (Figure

5.14) seem to be linearly related, the direction of this relationship depends on which air-

water interfacial area function is used. While Aaw estimates from Miller et al. [1990]

result in a positive relationship with arcE, the estimated values from Silva [1998] and

Reeves and Gvirtzman (Table 5.4) result in a negative relationship, that is, arcE decreases

as Aa, increases. In these cases, the tendency of ŒTtE to increase as water content

increases is not explained by differences in air-water interfacial areas. It is important to

keep in mind, however, that aTcE is a lump value that incorporates multiple rate-limited

processes, and direct evaluation for one particular process is difficult.

If mass-transfer limitations were caused entirely by resistance at the air-water

interface, mass-transfer constants could be estimated as KTcE = arcE/Aaw. These estimates,

however, would range over 6 orders of magnitude depending on the air-water interfacial

areas (Figure 5.16). While these estimates are lower than those approximated from the

two-resistance model for the highest specific interfacial areas [Silva, 1998], they become

higher than this model but lower than those relationships given by Szatkowski et al.

[1995] for the lowest areas. Consequently, the high range of the estimated values fall

within the range of approximated values.

Rate-limited mass transfer may also occur as ICE partitions in and out of isolated

water films. If, similar to "immobile" water content, the fraction of isolated water films

is assumed to increase as water content decreases, mass-transfer limitations may increase

as water content decreases. This results because TCE must be transferred to the gas

phase and then dissolved in a greater amount of isolated water films during the arrival
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(sorption limb) or in the smaller amount of advecting solution as TCE is eluted out

(desorption limb) of the column. This behavior may also explain the differences between

arcE values for sorption and desorption limbs. If rates of TCE volatilization are higher

than dissolution, TCE volatilizes quickly as it enters the system, and then dissolves

slowly in isolated water films. Conversely, when TCE is being removed from the

system, it quickly volatilizes and re-dissolves in the advecting solution at a higher rate

than in isolated water films because mass transfer increases as water velocity increases

[Cho and Jaffe, 1990; Griffioen et al., 1998; Imhoff and Jaffe, 1994; Turek and Lange,

1981]. As a result, air-water mass transfer may be faster for removal than arrival

processes. Similar behavior is expected for NaC1 mass transfer between water regions of

dissimilar velocities. That is, mass transfer is faster for the removal than arrival direction

because of the faster mixing into the advecting water.

Mass-transfer limitations were also investigated by assuming that differences

between CXTFIT-fitted dispersion coefficients for the TCE andTCE1 Dand— - e,T are caused

by rate limited processes and that TCE mobile-immobile rate limitations are similar to

NaCl. Assuming the solute flux has achieved the Fickian regime, a combined dispersion

coefficient,
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has previously been employed to integrate the effects of all spreading mechanisms [Leij

and Dane, 1992; Valocchi, 1985]. All parameters in Equation (5.33) are as previously

defined in Chapter 3. If DfovEand De 3- are assumed to represent the dispersion

coefficient in the water and gas phases, they can be used to represent Dcomb and Dm ,

respectively, in Equation (5.33). By redefining (3 in Equation (5.33) as

PTCE = 
O w -1- P bKd yO a Kb

O w Pb Kd + OaKb
(5.34)

TCE mass-transfer coefficients can be obtained from

(1 — PTCE ) 2 V 20m 
OETCE,comb = ,rtf.

De,T
(5.35)

where y is the TCE fraction in equilibrium with the air and water phases. It is postulated

that, at early transport stages, when the transport system is farther away from equilibrium

(low y), TCE equilibrates at faster rates in the gas phase, the compartment of least mass-

transfer resistance. As a result, OCTCE,comb values represent TCE mass transfer across the

air-water interface and through the gas phase and should be of the same order of

magnitude, but lower (because of the tortuosity factor) than the gas-phase diffusion

coefficients (4.7 x 10' cm2 min') per unit area. Near system equilibrium (- C/Co = 1;

high y), however, TCE is equilibrating at much slower rates with solid-bound water, the

compartment of most mass-transfer resistance. Consequently, a TCE,comb values represent
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TCE mass transfer within the liquid phase and should be of the same order of magnitude,

but lower than the water-phase diffusion coefficients (5.3 x 10-4 cm2 miff') per unit area.

For comparison purposes and to estimate a range of potential aTCE,comb values, y

was assumed to be between 0.1 and 0.9. In general, IIKTCE ,comb values increase slightly as

water content increases to about 23% and remain almost constant at higher water contents

(Table 5.8). The or.rcE , conil, values for the system with the lower TCE fraction in

equilibrium with the air and water phases (y = 0.1) range from 2.1 x 1 0 3 to 2.9 x 10-2

min'. These values fall within the literature-estimated values (Equations 5.26 and 5.27)

and the early sorption and desorption arcE values estimated from the TCE breakthrough

curves. A lower ŒrcE ,comb range (2.6 x 10-5 to 3.6 x 10-4 min - '), which falls within the

range of the late sorption ŒrcE values (Figure 5.15), was obtained for the system with the

greater fraction (y = 0.9). Because the computed ŒrcE,comb values (2.9 x 1 0 2 to 2.6 x 10-5

min') are within the same order of magnitudes as, but slightly lower than, the diffusion

coefficients for the water and gas phases, they may very well represent the mass-transfer

coefficients of the system. These results indicate that the controlling mass-transfer

mechanism depends on the extent of equilibrium and further supports the concept that

several rate-limited mechanism affect the transport of VOCs in unsaturated porous media.

Effective Gas-Phase Diffusion Coefficient

Earlier initial arrival of TCE at lower water contents suggests that gas-phase

transport processes become more important as water content decreases. For water

contents above 20%, the higher IBPVs for TCE than NaCl indicate that retardation



Table 5.8. Results of the CXTFIT Parameter Optimization Model for TCE

Run
De 3-

CM3 Mill-1

TCE MIM Model
Rmim Def,TCE

CM-2 min '

aTCE,comb

min"'
y=0.9

aTCE,comb

min-'
y=0.1

Unsaturated

TCE 6 0.0167 1.187 0.04247 5.951E-05 4.820E-03

TCE 7 0.0180 1.196 0.05080 5.056E-05 4.095E-03

TCE 8 0.0134 1.186 0.03914 5.695E-05 4.613E-03

TCE 9 0.1360 1.462 0.15540 3.591E-04 2.909E-02

TCE 10 0.1654 1.575 0.23860 5.660E-05 4.585E-03

TCE 11 0.2429 1.644 0.32730 2.628E-05 2.129E-03

TCE 12 0.2799 1.755 0.31170 3.591E-05 2.909E-03

TCE 13 0.1251 1.485 0.18880 4.985E-05 4.038E-03

TCE 14 0.0400 1.313 0.10860 4.758E-05 3.854E-03

TCE 15 0.0728 1.365 0.10960 1.135E-04 9.197E-03

TCE 17 0.1589 1.535 0.21120 2.953E-05 2.392E-03

TCE 26 0.0279 1.260 0.06114 8.036E-05 6.509E-03

TCE 27 0.0504 1.337 0.08565 9.799E-05 7.937E-03
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processes influence TCE initial arrival to a greater extent (Figure 5.6). Because gas-

phase advection was negligible during the transport experiments, it is assumed that gas-

phase diffusion is responsible for the earlier initial arrival and enhanced transport of TCE

at the lower water contents. An effective diffusion coefficient can then be determined as

a function of water content from the B3PV data. The diffusion velocity (vd) is assumed to

be the difference between the measured TCE velocity and velocity in the water phase

(RICE VNaC1) when 1% of the initial concentration has reached the end of the column (Lc),

vd 74: vTCE — RTCEv NaC1
' %%co   

(5.36)

Lc= 	 Lc V 	v=
RTCEt NaCI

1%%co

IBPVTCE RTCEIBPVNaCI

1%%co
t TCE

where v is the pore-water velocity, and trcE imoco and tNaC1 I i ckcico refer to the time at which

1% of the initial concentration of TCE and NaCl are eluted, respectively. The effective

diffusion coefficient, (Dirg)113n , is calculated by applying Fick's second law of diffusion,

acTCE,g a2CTCE,g = -(Dgtg )1BpVat	 az2
(5.37)

for transient diffusion in a semi-infinite medium. When subjected to the following initial

and boundary conditions,
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t= 0, allz, C=O

t> 0, z= 0, C=Co

C=O

Equation (5.37) yields the analytical solution (Cussler, 1997),

— = erfc( 	
Co	 24(D g tg IBPV t d 

(5.38) 

where C/Co = 0.1, z = 25.0 cm, "erfc" stands for the "complementary error function", and

td is the diffusion time (td = Lc/vd). The calculated values agree fairly well with the

estimated values (Equation 3.12) at higher water contents, but deviate at lower water

contents (Figure 5.17). Lower than expected (Dirg) iopv values at lower water contents

suggest that the diffusive volume gained as the sand desaturates occurs in smaller and

more tortuous pore paths. The calculated (Ditd igpv values yield a functional relationship

(r2 = 0.96) with air content,

ra.25/(DggIBPV = DTCE,g Ug /3 (5.39)

which is similar to that given in Equation (3.12) but shows no dependency on porosity, 0.

The lack of dependency of Equation (5.39) on o has also been reported by Batterman et

al. [1996]. The exponent on eg is approximately 74, instead of 1% as reported by
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Millington and Quirk [1961], because Equation (5.39) does not incorporate the gas-

volume fraction in which diffusion takes place. Nevertheless, the relationship developed

(Equation 5.39) indicates that, as expected, the effective gas-phase diffusion increases as

water content decreases.

Because vapor-phase diffusion affects the integrated movement rate of TCE, it

also influences other processes that affect the transport of VOCs. For instance, as TCE in

the water phase enters the unsaturated-sand column, it volatilizes and diffuses through the

gas-phase in the direction of the largest concentration gradient. During TCE injection,

the largest gradient should exist between the TCE front and the column outlet.

Consequently, gas-phase diffusion occurs mainly in the direction of flow and enhances

the movement of TCE. The effect of this enhancement is analogous to anion exclusion

processes in that the overall solute velocity is increased relative to water. Consequently,

Kd estimates during solute invasion (sorption limb) yield negative values (Figure 5.10).

This signifies that the system has not reached equilibrium conditions. As TCE begins to

be flushed out of the system, on the other hand, the gas-phase concentration gradient

opposes that of the direction of flow, and the overall time of gas-phase diffusion may

increase. In fact, effective diffusion coefficients determined at the time when 1% of the

influx concentration has been removed from the column (0.99 C/Co) are smaller than

those from the IBPV data for water contents below 20% (Figure 5.16). Because TCE

movement is less enhanced by gas-phase diffusion during TCE removal processes,

molecules may interact with the solid phase to a greater extent and may be closer to

equilibrium conditions than during TCE injection. Differences between gas-phase
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diffusion during TCE invasion (sorption limb) and removal (desorption limb) may,

therefore, explain the differences observed between the sorption and desorption mass-

transfer and soil-water distribution coefficients.

Solute Spreading

The integrated effect of the processes affecting the movement of TCE in unsaturated

porous media is reflected in the variance of the ICE breakthrough curves. In general, the

TCE variance is higher than that of the NaC1, because of the additional retardation,

diffusive, and rate-limiting processes affecting the transport of TCE (Figure 5.11). The

extent to which transport processes control the spreading of TCE depends on water

content and is reflected in the calculated Peclet numbers . Assuming that the controlling

advection and dispersion processes for dissolved TCE are similar to NaC1, the Peclet

number for dissolved TCE is a function of the mobile water velocity and dispersion

coefficient (Pem = vm L/ Dm). The effective Peclet number for TCE in the gas and water

phase is described by the pore-water mobile velocity and the effective diffusion-

dispersion coefficient (Pee.TcE = Vm L/ De ,T ). Because v tends to increase and Dm tends to

decrease as water content increases (Chapter 3), the Peclet numbers for the mobile water

increase with water content (Figure 5.18). This means that ICE fluxes in the water phase

are mainly dominated by water-advection processes at higher water contents, but become

more influenced by dispersive processes as water contents decrease. At any given water

content, the lower Pee ,TcE than Pem reflect the additional diffusive fluxes of TCE in the gas

phase. The greater difference among these values for lower water contents (< 20%)
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indicates that TCE transport is controlled to a greater extent by diffusion in the gas phase

than by water advection. Transport of TCE at lower water contents is, therefore,

dominated by dispersive fluxes in the water and gas phases. As a result, and as indicated

by the smaller percent difference between the fitted dispersion coefficients for the TCE

( D fe,TCE 9

 Table 5.8) and De:r (Equation 5.3) at lower water contents (Figure 5.19), the total

TCE flux in the media is better accounted for by a dispersion constant as water content

decreases. These results, and the lower skewness of the BTC for TCE than NaCl, suggest

that TCE transport at the end of the column is closer to Fickian flux condition than NaCl.

Summary and Conclusions

TCE transport under steady water-advecting conditions at different degrees of

saturation in unsaturated porous media is not only dependent on the system properties of

the media but also on water content. At high water contents (- 50% degree of saturation),

advection processes generally dominate TCE flux. At lower water contents, TCE

transport is controlled to a greater extent by vapor diffusion, dispersion, retardation, and

mass-transfer resistance.

TCE total retention in unsaturated porous media as water content decreases is

controlled to a greater extent by accumulation in the air and water phases, but

accumulation at the air-water interface may become more important, depending on the

air-water interfacial area. Retention at the solid-water interface is minimal and is

dominated by organic matter partitioning. Although the soil-water distribution

coefficient is assumed to remain constant at all water contents, it differs for sorption and
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desorption processes. Sorption and desorption soil-water distribution coefficients show

that TCE sorbs more for desorption than sorption processes, and that the differences

between the values are small at higher water contents but tend to increase as water

content decreases. It is theorized that these differences are induced by variations in the

time scales of relevant mass-transfer processes and are therefore attributed to rate-

limiting processes.

The overall analysis of the TCE breakthrough data suggests that one or more rate-

limiting mechanisms may affect the transport of VOCs in unsaturated porous media. The

tailing portion of the BTCs indicates that mass-transfer coefficients represent lumped

values that include all rate-limited mass-transfer mechanisms between and within air and

water. It is deduced that these lumped values depend on the extent of equilibrium in the

system. At early transport stages, TCE equilibrates at faster rates and reaches

equilibrium at earlier times in compartments of least mass-transfer resistance (e.g., the

gas phase). Near system equilibrium (- C/C o = 1), however, TCE is equilibrating at a

much slower rate in compartments of most mass-transfer resistance (e.g., solid-bound

water films). Consequently, a single, lumped mass-transfer value is unable to properly

describe TCE breakthrough data. Although slow diffusion through solid-bound water is

the most rate-limiting mechanism, the extent and occurrence depend on system properties

(e.g., water content, air-water interfacial area, pore-water velocity) and other transport

processes such as gas-phase diffusion.

Among the processes influenced by water content, gas phase diffusion greatly

affects the fate and transport of TCE in unsaturated porous media. Greater effective
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diffusion in the gas phase for lower water contents results in enhanced movement and

early initial arrival of TCE. Furthermore, vapor-diffusion rates and gradients are thought

to affect air-water and solid-water rate-limited processes by affecting the temporal TCE

concentration distribution in the column More importantly, gas-phase diffusion

contributes largely to the overall spreading of TCE, thus making the ICE velocity

distribution more uniform and closer to Fickian flux conditions. It is, therefore,

concluded that lower solute velocities and greater dispersive properties of the media as

water content decreases tend to normalize the solute velocity distribution and enhance

solute mixing and spatial averaging. As a consequence, TCE transport in unsaturated

porous media attains Fickian conditions at shorter distances than unreactive solutes in

water and, unlike conservative water tracers, deviations from Fickian flux conditions

decrease as water content decreases.
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CHAPTER 6

EFFECT OF WETTING AND DRAINING FLOW HISTORY ON

TRANSPORT BEHAVIOR OF TRICHLOROETHENE IN UNSATURATED

POROUS MEDIA

Introduction

The nature of water recharge under real-field conditions results in periods of wetting

and draining flow in the unsaturated zone. As a result, volatile organic compounds (VOCs)

in the unsaturated zone are subjected to different hydraulic and transport conditions which

affect the overall transport behavior. Because wetting and draining flow processes may

result in different flow path variations and water and gas phase distributions (Chapter 4),

they may have pronounced effects on VOC transport in the vadose zone.

The hysteretic behavior of the soil-water tension and the inverse relationship between

soil-water tension and effective radius (Equation 4.1) result in different air-water interfacial

areas for wetting and drying conditions at a given water content. Furthermore, wetting

conditions result in greater air entrapment because of the increase in gas volume being

trapped in discontinuous pockets or in water-blocked pores [Hopmans and Danes, 1986].

The decrease of entrapped air during drying conditions is attributed to the subsequent

emptying of water-filled pores and to the connection of entrapped air to the continuous or

free air phase as soil water pressure decreases. Other fluid flow properties may also

influence the hysteretic behavior of hydraulic properties. For instance, Levec et al. [1986]

observed that hysteretic behavior in trickle-bed reactors causes increasing liquid holdup

during drying processes. The larger liquid holdups during drying processes cause more

obstruction to the gas-phase flow and diffusion.
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Hysteresis may also have an impact on mass transfer of VOCs between the air and

water phases by affecting the air and water phase distribution, the thickness of diffusive

layers, and the air-water interfacial areas for a given water content. In a study designed to

examine and quantify the transport of trichloroethene (TCE) within the capillary fringe,

McCarthy and Johnson [1993] observed a significant change in vertical concentrations

gradients near the water table. This was attributed to the large difference between diffusion

coefficients in the gas and water phases, which resulted in pronounced concentration

gradients across the tension-saturated zone and very low TCE concentrations in the

unsaturated zone. As the water table was lowered from its original position, ICE

concentrations rose significantly in the previously saturated capillary fringe and then

decreased. Elevated TCE concentration in the gas phase as the water table dropped resulted

from the decrease in water content in the previously saturated zone and the higher exposure

of TCE to the gas phase. Because of the large diffusion coefficient in the gas phase, this

elevated concentration dissipated quickly. After the water table was raised to its original

position (wetting), most of the TOE throughout the unsaturated zone returned to its initial

concentrations. Conversely, TOE concentrations in the tension saturated zone showed a

decrease during the water table decline and did not return to the initial values. Lower TCE

concentrations persisted after the water table was raised to its original position because the

vertical extent of the tension-saturated zone was less than originally. Consequently, the

water content was lower, thus enhancing movement of TCE by air-phase diffusion.

The research presented examines the effect of soil wetting and drying processes on

the transport behavior of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) in unsaturated porous media

through analysis of experimental data. More specifically, this chapter describes the effect

of soil-moisture retention hysteresis on the initial arrival, retardation, effective gas-phase

diffusion, spreading, and rate-limited mass transfer of TCE in unsaturated porous media.
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Results

Air-Water Interfacial Areas

The air-water interfacial areas estimated from relationships given by Gvirtzman and

Roberts [1991], Karkare and Fort [1996] (Equation 5.17), and Silva [1998] (Equation

5.16) show no differences between wetting (Table 6.1) and draining conditions (Table 5.4)

for similar water contents (Tables 4.2 and 5.3). These results are expected because Aaw is

only related to water content and not to capillary forces. Conversely, the Aaw values

obtained from Miller et al. [1990] (Equation 5.18), Reeves and Celia [1996], Gvirztman &

Reeves (Equation 5.31), and the effective Aa,,, calculated from the TCE retardation

coefficient (RmE) reflect differences between wetting and draining flow conditions. The

estimates from Miller et al. [1990], Reeves and Celia [1996], and Gvirztman & Reeves

(Equation 5.31) take into account capillary pressure in their models and are, therefore,

expected to show some differences in Aaw. Except for the relationship give by Miller et al.

[1990], which shows greater Aaw for draining conditions, all models reflect slightly higher

specific interfacial areas for wetting conditions at all water contents except 31% water

content (Figure 6.1). The effective Aaw values for wetting and draining appear similar for

water contents below 26%. Above this water content, the wetting values become higher

than the draining ones, and the effective Aa„, tends to increase as water content increases.

Solute Transport

TCE breakthrough curves show earlier initial arrival and a greater degree of tailing

under wetting than draining flow conditions (Figure 6.2). In general, differences between

BTCs obtained under wetting and draining conditions decrease as water content increases.

Greater initial breakthrough pore volumes (B3PV) under draining than wetting conditions

indicate faster initial movement of TCE under wetting flow regimes for water contents
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Table 6.1. Estimated Air-Water Interfacial Areas, Aaw, for Wetting Conditions

Run Silva' Karkare2 Gvirtzman 3 Reeves' Miller5 G & R6

Aaw Aaw Aaw Aaw Aaw Aaw

cm cmCIA
-3

CITI
2 

CIA
-3 3

CIn
2 

CIA
- 3

cm cmCIA
-

CIn
2 

CIA
-3

cm- CIA
-3

TCE 18 954.48 111.81 NA 4.2000 95.97 138.55
TCE 19 834.73 104.51 NA 4.4000 92.70 153.32
TCE 20 735.67 97.03 NA 4.5000 96.11 161.16
TCE 21 589.54 82.55 NA 4.5800 99.53 164.74
TCE 22 225.18 18.20 0.11 1.5000 94.89 38.81
TCE 23 206.33 15.19 0.13 1.5000 75.29 38.81
TCE 24 505.30 71.42 NA 4.5500 120.85 162.81
TCE 25 496.38 70.08 NA 4.5000 105.64 135.02
TCE 28 427.06 48.43 0.01 4.3000 131.92 121.85
TCE 29 305.48 30.81 0.06 1.6000 135.85 42.06

'Silva [1998]; 2 Karkare and Fort [1996]; 3 Gvirtzman and Roberts [1991]; 'Reeves
and Celia [1996]; 5 Miller et al. [1990]; 6 Includes Gvirtzman and Roberts [1991] and
Reeves and Celia [1996] data.
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below 26% (Figure 6.3, Table 6.2). There are, however, no indications of any differences

in IBPV at water contents above 25%.

Effective Diffusion Coefficient in the Gas Phase

Effective gas-phase diffusion estimated from IBPV data (Dirg) IBPV (Equations 5.32

- 5.34) indicates that, in general, gas-phase diffusion is greater for wetting than draining

flow conditions for water contents above 20% (Figure 6.4). Below this water content,

(Dgig) /Bpv values for wetting and draining conditions at a given water content are

indistinguishable. Similar to the values obtained for draining conditions, (Dgtg) /Bpv under

wetting flow decreases as water content increases for water contents below 26%. Above

this water content, (Ditg)ffipv is independent of water content.

TCE Retardation

TCE retardation coefficients were approximately the same for both wetting and

draining conditions for water contents below 26% (Figure 6.5). Above this water content,

RrcE is greater for wetting than draining conditions. Similar to draining conditions, the

sorption limb retardation coefficient is smaller than the retardation coefficient for the

desorption limb (Table 6.3). Although sorption retardation coefficients under wetting

conditions seem to be slightly lower than those under draining conditions, the desorption

retardation coefficients are greater for wetting than draining conditions.

BTC Variance

The TOE breakthrough variance follows similar patterns as NaC1 for both wetting

and draining conditions. That is, the variance tends to increase as water content and pore-

water velocity decrease (Figure 6.6, Table 6.2). Except for water contents between
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Table 6.2. TCE Initial Breakthrough Pore Volumes (IBPV) and Moment Analysis for
BTCs Obtained Under the Wetting Flow Regime

194

Run
	

Moment Analysis of Effluent Breakthrough Data
Mass Input Total Mass' 1' Moment

IBPV I mg
(1\40)
mg vTCE

cm min-1 min2

Peclet
Number

SK

TCE 18 0.42 26.30 27.62 0.0393 221692 3.74 2.84

TCE 19 0.50 25.12 26.50 0.0686 45023 6.04 1.46

TCE 20 0.62 26.57 27.66 0.1019 23443 5.25 5.54

TCE 21 0.65 26.03 26.58 0.1363 7598 9.05 6.27

TCE 22 0.81 18.69 19.58 0.1119 69130 1.47 6.85

TCE 23 0.87 17.18 17.59 0.1264 5220 15.24 8.04

TCE 24 0.70 13.91 14.04 0.1442

TCE 25 0.76 27.05 27.44 0.1705 3459 12.69 8.13

TCE 28 0.79 20.73 21.86 0.1640 2521 18.80 4.13

TCE 29 0.79 26.57 27.91 0.1456 27855 2.15 7.75

In pore volumes (T= tibtv/L) where tibt is the initial breakthrough time
2 Mass Input = Q Co, CE Tpul where Tpuise is the duration of the input pulse (mm)
3 Based on the method of temporal moment of the breakthrough data
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Table 6.3. TCE Retardation Coefficients for BTCs Obtained Under
Wetting Flow Conditions 

Unsaturated	 RirE	 R,,,	 Rsorption	 Rdesorption

TCE 18 1.649 1.564 1.441 1.702

TCE 19 1.517 1.493 1.352 1.668

TCE 20 1.51 1.440 1.372 1.552

TCE 21 1.376 1.358 1.313 1.398

TCE 22 1.353 1.142 1.089 1.209

TCE 23 1.165 1.129 1.112 1.169

TCE 24 1.197 1.310 1.242 1.299

TCE 25 1.327 1.306 1.284 1.332

TCE 28 1.292 1.267 1.24 1.405

TCE 29 1.335 1.195 1.127 1.238
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26 and 28%, where they become equal, the variance under the wetting flow regime is

generally higher than draining. It is at these water contents where the NaC1 breakthrough

variance for draining conditions becomes higher than for wetting ones. The reason for this

behavior is currently unknown.

BTC Skewness

While keeping in mind the greater amount of integration error for higher temporal

moments, some generalizations can be stated about the skewness of TCE breakthroughs

(SKTcE)• In general, SKTOE for wetting conditions show no major deviation from those

under draining conditions, except for water contents above 30%, where SKTOE for wetting

conditions are greater (Table 6.2). Similar to draining conditions (Table 5.5), SICTŒ values

under the wetting regime are lower than the skewness of the NaC1 breakthroughs (SKNacl)

and show no dependence on water velocity. Unlike draining conditions, however, SKTOE

under wetting conditions tends to increase slightly with increasing water content.

Dispersion Coefficients

Total effective diffusion-dispersion coefficients for TCE (Del.) under wetting flow

conditions were determined using Equation (5.20), mobile dispersion coefficients (Table

4.5), and effective gas-phase diffusion coefficients. The effective gas-phase diffusion

coefficients (Ditg) were calculated from the relationship developed by Millington and Quirk

[1961], Equation (2.12), and from the IBPV-estimated values (Dgtg)IBPV' Values of Dej

under wetting conditions (Table 6.4) follow similar trends as those obtained from draining

experiments (Table 5.8). No difference is observed between the Da values obtained under

wetting and draining conditions when Do, is calculated using Equation (2.12). Similarly,



Table 6.4. Results of the CX1P11 Parameter Optimization Model for TCE Under
Wetting Conditions 

Unsaturated TCE MIM Model
De ,T,

cm' min-1

Rmim Dfe,TCE

cm2 min- '
aTCE,comb

y = 0.9
aTCE,comb

y =0.1

TCE 18 0.1573 1.50 0.20420 1.48E-05 1.20E-03

TCE 19 0.1227 1.49 0.16720 3.61E-05 2.93E-03

TCE 20 0.0966 1.41 0.18080 3.74E-05 3.03E-03

TCE 21 0.0615 1.33 0.16730 3.55E-05 2.87E-03

TCE 22 0.0110 1.16 0.03309 2.52E-05 2.04E-03

TCE 23 0.0094 1.14 0.02537 2.66E-05 2.16E-03

TCE 24 0.0436 1.13 0.09851 4.85E-05 3.93E-03

TCE 25 0.0488 1.31 0.12480 5.92E-05 4.79E-03

TCE 28 0.0338 1.26 0.07593 7.75E-05 6.28E-03

TCE 29 0.0145 1.21 0.05126 4.54E-05 3.68E-03

200
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the fitted dispersion coefficients for TOE ( D rcE ) are approximately the same for wetting

and draining conditions. Noticeable differences are, however, observed when using

(Dicg)œpv to calculate Da (Figure 6.7).

Mass-Transfer Processes

Mass-transfer coefficients for NaC1 ( ANaci) and TCE (arcE) under conditions of

wetting flow were also estimated from the linear segment of the In C/Co-t plots for the

tailing portions of the TCE breakthroughs. Similar to those obtained under draining

conditions, the desorption limbs show a fairly linear function of ln C/Co vs. time, but the

sorption limbs fails to do the same. A range of values is, therefore, estimated for the

sorption limb (Table 6.5). Similar to draining conditions, the estimated arcE values are

lower than those for NaCl. Furthermore, they show that the desorption limb yields higher

mass-transfer rates than the sorption limb for a given water content. These values also tend

to increase as water content, pore-water velocity, and water flux increase (Figure 6.8). In

general, ŒrcE values show greater differences between wetting and draining conditions than

the aNaC1 values, but the differences are inverted for the sorption and desorption limbs.

That is, while the estimated aircE values for the desorption limb under conditions of wetting

flow are lower than those from draining flow conditions, those from the sorption limb

show greater arct values for wetting than draining.

Similar to mass-transfer limitations under draining conditions, those for wetting

conditions were investigated by assuming that differences between CXTFIT fitted

dispersion coefficients for TCE (1):,TcE ) and Da are caused by rate-limited processes and

that TCE mobile-immobile rate limitations are similar to NaCl (Equations 5.37 — 5.39).

The combined mass-transfer coefficients (arcE ,comb) values (Equation 5.38) range from
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Table 6.5. First-Order Mass Transfer Coefficients Estimated from TCE and NaC1
Breakthroughs Under Wetting Conditions 

%CE * 10 -3 altE * 10-3 arCE * 10 -3 	aNaC1 * 10-3 aNaC1 * 10-3 aNaCI * 10'
TCE Sorption Sorption Desorption NaC1 Sorption Sorption Desorption

early	 late	 early	 late
min"'	 min"'	 min"'	 min'	 min'	 min'

ICE 6 0.54 0.06 2.38 NaC1 1 2.05 0.16 13.78

TCE 7 1.38 0.05 1.33 NaC1 2 6.87 0.34 21.63

TCE 8 2.27 0.08 2.39 NaC1 3 6.49 0.22 36.60

TCE 9 5.33 0.21 9.06 NaC1 4 15.87 0.72 52.16

TCE 10 5.57 0.41 4.92 NaC1 5 12.45 0.63 55.55

TCE 11 4.33 0.20 5.47 NaC1 6 5.78 0.12 53.96

TCE 12 3.75 0.14 3.19 NaC1 7 3.22 0.19 40.80

TCE 13 3.35 0.32 5.31 NaC1 8 3.08 0.49 67.35

ICE 14 6.93 0.21 5.39 NaCl 9 4.65 0.29 56.21

ICE 15 4.48 0.23 4.51 NaC1 10 4.18 0.39 54.14
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1.5 x 10-5 to 7.7 x 10 -5 min"' for the system with the greater TCE fraction in equilibrium

with the air and water phases, y = 0.9, and from 1.2 x 10 -3 to 6.3 x 10 -3 min 1 for the

system with the lower fraction, y = 0.1 (Table 6.4). Overall, a,.
I CE,comb is higher for

draining than wetting conditions and tends to increase with increasing water content up to

about 25% water content (Figure 6.9). Above this water content, arcE,comb values tend to

decrease as water content increases and are independent of wetting and draining conditions.

Discussion

Air-Water Interfacial Areas

Because of the hysteretic characteristics of the soil-water tension and water content

relationship, unsaturated porous media under the same water content (but subjected to

wetting and draining processes) may show different soil-water tensions. Because soil-

water tensions are inversely related to the effective radius, air-water interfacial areas may

also be different for wetting and drying conditions. Wetting conditions yield lower soil-

water tension for a given water content than draining conditions, and air-water interfacial

areas are, therefore, expected to be higher for wetting than draining conditions. As a

result, models that take into account capillary forces, such as those by Reeves and Celia

[1996], Gvirztman & Reeves (Equation 5.31) and Miller et al. [1990], show differences in

air-water interfacial areas, Aaw• Effective air-water interfacial areas estimated from the BTC

data suggest, however, that Aa„„ under wetting conditions are higher than draining only for

water contents above 26%. It is important to keep in mind that greater Aa,,, values for water

contents above 26% result from the greater RicE values calculated for wetting conditions

under the assumption that TCE is only retained in the water phase, gas phase, and on air-

water and solid surfaces. In that case, the increase in Aaw with increasing water content

seems to indicate that air-water interfacial areas in this water content regime are controlled
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by soil-water tension and may be described by the capillary equation (Equation 4.1).

Increase in Am,, with water content may also result from an increased amount of entrapped

air.

TCE Transport Under Wetting and Draining Flow Conditions

Analysis of the results indicates that transport of TOE in unsaturated porous media

is influenced by the flow history of the system. Earlier initial arrival under wetting than

draining conditions indicates that TCE is initially moving faster under wetting flow

regimes. Because D3PVs for NaC1 do not show differences between wetting and draining

(Figure 4.7), it is assumed that the differences are mainly caused by gas-phase diffusion,

which is estimated to be higher for wetting than draining conditions (Figure 6.4). The

faster movement in the gas phase may result from an increased tortuosity factor and/or

faster air-water TOE transfer. Because the air-water interfacial areas are evidently greater

for wetting conditions, it is possible that there is a greater mass transfer between air and

water, which contributes to the greater diffusion flux in the gas phase. In such a case,

diffusion in the gas phase is limited by air-water mass transfer, but mass transfer within

water films is still most limiting.

The variance of the TOE breakthroughs represents the overall contributions of all spreading

processes in the water and gas phases. The higher TOE breakthrough variance for wetting

conditions is attributed to greater spreading in the water phase (i.e., for NaC1, Figure 4.9),

additional spreading caused by enhanced gas-phase diffusion (Figure 6.4), and/or rate-

limited mass-transfer processes. Minor differences between the Df TCE and skewnesse, 

(SKTCE) obtained under wetting and draining conditions suggest that TCE velocity

distributions in the liquid phase are independent of flow history. Because Dm values are
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similar for wetting and draining conditions (Figure 4.19), any differences observed

between De ja for wetting and draining conditions are attributed to differences in the

effective gas-phase diffusion and/or rate-limited mass-transfer processes. The effective

TCE Peclet numbers (Pee ,TcE = UNCL/ D fe,TCE ) estimated for wetting and draining conditions

are about the same for water contents above 26%, but become slightly lower for wetting

than draining conditions below this water content (Figure 6.10). This suggests that, for

low water contents, the TCE transport regime under wetting conditions is dominated by

diffusion/dispersion to a greater extent than under drainage conditions. Differences

observed between De,TCE for wetting and draining conditions are, therefore, likely to result

mainly from differences in the effective gas-phase diffusion coefficient. TCE velocity

distributions in the liquid are normalized by velocity distributions in the gas phase. As a

result, TCE breakthroughs reflect lower skewness (SKrcE) than those for NaC1 and become

closer to Fickian conditions than NaCl. The higher SKTOE observed for wetting conditions

at high water content indicate that TOE is influenced, to a greater extent, by velocity

variation in the advecting water and to a minor degree by TCE retardation and gas-phase

diffusion.

The greater TŒ retardation coefficients observed for wetting conditions at high

water contents are indicative of greater partitioning compartments under these conditions.

Because air content is fixed for a given water content, it is assumed that changes in RICE for

different flow-history regimes result from greater air-water interfacial areas. Lower

retardation coefficients for sorption than desorption processes under wetting conditions

further support the concept that variations in the time scales of diffusion mass-transfer

processes induce rate-limited sorption. In such cases, sorption retardation under wetting

conditions is expected to be more rate-limited than under draining ones because gas-phase
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diffusion occurs at a faster rate under wetting than draining conditions. Desorption

retardation coefficients, on the other hand, should be similar or slightly higher for wetting

than draining conditions if the overall time of gas-phase diffusion increases. The proximity

of the overall (R.rcE) and desorption retardation coefficients suggest that TCE retardation in

unsaturated porous media is influenced by desorption to a greater extent than sorption

processes.

Results from mass-transfer coefficient estimations indicate that, except for the early

sorption estimates, wetting conditions at a given water content result in greater rate-limited

processes than draining ones. Greater mass transfer for sorption at early times under

wetting conditions may result from faster air-water mass transfer through the larger air-

water interfacial areas. Similar to NaCl, the slower TOE mass transfer for wetting

conditions is thought to occur from thicker water-diffusion films. Likewise, it is assumed

that isolated water films are thicker for wetting than draining conditions because, for a

given soil-water tension, wetted particles can hold more water. As already indicated in

Chapter 4, Lu et al. [1994] reported that wetting processes in porous media occur as water

film thickening and often result in entrapped air and irregular flow paths. Conversely,

water films during drainage tend to thin out and develop a long neck of water. As a result,

the thickness of the diffusion films and the mass-transfer diffusion times are greater under

wetting than draining conditions. If aTcE,comb values are assumed to represent the overall

mass-transfer coefficients, it can be concluded that wetting flow conditions result in slower

overall mass transfer than draining conditions, and that mass-transfer limitations are mainly

controlled by resistance in the water phase. Whether the mass-transfer coefficient values

are controlled by processes occurring during sorption or desorption processes depend on y,

the TCE fraction in equilibrium with the air and water phase. Greater y values result in

lower aTcE,comb values which are closer to the sorption mass-transfer estimates. Lower y
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values, on the other hand, result in higher mass-transfer coefficients which are closer to the

desorption mass-transfer estimates. Overall, it is contended that y is a variable used to

modify the overall mass-transfer coefficient throughout time because laTcE represents

multiple mass-transfer processes. As a result, y is a function of time depending on the

controlling rate-limited mechanism. At early times, aTcE is controlled mostly by air-water

mass transfer and y is most likely lower than at later times, when rate-limited processes are

probably controlled by slow TCE dissolution in water films.

Summary and Conclusions

This chapter addresses the effect of wetting and draining flow history on the

transport behavior of volatile organic compounds, such as TCE. Results from the analysis

of ICE transport experiments in unsaturated porous media indicate that, overall, wetting

flow conditions result in earlier initial arrival, slightly higher retardation, and greater

spreading than draining ones. Higher TCE spreading under wetting conditions is thought

to be caused by greater effective diffusion in the gas phase, differences in sorption and

desorption processes, and slower mass transfer within water films. Limited air-water

interfacial areas under draining conditions may contribute slightly to slower mass transfer at

early times. Based on these observations, differences between TCE mass transfer for

conditions of wetting and draining flow in unsaturated porous media are inferred to result

from thicker, isolated water films and mixing limitations and to a minor extent from air-

water interfacial area limitations.
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSIONS

The primary objective of this research is to characterize and describe the dispersive

and mass-transfer processes of non-volatile and volatile organic solutes as influenced by

the hysteretic behavior of soil hydraulic properties under various water contents. In

particular, this research addresses: (1) the validity of the classical transport equations for

non-reactive solutes and VOCs in unsaturated porous media; (2) the diffusive-dispersive

properties of the media as a function of water content and wetting and draining flow

conditions; and (3) the effect of water content and flow history on mass-transfer

processes affecting the transport behavior of volatile and non-volatile compounds.

In unsaturated porous media, water contents affect system properties, such as air-

content, hydraulic conductivity, pore-water velocity, flow-path distribution, solute

dispersivity, immobile water fraction, and air-water interfacial areas. The air-water

interfacial area is identified as a highly uncertain but important parameter, which affects

sorption and mass-transfer processes in unsaturated porous media. Consequently, a more

accurate and precise means to determine this parameter as a function of water content is

necessary.

Results from NaC1 transport experiments in porous media under different degrees

of saturation indicate that the dispersivity of unsaturated porous media is not only

dependent on the properties of porous media but also on water content. Data analysis
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also provides strong evidence that solute transport under unsaturated conditions is

subjected to non-Ficician flux conditions for longer times and distances than in saturated

media. In general, lower water content results in greater velocity variations and slower

mixing of the solute. As a result, the solute must travel longer distances to achieve

complete spatial averaging and attain Fickian-flux conditions. It is, therefore, concluded

that greater deviations from the Fickian flux regime occur as water content decreases.

Because the classical convection-dispersion equation (CDE) is inadequate to

describe solute transport under the pre-Fickian regime, it is necessary to employ a model

that accounts for rate-controlled processes. Rate terms, in addition to the dispersion and

convection terms in the CDE, potentially represent the effects of temporal departure of

solute flux from the Fickian regime. Under the MIM concept, this would indicate that

mobile and relatively "immobile" water regions exist and that rate-limited mass transfer

between regions is significant. It can further suggest that the presence of these regions

induces incomplete spatial mixing or averaging and a delay to Fickian conditions. The

physical meanings of the MIM parameters, however, will always be conceptual, and the

need to use this model may simply indicate that Fickian conditions have not been

reached.

TCE transport in unsaturated sand attains Fickian conditions at shorter distances

than unreactive solutes in water and, unlike conservative water tracers, deviations from

Fickian flux conditions decrease as water content decreases. This is caused by the large

influence of gas-phase diffusion on the overall transport of VOCs in unsaturated porous
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media and its strong dependence on water content. Greater effective diffusion in the gas

phase for lower water contents results in enhanced movement and early initial arrival of

TCE. Furthermore, vapor-diffusion rates and gradients affect air-water and solid-water

rate-limited processes by affecting the temporal TCE concentration distribution in the

column. More importantly, gas-phase diffusion contributes largely to the overall

spreading of TCE, thus making the TCE velocity distribution more uniform and closer to

Fickian flux conditions. It is, therefore, concluded that lower solute velocities and greater

dispersive properties of the media as water content decreases tend to normalize the solute

velocity distribution and enhance solute mixing and spatial averaging. As a consequence,

TCE transport in unsaturated porous media attains Fickian conditions at shorter distances

than unreactive solutes in water and is better accounted for by a dispersion constant at

lower water contents.

TCE breakthrough data indicate that one or more rate-limited mechanisms affect

the transport of VOCs in unsaturated porous media. Mass-transfer coefficients, therefore,

represent lumped values which include all rate-limited mass-transfer mechanisms

between and within air and water. It is deduced that mass-transfer coefficient values

depend on the extent of equilibrium and, consequently, that a single lumped value is

unable to properly describe TCE breakthrough data. Although the data indicate that slow

diffusion through solid-bound water is the most rate-limiting mechanism, the extent and

occurrence of mass-transfer limitations depend on system properties (e.g., water content,
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air-water interfacial area, pore-water velocity) and other transport processes such as gas-

phase diffusion.

The transport behavior of NaC1 is somewhat dependent on the wetting and

draining history of the soil, particularly at low water contents. The extent of the effect,

however, depends on the extent to which these conditions affect the hydraulic and water-

retention properties of the system. Solute transport in porous media with greater

differences between wetting and draining hydraulic properties may, therefore, be affected

by wetting and draining processes to a greater extent than observed in this research.

Greater deviations between the wetting and draining hydraulic properties of unsaturated

porous media at a given water content are generally expected for media characterized by

smaller pores and a wide particle and pore-size distribution range. Heterogeneous porous

media at the field scale is, therefore, more likely to show significant differences on the

transport behavior of dissolved species under wetting and draining flow conditions.

Solute transport in heterogeneous porous media under wetting flow conditions is

subjected to non-uniform velocity distributions, incomplete mixing, and a greater degree

of velocity variations to a greater extent than under draining conditions. Consequently,

solute transport of water tracers under wetting conditions should deviate from the Fickian

flux regime to a greater extent than under draining conditions.

Because TCE transport at low water contents and wetting conditions is dominated

by diffusion and dispersion mechanisms to a greater extent than under drainage

conditions, TCE velocity distributions in the liquid phase tend to be normalized by
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velocity distributions in the gas phase to a greater extent and become closer to Fickian

conditions.

Generally, wetting and draining flow conditions have a greater effect on the

transport of VOCs in unsaturated sand than unreactive solutes. The greater influence on

VOCs results from changes occurring in the extent and geometry of the additional

compartments involved in the fate and transport of VOCs (e.g., gas phase, air-water

interfacial area). For a similar water content, wetting conditions generally result in

greater air-water interfacial areas, thicker water films, and a larger fraction of entrapped

air. As a result, TCE retardation coefficients are slightly higher, air-water mass transfer

is faster at early times (before elution of about one pore volume), and the initial

movement in the gas phase is faster for wetting than draining conditions. Air-water mass

transfer, therefore, limits diffusion in the gas phase at early times. Similar to NaC1, the

slower TCE mass transfer for wetting conditions at later times is thought to occur from

thicker and isolated water-diffusion films. It is, therefore, concluded that differences

between TCE mass transfer for conditions of wetting and draining flow in unsaturated

porous media result mainly from thicker, isolated water films and mixing limitations.

It is concluded in from this research that the validity of classical transport

equations and parameters to describe solute transport in porous media depends on water

content and wetting and flow history. It is, therefore, necessary to apply these equations

and parameters with caution when characterizing the movement of unreactive and

volatile compounds through the vadose zone.
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Although the transport behavior of unreactive solutes in homogeneous sand

depends only slightly on the hysteretic behavior of soil-water under steady water flow, it

is expected to show significant differences in heterogeneous porous media at the field

scale. Because wetting and draining flow conditions affect VOCs to a greater extent than

unreactive solutes, it is contended that flow history greatly influences the transport

behavior of VOCS in the vadose zone. Proper characterization of VOC movement in

unsaturated porous media must, therefore, account for differences in the flux regime and

transport parameters as a function of water content and flow history.
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1 REM 
2 REM == This BASIC program was developed and provided by METTLER-
3 REM == TOLEDO, Inc,.N.J.. As given, the program allows peripheral
4 REM == communication between the METTLER-TOLEDO electronic
5 REM == balances and a computer. Known parameters are defined here.
6 REM ==
7 REM == com2 --- communication port #2 in the computer
8 REM == 2400 --- data transfer rate
9 REM == E,7,1,CS,CD,DS,RS,LF --- communication commands between
10 REM == balance and computer

	11 REM 
12 REM
14 OPEN "com2:2400,E,7,1,CS,CD,DS,RS,LF" FOR RANDOM AS #1
15 OPEN "file.dat" FOR OUTPUT AS #2
20 IF LOCO) > 0 THEN
25 xyz$ = INPUTS(LOC(1), #1)
30 PRINT xyz$;
32 PRINT #2, xyz$;
35 IF xyz$ = CHR$(103) THEN
36 PRINT ", TIME$;
39 PRINT #2, "", TIME$;
42 END IF
43 END IF
45 K$ = INKEY$
50 IF K$ = "X" GOTO 100
55 IF K$ <> "THEN PRINT #1, K$; : PRINT K$;
60 GOTO 20
100 CLOSE #2
110 END
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C This program reads time and weight data from a file, calculates the average
C weight per minute, and the average weight during the experimental run
C
C	 **************************Input Terms*************************

C
C TRASH1 = unnecessary characters at the beginning of each data set
C TRASH2 = unnecessary characters in between data set
C VALUE = Recorded weight
C TIME = Real time (hr:min:sec)
C
C	 ************************************************************

PROGRAM INGRID
IMPLICIT NONE
REAL VALUE, AVERAGE(62), LOW, HI, BIGAVE, SUM, TSUM, THI,
REAL TLOW, TAVE
CHARACTER TIME*10, TRASH1*3, TRASH2*15, INFILE*72, OUTFILE*72
LOGICAL WORKING/.TRUE./
INTEGER N/0/, I/1/,IN/2/, OUT/3/, NT/0/

WRITE(*,*) 'Please enter name of data file to be crunched'
READ(*,25) INFILE
WRITE(*,*) 'Please enter name of out file'
READ (*,25) OUTFILE
OPEN(IN, FILE=INFILE, STATUS=OLD')
OPEN(OUT, FILE=OUTFILE, STATUS='NEW')
WRITE(OUT,35)'60th Time', 'High','Low','Average'

35	 FORMAT(T1,A,T20,A,T36,A,T49,A,/)
25 FORMAT(A)

C
C

DO WHILE(WORKING)
READ(IN,10, END = 99) TRASH1, VALUE, TRASH2, TIME

NT=l+NT
N= 1 +N

TSUM=TSUM+VALUE
IF (N .EQ. 1) THEN

LOW = VALUE
HI = VALUE

ENDIF

IF(VALUE .LT. LOW) THEN
LOW = VALUE

ENDIF
IF(VALUE .GT. HI) THEN



HI = VALUE
ENDIF

IF (NT .EQ. 1) THEN
TLOW = VALUE
THI = VALUE

ENDLF

IF(VALUE .LT. TLOW) THEN
TLOW = VALUE

ENDIF

IF(VALUE .GT. THI) THEN
THI = VALUE

ENDIF

AVERAGE(N) = VALUE

IF (N .EQ. 60) THEN
SUM = 0.00

DO I= 1,60
SUM = SUM + AVERAGE(I)

ENDDO
BIGAVE = SUM / N

N=0,100
WRITE(OUT,15) TIME, HI, LOW, BIGAVE
ENDIF
ENDDO

99 SUM=0.00
DO I=1,N

SUM=SUM+AVERAGE(I)
ENDDO
BIGAVE=SUM/N
WRITE(OUT,15)TIME,HLLOW,BIGAVE
WRITE(OUT,*) '***End of input data***'

100 TAVE=TSUM/NT
105 WRITE(OUT,15)TIME,THLTLOW,TAVE

CLOSE(IN)
CLOSE(OUT)

22 FORMAT(T1, 14)
10 FORMAT(A, F9.2, A, A)
15 FORMAT(A,5x,F10.2,5x,F10.2,5x,F10.2)

END ! INGRID
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FORTRAN 77 PROGRAM USED TO TABULATE BREAKTHROUGH DATA



CHARACTER*4 TRASH
C This program reads mvolt data obtained from EZCHROM data acquisition
C system and formats is to be used in XVGR graphic program.
C
C Read Experimental Information
C	 TS = Data collection interval, min.
C	 BGCV = Baseline voltage
C	 COV = Input concentration (Co) voltage
C	 VEL = Pore-water velocity, cm min- '
C	 TRASH = Unnecessary information at the beginning of each chromatographic
C	 output files
C	 XMVOLTS = Output-signal voltage
C

READ(21,5)TS,BGCV,COV,VEL
5 FORMAT(F8.6,2X,F7.5,2X,F6.4,2X,F6.4)

WRITE(17,10)
10 FORMAT('# Time',9X,'Volts CorrVolts',7X,'C/C0',7X,' PV')
20 FORMAT(F8.3,6X,F9.7,4X,F9.7,6X,F5.3,6X,F8.5)

C
C	 Read the first 12 lines from the data file.

DO 12 1=1,12
READ(18,*)TRASH

12 CONTINUE
CCOV=COV-BGCV
TIME=0.0000

C	 Read output signal
15 READ(18,*,END=100)XMVOLTS

VOLTS=XMVOLTS*0.000001
CVOLTS=VOLTS-BGCV
TIME=TIME+TS
COCO=CVOLTS/CCOV
PV=TIME*VEL
WRITE(17,20)TIME,VOLTS,CVOLTS,COCO,PV
GO TO 15

100 WRITE(*,102)
102 FORMAT(' PROGRAM COMPLETE!')

STOP
END
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NACL AND TCE BREAKTHROUGH CURVES AND MASS-TRANSFER REGIONS
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experiment NaC1 22.
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experiment TCE 10.
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Figure D39. Breakthrough curve and mass-transfer regions (in real
breakthrough time) for TCE unsaturated draining flow
experiment TCE 13.
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Figure D42. Breakthrough curve and mass-transfer regions (in real
breakthrough time) for TCE unsaturated draining flow
experiment TCE 17.
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Figure D43. Breakthrough curve and mass-transfer regions (in real
breakthrough time) for ICE unsaturated wetting flow
experiment TCE 18.
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Figure D45. Breakthrough curve and mass-transfer regions (in real
breakthrough time) for TCE unsaturated wetting flow
experiment TCE 20.
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Figure D46. Breakthrough curve and mass-transfer regions (in real
breakthrough time) for TCE unsaturated wetting flow
experiment TCE 21.
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Figure D47. Breakthrough curve and mass-transfer regions (in real
breakthrough time) for TCE unsaturated wetting flow
experiment TCE 22.
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Figure D48. Breakthrough curve and mass-transfer regions (in real
breakthrough time) for TCE unsaturated wetting flow
experiment TCE 23.
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Figure D49. Breakthrough curve and mass-transfer regions (in real
breakthrough time) for TCE unsaturated wetting flow
experiment TCE 24.
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Figure D50. Breakthrough curve and mass-transfer regions (in real
breakthrough time) for TCE unsaturated wetting flow
experiment TCE 25.
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Figure D51. Breakthrough curve and mass-transfer regions (in real
breakthrough time) for TCE unsaturated draining flow
experiment TCE 26.
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Figure D52. Breakthrough curve and mass-transfer regions (in real
breakthrough time) for TCE unsaturated draining flow
experiment TCE 27.
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Figure D53. Breakthrough curve and mass-transfer regions (in real
breakthrough time) for TCE unsaturated wetting flow
experiment TCE 28.
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APPENDIX E

FORTRAN 77 PROGRAM TO CALCULATE MOMENTS OF THE TEMPORAL
CONCENTRATION DISTRIBUTION
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PROGRAM MOMENT

c****************************************************************

C PROGRAM TO CALCULATE ZEROTH, FIRST, SECOND, AND THIRD
C MOMENTS FOR NACL DATA.

Written by Robert G. Bruant Jr.

c****************************************************************

C********************* DEFINITION OF TERMS **********************

C CNOT	 = CO CONCENTRATION
C CB	 = BACKGROUND CONCENTRATION
C NCONC = NORMALIZED CO
C CONCIN = INPUT CONCENTRATION ARRAY (VALUE = NCONC)
C CONC	 = DYNAMIC CONCENTRATION
C TNOT	 = INTIAL TIME
C TFIN	 = FINAL TIME
C TIME	 = TIME ARRAY FOR INPUT FILE
C NUMT	 = NUMBER OF TIME INTEGRATION VALUES
C NUMTI = NUMBER OF TIME INTEGRATION INTERVALS
C DT	 = INTEGRATION TIME INTERVAL
C ZEROMN = ZEROTH MOMENT
C ZEROMA = ZEROTH ANALYTICAL MOMENT
C FIRSMN = FIRST NUMERICAL MOMENT
C FIRSMNN = FIRST NORMALIZED NUMERICAL MOMENT

(MEAN NUMERICAL ARRIVAL TIME)
C FIRSMA = FIRST ANALYTICAL MOMENT
C FIRSMNA = FIRST NORMALIZED ANALYTICAL MOMENT

(MEAN ANALYTICAL ARRIVAL TIME)
C SECOMN = SECOND NUMERICAL MOMENT
C SECOMNN = SECOND NORMALIZED NUMERICAL MOMENT
C SECOMCN = SECOND CENTRALIZED NUMERICAL MOMENT
C SECOMNCN	 = SECOND NORMALIZED CENTRALIZED NUMERICAL MOMENT
C SECOMNCAN = SECOND NORMALIZED CENTRALIZED NUMERICAL MOMENT

(APPROXIMATION)
C SECOMCA = SECOND CENTRALIZED ANALYTICAL MOMENT
C THIRMN = THIRD NUMERICAL MOMENT
C THIRMNN = THIRD NORMALIZED NUMERICAL MOMENT
C THIRMCN = THIRD CENTRALIZED NUMERICAL MOMENT
C THIRMNCN	 = THIRD NORMALIZED CENTRALIZED NUMERICAL MOMENT
C THIRMNCAN = SECOND NORMALIZED CENTRALIZED NUMERICAL MOMENT
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C	 (APPROXIMATION)
C THIRMCA = THIRD CENTRALIZED ANALYTICAL MOMENT
C N	 = SUBROUTINE TRAPZD INPUT PARAMETER (ACCURACY
C	 DESIGNATION)
C VLO	 = VEL/L
C
C *****************************************************************

LOGICAL WORKING / .TRUE. /

C *****************************************************************

C DECLARATIONS

C GENERAL

DOUBLE PRECISION CNOT,CB,TNOT,TFIN,DT1,NCONC,T,
1SWITCH,NUMT,NUMTI,NCONC,VLO,SWITCH1

C ANALYTICAL

DOUBLE PRECISION ZEROMA,FIRSMA,FIRSMNA,SECOMCA,THIRMCA
DOUBLE PRECISION SECOMNCA,FOURNICA,FOURNINCA

C INPUT - TRAP/SIMP

DOUBLE PRECISION ZEROMN1,FIRSMN1,FIRSMNN1,SECOMN1,SECOMNN1,
1SECOMCN1,SECOMNCN1,SECOMNCAN1,THIRMN1,THIRIVINN1,THIRMCN1,
2THIRMNCN1,THIRMNCAN1,
3	 ZEROMN2,FIRSMN2,FIRSMNN2,SECOMN2,SECOMNN2,
4SECOMCN2,SECOMNCN2,SECOMNCAN2,THIRMN2,THIRMNN2,THIRMCN2,
5THIRMINCN2,THIRMNCAN2,
6S UM11,SUM12,SUM13,SUM14,SUM15,SUM16,SUM21,SUM22,SUM23, SUM24,
7SUM25,SUM26,SUM17,SUM18
DOUBLE PRECISION FOURMN1,FOURIVINN1,FOURMCN1,FOURIVINCN1
DOUBLE PRECISION FOURMN3,FOURMNN3,FOURMCN3,FOURIVINCN3

C OUTPUT - TRAP/SIIVIP

DOUBLE PRECISION ZEROMN3,FIRSMN3,FIRSMNN3,SECOMN3,SECOMNN3,
1 SECOMCN3 ,SECOMNCN3, SECOMNCAN3 ,THIRIVLN3,THIRMNN3 , THIRMCN3,
2THIRMNCN3,THIRMNCAN3,
3	 ZEROMN4,FIRSMN4,FIRSMNN4,SECOMN4,SECOMNN4,
4SECOMCN4,SECOMNCN4,SECOMNCAN4,THIRMN4,THIRMNN4,THIRMCN4,
5THIRMNCN4,THIRMNCAN4,
6SUM31,SUM32,SUM33,SUM34,SUM35,SUM36,SUM41,SUM42,SUM43,SUM44,
7SUM45,SUM46



INTEGER lNP

DOUBLE PRECISION TIME(200000),CONCIN(200000),DT(200000),
1	 CONCIN2(200000),CV(200000),V(200000),
2	 PV(200000),CCO(200000),T(200000)

C
CHARACTER*80 TRASH

C
C INPUT AND OUTPUT FILES

OPEN(10, FILE=INPUT.DAT', STATUS='UNKNOWN')
C	 OPEN(20, FILE=INVAR.DAT', STATUS='UNKNOWN')
C	 OPEN(30, FILE.'OUTPUT.DAT', STATUS=OLD')

OPEN(40, FILE=RESULTS.DAT', STATUS='UNKNOWN')
C	 OPEN(60, FILE='OUT.DAT', STATUS=UNKNOWN)

C 	
READ(21,*)CB,CNOT,CSX,SWITCH1,VLO

WRITE(*,*)CB,CNOT,CSX,SWITCH1,VLO
C 5 FORIvIAT(F6.4,2X,F6.4,2X,F5.3,2X,F6.1)

NCONC = (CNOT-CB)/(CNOT-CB)
switch = switchl

C SWITCH=SWITCHUVLO
C *************************************************************************

C INPUT FILE CREATION

C *************************************************************************

C USING OUTPUT.DAT TIMES FOR INPUT FILE

READ(30,*)TRASH
DO WHILE(WORKING)

I = I + 1
READ (30,*,END = 235) TIME(I),V(I),CV(I),CCO(I),PV(I)

C	 reads data from the experimental BTC data)
C	 READ (30,*,END = 235) TIME(I),CV(I),PV(I)
C	 CCO(I)=(CV(I)-CB)/(CNOT-CB)

NUMT = NUMT + 1
IF (TIME(I) .LE. SWITCH) THEN

WRITE(10,1342) TIME(I),NCONC,(TIME(I)-TIME(I-1))
ELSE

WRITE(10,1342) TIME(I),0.0,(TIME(I)-TIME(I-1))
END IF
WRITE(70,1342) TIME(I),CCO(I),(TIME(I)-TIME(I-1))
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1342 FORMAT (El 5.8,6X,E12.5,6X,E12.5)
END DO

235 CLOSE (UNIT = 70)
CLOSE (UNIT = 10)

OPEN (50, FILE=IINPUT.DAT, STATUS='OLD')
C	 OPEN (70, FILE='OUT.DAT', STATUS= 1OLD')

C INTIALIZATION OF VALUES

ZEROM1 = 0.0D00
ZEROM2 = 0.0D00
ZEROMA = 0.0D00
FIRSMN1 = 0.0D00
FIRSMNN1 = 0.0D00
FIRSMN2 = 0.0D00
FIRSMNN2 = 0.0D00
FIRSMA = 0.0D00
FIRSMAN = 0.0D00
SECOMN1 = 0.0D00
SECOMNN1 = 0.0D00
SECOMN2 = 0.0D00
SECOMNN2 = 0.0D00
SECOMCA = 0.0D00
SECOMNCA = 0.0D00
THIRMN1 = 0.0D00
THIRMNN1 = 0.0D00
THIRMN2 = 0.0D00
THIRMNN2 = 0.0D00
THIRIVICA = 0.0D00
FOURMCA = 0.0D00
FOURMNCA = 0.0D00
FOURMN1 = 0.0D00
FOURIVINN1 = 0.0D00

C *********************************************************************

C CALCULATIONS - ANALYTICAL SOLUTIONS

ZEROMA = NCONC * SWITCH
FIRSMA = (NCONC / 2.0D00) * (SWITCH**2)
FIRSMNA = FIRSMA / ZEROMA
SECOMCA = ((NCONC / 3.0D00) * ((SWITCH - FIRSMNA)**3)) -
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1	 ((NCONC / 3.0D00) * ((TNOT - FIRSMNA)**3))
SECOMNCA = SECOMCA/ZEROMA
THIRMCA = ((NCONC / 4.0D00) * ((SWITCH - FIRSMNA)**4)) -
1	 ((NCONC / 4.0D00) * ((TNOT - FIRSMNA)**4))
FOURMCA = ((NCONC / 5.0D00) * ((SWITCH - FIR.SMNA)**5)) -
1	 ((NCONC / 5.0D00) * ((TNOT - FIRSMNA)**5))
FOURMNCA = FOURMCA/ZEROMA

C **********************************************************************

C CALCULATIONS - NUMERICAL SOLUTIONS - INPUT DATA

C READING INPUT DATA

DO 200 I = 1, NUMT
READ (50,*) TIME(I), CONON(I), DT(I)

200 CONTINUE

C COMPOSITE TRAPEZOIDAL RULE
C DETERMINATION OF ZEROTH, FIRST, AND FIRST NORMALIZED VALUES

SUM11 =0.0D00
SUM12 = 0.0D00
DO 400 I = 2, (NUMT-1)

SUM11 = SUM11+(2.0DOO*CONCIN(I)*DT(I)/2.0D00)
S UM12 = SUM12+(2.0DOO*CONCIN(I)*TIME(I)*DT(I)/2.0D00)

400 CONTINUE
SUM11 = SUM11+CONCIN(1)*DT(2)/2.00D0O+CONCIN(NUMT)

1	 *DT(NUMT)/2.0D00
SUM 12 = SUM12+CONCIN(1)*TIME(1)*DT(2)/2.0D00

1	 +CONCIN(NUMT)*TIME(NUMT)*DT(NUMT)/2.0D00
ZEROMN1 = SUM11
FIRSMN1 = SUM12
FIRSMNN1 = FIRSMN1/ZEROMN1

C DETERMINATION OF SECOND VALUES

SUM13 = 0.0D00
SUM 14 = 0.0D00

DO 4101 = 2, (NUMT-1)
SUM 13 = SUM13+(2.0DOO*CONCIN(I)*((TIME(I))**2)*DT(I)/2.0D00)

SUM 14 = SUM14+(2.0DOO*CONCIN(I)*((TIME(I)-FIRSMNN1)**2)
1	 *DT(I)/2.0D00)

410 CONTINUE
SUM 13 = SUM13+CONON(1)*((TIME(1))**2)*DT(2)/2.0D00

1	 +CONON(NUMT)*((TIME(NUMT))**2)*DT(NUMT)/2.0D00
S UM14 = SUM14+CONCIN(1)*((TIME(1)-FIRSMNN1)**2)*DT(2)/2.0D00
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1	 +CONCIN(NUMT)*((TIME(NUMT)-FIRSMNN1)**2)
2	 *DT(NUMT)/2.0D00

SECOMN1 = SUM13
SECOMCN1 = SUM14
SECOMNCN1 = SECOMCN1/ZEROMN1

SECOMNN1 = SECOMN1/ZEROMN1
SECOMNCAN1 = SECOMNN1-((FIRSMNN1)**2)

C DETERMINATION OF THIRD AND THIRD NORMALIZED VALUES

SUM15 = 0.0D00
SUM16 = 0.0D00

DO 420 I = 2, (NUMT-1)
S UM15 = SUM15+(2.0DOO*CONCIN(I)*((TIME(I))**3)*DT(I)/2.0D00)

SUM 16 = SUM16+(2.0DOO*CONCIN(I)*((TIME(I)-FIRSMNN1)**3)
1	 *DT(I)/2.0D00)

420 CONTINUE
SUM 15 = SUM15+CONCIN(1)*((TIME(1))**3)*DT(2)/2.0D00

1	 +CONCIN(NUMT)*((TIME(NUMT))**3)*DT(NUMT)/2.0D00
SUM16 = SUM16+CONCIN(1)*((TIME(1)-FIRSMNN1)**3)*DT(2)/2.0D00

1	 +CONCIN(NUMT)*((TIIVIE(NUMT)-FIRSMNN1)**3)
2	 *DT(NUMT)/2.0D00

THIRMN1 = SUM15
THIRMCN1 = S UM16

THIRMNCN1 = THIRMCN1/ZEROMN1
THIRMNN1 = THIRMN1/ZEROMN1

THIRMNCAN1 = THIRIVINN1-(3.0D00*SECOMNN1*FIRSMNN1)+
1	 (2.0D00*((FIRSMNN1)**3))

C DETERMINATION OF FOURTH AND FOURTH NORMALIZED VALUES

SUM 17 = 0.0D00
SUM18 = 0.0D00

DO 425 I = 2, (NUMT-1)
SUM 17 = SUM17+(2.0DOO*CONCIN(I)*((TIME(I))**4)*DT(I)/2.0D00)

S UM18 = SUM18+(2.0DOO*CONCIN(I)*((TIME(I)-FIRSMNN1)**4)
1	 *DT(I)/2.0D00)

425 CONTINUE
SUM 17 = SUM17+CONCIN(1)*((TIME(1))**4)*DT(2)/2.0D00

1	 +CONCIN(NUMT)*((TIME(NUMT))**4)*DT(NUMT)/2.0D00
SUM 18 = SUM18+CONCIN(1)*((TIME(1)-FIRSMNN1)**4)*DT(2)/2.0D00

1	 +CONCIN(NUMT)*((TIME(NUMT)-FIRS MNN1)* *4)
2	 *DT(NUMT)/2.0D00

FOURMN1 = S UM17
FOURMCN1 = SUM18

FOURNINCN1 = FOURMCN1/ZEROMN1



FOURNINN1 = FOURMN1/ZEROMN1

C SLMPSON'S 1/3 RULE
C DETERMINATION OF ZEROTH, FIRST, AND FIRST NORMALIZED VALUES

SUM21 = 0.0D00
SUM22 = 0.0D00
DO 100 I = 2, (NUMT-1), 2

SUM21 = SUM21+(4.0DOO*CONCIN(I))*DT(I)/3.0D00
SUM22 = SUM22+(4.0DOO*CONCIN(I)*TIIVIE(I))*DT(I)/3.0D00

100 CONTINUE
DO 110 I = 3, (NUMT-2), 2

SUM21 = SUM21+(2.0DOO*CONCLN(I))*DT(I)/3.0D00
SUM22 = SUM22+(2.0DOO*CONCIN(I)*TIME(I))*DT(I)/3.0D00

110 CONTINUE
SUM21 = SUM21+CONCIN(1)*DT(2)/3.0D0O+CONCIN(NUMT)

1	 *DT(NUMT)/3.0D00
SUM22 = SUM22+CONCIN(1)*TIME(1)*DT(2)/3.0D00

1

	

	 +CONCIN(NUMT)*TIME(NUMT)*DT(NUMT)/3.0D00
ZEROMN2 = SUM21
FIRSMN2 = SUM22
FIRSMNN2 = FIRSMN2/ZEROMN2

C DETERMINATION OF SECOND AND SECOND NORMALIZED VALUES

SUM23 = 0.0D00
SUM24 = 0.0D00

DO 1201 = 2, (NUMT-1), 2
SUM23 = SUM23+(4.0DOO*CONON(I)*((TIME(I))**2))

1	 *DT(I)/3.0D00
SUM24 = SUM24+(4.0D00*CONCIN(I)*((TIME(I)-FIRSMNN2)**2))

1	 *DT(I)/3.0D00
120 CONTINUE

DO 130 I = 3, (NUMT-2), 2
SUM23 = SUM23+(2.0DOO*CONCIN(I)*((TIME(I))**2))*DT(I)/3.0D00

SUM24 = SUM24+(2.0D00*CONCIN(I)*((TIME(I)-FIRSMNN2)**2))
1	 *DT(I)/3.0D00

130 CONTINUE
SUM23 = SUM23+CONCIN(1)*((TINffi(1))**2)*DT(2)/3.0D00

1	 +CONCIN(NUMT)*((TIME(NUMT))**2)*DT(NUMT)/3.0D00
SUM24 = SUM24+CONCIN(1)*((TIME(1)-FIRSMNN2)**2)*DT(2)/3.0D00

1	 +CONCIN(NUMT)*((TIME(NUMT)-FIRSMNN2)**2)
2	 *DT(NUMT)/3.0D00

SECOMN2 = SUM23
SECOMCN2 = SUM24

SECOMNCN2 = SECOMCN2/ZEROMN2
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SECOMNN2 = SECOMN2/ZEROMN2
SECOMNCAN2 = SECOMNN2-((F1RSMNN2)**2)

C DETERMINATION OF THIRD AND THIRD NORMALIZED VALUES

SUM25 = 0.0
SUM26 = 0.0

DO 140 I = 2, (NUMT-1), 2
SUM25 = SUM25+(4.0D00*CONCIN(I)*((TIME(I))**3))*DT(I)/3.0D00

SUM26 = SUM26+(4.0D0O*CONCIN(I)*((TIME(I)-FIRSMNN2)**3))
1	 *DT(I)/3.0D00

140 CONTINUE
DO 150 I = 3, (NUMT-2), 2
SUM25 = SUM25+(2.0DOO*CONCIN(I)*((TIME(I))**3))*DT(I)/3.0D00

SUM26 = SUM26+(2.0D0O*CONCIN(I)*((TIME(I)-FIRSMNN2)**3))
1	 *DT(I)/3.0D00

150 CONTINUE
SUM25 = SUM25+CONCIN(1)*((TIME(1))**3)*DT(2)/3.0D00

1	 +CONCIN(NUMT)*((TIME(NUMT))**3)*DT(NUMT)/3.0D00
SUM26 = SUM26+CONCIN(1)*((TIME(1)-FIRSMNN2)**3)*DT(2)/3.0D00

1	 +CONON(NUMT)*((TIME(NUMT)-FIRSMNN2)**3)
2	 *DT(NUMT)/3.0D00

THIRIVIN2 = SUM25
THIRMCN2 = SUM26

THIRIVINCN2 = THIRMCN2/ZEROMN2
THIRMNN2 = THIRIVIN2/ZEROMN2

THIRMNCAN2 = THIRIVINN2-(3.0D00*SECOMNN2*FIRSMNN2)+
1	 (2.0D00*((FIRSMNN2)**3))

C *****************************************************************

C CALCULATIONS - NUMERICAL SOLUTIONS - OUTPUT DATA

C READING INPUT DATA

DO 201 I = 1, NUMT
READ (70,*) TIME(I), CONCIN2(I), DT(I)

C	 PRINT 195, TEME(I), CONCIN2(I), DT(I)
195 FORMAT (E16.9,4X,E16.9,4X,E16.9)
201 CONTINUE

C COMPOSITE TRAPEZOIDAL RULE
C DETERMINATION OF ZEROTH, FIRST, AND FIRST NORMALIZED VALUES

SUM31 = 0.0D00
SUM32 = 0.0D00
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DO 401 I = 2, (NUMT-1)
S UM31 = SUM31+(2.0DOO*CONCIN2(I)*DT(I)/2.0D00)
SUM32 = SUM32+(2.0DOO*CONCIN2(I)*TIME(I)*DT(I)/2.0D00)

401 CONTINUE
SUM31 = SUM31+CONCIN2(1)*DT(2)/2.00D0O+CONCIN2(NUMT)

1	 *DT(NUMT)/2.0D00
SUM32 = SUM32+CONCIN2(1)*TIME(1)*DT(2)/2.0D00

1	 +CONCIN2(NUMT)*TIIVIE(NUMT)*DT(NUMT)/2.0D00
ZEROMN3 = SUM31
FIRSMN3 = SUM32
FIRSMNN3 = FIRSMN3/ZEROMN3

C DETERMINATION OF SECOND VALUES

SUM33 = 0.0D00
SUM34 = 0.0D00

DO 411 I = 2, (NUMT-1)
SUM33 = SUM33+(2.0DOO*CONCIN2(I)*((TIME(I))**2)*DT(I)/2.0D00)

SUM34 = SUM34+(2.0D00*CONCIN2(I)*((TIME(I)-FIRSMNN3)**2)
1	 *DT(I)/2.0D00)

411 CONTINUE
SUM33 = SUM33+CONCIN2(1)*((TIME(1))**2)*DT(2)/2.0D00

1	 +CONCIN2(NUMT)*((TIIVIE(NUMT))**2)*DT(NUMT)/2.0D00
SUM34 = SUM34+CONCIN2(1)*((TIME(1)-FIRSMNN3)**2)*DT(2)/2.0D00

1	 +CONCIN2(NUMT)*((TI1vIE(NUMT)-HRSMNN3)**2)
2	 *DT(NUMT)/2.0D00

SECOMN3 = SUM33
SECOMCN3 = SUM34
SECOMNCN3 = SECOMCN3/ZEROMN3

SECOMNN3 = SECOMN3/ZEROMN3
SECOMNCAN3 = SECOMNN3-((FIRSMNN3)**2)

C DETERMINATION OF THIRD AND THIRD NORMALIZED VALUES

SUM35 = 0.0D00
SUM36 = 0.0D00

DO 421 I = 2, (NUMT-1)
SUM35 = SUM35+(2.0DOO*CONCIN2(I)*((TIME(I))**3)*DT(I)/2.0D00)

SUM36 = SUM36+(2.0D00*CONCIN2(I)*((TIME(I)-FIRSMNN3)**3)
1	 *DT(I)/2.0D00)

421 CONTINUE
SUM35 = SUM35+CONCIN2(1)*((TIME(1))**3)*DT(2)/2.0D00

1	 +CONCIN2(NUMT)*((TIME(NUMT))**3)*DT(NUMT)/2.0D00
SUM36 = SUM36+CONCIN2(1)*((TIME(1)-FIRSMNN3)**3)*DT(2)/2.0D00

1	 +CONCIN2(NUMT)*((TIME(NUMT)-FIRSMNN3)**3)
2	 *DT(NUMT)/2.0D00
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THIRMN3 = SUM35
THIRMCN3 = SUM36

THIRMNCN3 = THIRMCN3/ZEROMN3
THIRMNN3 = THIRMN3/ZEROMN3

THIRMNCAN3 = THIRMNN3- (3 .0DOO*SECOMNN3*FIRSMNN3)+
1	 (2.0D00*((FIRSMNN3)**3))

C DETERMINATION OF FOURTH AND FOURTH NORMALIZED VALUES

SUM37 = 0.0D00
SUM38 = 0.0D00

DO 428 I = 2, (NUMT-1)
SUM37 = SUM37+(2.0DOO*CONCIN2(I)*((TIME(I))**4)*DT(I)/2.0D00)

SUM38 = SUM38+(2.0DOO*CONCIN2(I)*((TIME(I)-FIRSMNN3)**4)
1	 *DT(I)/2.0D00)

428 CONTINUE
SUM37 = SUM37+CONCIN2(1)*((TIME(1))**4)*DT(2)/2.0D00

1	 +CONCIN2(NUMT)*((TINIE(NUMT))**4)*DT(NUMT)/2.0D00
SUM38 = SUM38+CONCIN2(1)*((TIME(1)-FIRSMNN3)**4)*DT(2)/2.0D00

1	 +CONCIN2(NUMT)*((TIIVLE(NUMT)-FIRSMNN3)**4)
2	 *DT(NUMT)/2.0D00

FOURMN3 = SUM37
FOURMCN3 = SUM38

FOURMNCN3 = FOURMCN3/ZEROMN3
FOURNINN3 = FOURMN3/ZEROMN3

C SIMPSON'S 1/3 RULE
C DETERMINATION OF ZEROTH, FIRST, AND FIRST NORMALIZED VALUES

SUM41 = 0.0D00
SUM42 = 0.0D00
DO 102 I =2, (NUMT-1), 2

SUM41 = SUM41+(4.0DOO*CONCIN2(I))*DT(I)/3.0D00
SUM42 = SUM42+(4.0DOO*CONCIN2(I)*TIME(I))*DT(I)/3.0D00

102 CONTINUE
DO 111 I = 3, (NUMT-2), 2

SUM41 = SUM41+(2.0DOO*CONCIN2(I))*DT(I)/3.0D00
SUM42 = SUM42+(2.0DOO*CONCIN2(I)*TIME(I))*DT(I)/3.0D00

111 CONTINUE
SUM41 = SUM41+CONCIN2(1)*DT(2)/3.0D0O+CONCIN2(NUMT)

1	 *DT(NUMT)/3.0D00
SUM42 = SUM42+CONCIN2(1)*TIME(1)*DT(2)/3.0D00

1

	

	 +CONCIN2(NUMT)*TIME(NUMT)*DT(NUMT)/3.0D00
ZEROMN4 = SUM41
FIRSMN4 = SUM42
FIRSMNN4 = FIRSMN4/ZEROMN4
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C DETERMINATION OF SECOND AND SECOND NORMALIZED VALUES

SUM43 = 0.0D00
SUM44 = 0.0D00

DO 122 I = 2, (NUMT-1), 2
SUM43 = SUM43+(4.0DOO*CONCIN2(I)*((TIME(I))**2))

1	 *DT(I)/3.0D00
SUM44 = SUM44+(4.0D00*CONCIN2(I)*((TIME(I)-FIRSMNN4)**2))

1	 *DT(I)/3.0D00
122 CONTINUE

DO 132 I = 3, (NUMT-2), 2
SUM43 = SUM43+(2.0DOO*CONCIN2(I)*((TIME(I))**2))*DT(I)/3.0D00

SUM44 = SUM44+(2.0D00*CONCIN2(I)*((TIME(I)-FIRSMNN4)**2))
1	 *DT(I)/3.0D00

132 CONTINUE
SUM43 = SUM43+CONCIN2(1)*((TIME(1))**2)*DT(2)/3.0D00

1	 +CONCIN2(NUMT)*((TIME(NUMT))**2)*DT(NUMT)/3.0D00
SUM44 = SUM44+CONCIN2(1)*((TIME(1)-FIRSMNN4)**2)*DT(2)/3.0D00

1	 +CONCIN2(NUMT)*((TIME(NUMT)-FIRSMNN4)**2)
2	 *DT(NUMT)/3.0D00

SECOMN4 = SUM43
SECOMCN4 = SUM44

SECOMNCN4 = SECOMCN4/ZEROMN4
SECOMNN4 = SECOMN4/ZEROMN4

SECOMNCAN4 = SECOMNN4-((FIRSMNN4)**2)

C DETERMINATION OF THIRD AND THIRD NORMALIZED VALUES

SUM45 = 0.0
SUM46 = 0.0

DO 142 I = 2, (NUMT-1), 2
SUM45 = SUM45+(4.0DOO*CONCIN2(I)*((TIIVIE(I))**3))*DT(I)/3.0D00

SUM46 = SUM46+(4.0D00*CONCIN2(I)*((TIME(I)-FIRSMNN4)**3))
1	 *DT(I)/3.0D00

142 CONTINUE
DO 152 I = 3, (NUMT-2), 2
SUM45 = SUM45+(2.0DOO*CONCIN2(I)*((TIME(I))**3))*DT(I)/3.0D00

SUM46 = SUM46+(2.0DOO*CONCIN2(I)*((TIME(I)-FIRSMNN4)**3))
1	 *DT(I)/3.0D00

152 CONTINUE
SUM45 = SUM45+CONCIN2(1)*((TIME(1))**3)*DT(2)/3.0D00

1	 +CONCIN2(NUMT)*((TIME(NUMT))**3)*DT(NUMT)/3.0D00
SUM46 = SUM46+CONCIN2(1)*((TIME(1)-FIRSMNN4)**3)*DT(2)/3.0D00

1	 +CONCIN2(NUMT)*((TIME(NUMT)-FIRSMNN4)**3)
2	 *DT(NUMT)/3.0D00
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THIRIVIN4 = SUM45
THIRIVICN4 = SUM46

THIRMNCN4 = THIRMCN4/ZEROMN4
THIRIVINN4 = THIRMN4/ZEROMN4

THIRMNCAN4 = THIRMNN4-(3.0D00*SECOMNN4*FIRSMNN4)+
1	 (2.0D00*((FIRSMNN4)**3))

C ********** ***********************************************************

WRITE (40,1000)ZEROMA,FIRSMA,FIRSMNA,SECOMNCA,THIRMCA,FOURNINCA
WRITE (40,1010)ZEROMN1,FIRSMN1,FIRSMNN1,SECOMN1,SECOMNN1,
1S ECOMCN1,SECOMNCN1,SECOMNCAN1,THIRMN1,THIRMNN1,THIRIVICN1 ,
2THIRMNCN1,THIR.MNCAN1,FOURIVINCN1
WRITE (40,1020)ZEROMN2,FIRSMN2,FIRSMNN2,SECOMN2,SECOMNN2,
1SECOMCN2,SECOMNCN2,SECOMNCAN2,THIRIVIN2,THIRMNN2,THIRMCN2,
2THIRMNCN2,THIRIvINCAN2
WRITE (40,1030)ZEROMN3,FIRSMN3,FIRSMNN3,SECOMN3,SECOMNN3,
1SECOMCN3,SECOMNCN3,SECOMNCAN3,THIRMN3,THIRMNN3,THIRIVICN3,
2THIRMNCN3,THIRMNCAN3,FOURNINCN3
WRITE (40,1040)ZEROMN4,FIRSMN4,FIRSMNN4,SECOMN4,SECOMNN4,
1SECOMCN4,SECOMNCN4,SECOMNCAN4,THIRMN4,THIRMNN4,THIRMCN4,
2THIRMNCN4,THIRMNCAN4

1000 FORMAT (2(/),'ANALYTICAL RESULTS',2(/),2X,
l'ZEROTH ANALYTICAL MOMENT:',E16.9,/,2X,
2'FIRST ANALYTICAL MOMENT:',E16.9,/,2X,
3'FIRST NORMALIZED ANALYTICAL MOMENT:',E16.9,/,2X,
4'SECOND NORMALIZED CENTRALIZED ANALYTICAL MOMENT:',E16.9,/,2X,
5'THIRD CENTRALIZED ANALYTICAL MOMENT:',E16.9,/,2X,
6'FOURTH NORMALIZED CENTRALIZED ANALYTICAL MOMENT:',E16.9)

1010 FORMAT (2(/),
6'NUMERICAL RESULTS (INPUT) - COMPOSITE TRAPEZOIDAL RULE',2(/),2X,
7'ZEROTH NUMERICAL MOMENT:',E16.9,/,2X,
8'HRST NUMERICAL MOMENT:',E16.9,/,2X,
9'FIRST NORMALIZED NUMERICAL MOMENT:',E16.91,2X,
l'SECOND NUMERICAL MOMENT:',E16.9,/,2X,
l'SECOND NORMALIZED NUMERICAL MOMENT:',E16.9,/,2X,
2'SECOND CENTRALIZED NUMERICAL MOMENT:',E16.91,2X,
2'SECOND NORMALIZED CENTRALIZED NUMERICAL MOMENT:',E16.9,/,2X,
2'SECOND NORMALIZED CENTRALIZED NUMERICAL MOMENT(A):',E16.9,/,2X,
3'THIRD NUMERICAL MOMENT:',E16.9,/,2X,
l'THIRD NORMALIZED NUMERICAL MOMENT:',E16.9,/,2X,
4'THIRD CENTRALIZED NUMERICAL MOMENT:',E16.9,/,2X,
5'THIRD NORMALIZED CENTRALIZED NUMERICAL MOMENT:',E16.91,2X,
5'THIRD NORMALIZED CENTRALIZED NUMERICAL MOMENT(A):',E16.9,/,2X,
SFOURTH NORMALIZED CENTRALIZED NUMERICAL MOMENT:',E16.9)
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1020 FORMAT (2(/),
6 1NUMERICAL RESULTS (INPUT) - SIMPSONS 1/3 RULE',2(/),2X,
7'ZEROTH NUMERICAL MOMENT:',E16.9,/,2X,
&FIRST NUMERICAL MOMENT:',E16.9,/,2X,
9IFIRST NORMALIZED NUMERICAL MOMENT:',E16.9,/,2X,
l'SECOND NUMERICAL MOMENT:',E16.9,/,2X,
l'SECOND NORMALIZED NUMERICAL MOMENT:',E16.9,/,2X,
2'SECOND CENTRALIZED NUMERICAL MOMENT:',E16.9,/,2X,
2'SECOND NORMALIZED CENTRALIZED NUMERICAL MOMENT:',E16.9,/,2X,
2'SECOND NORMALIZED CENTRALIZED NUMERICAL MOMENT(A):',E16.9,/,2X,
3THIRD NUMERICAL MOMENT:',E16.9,/,2X,
l'THERD NORMALIZED NUMERICAL MOMENT:',E16.91,2X,
4 1THIRD CENTRALIZED NUMERICAL MOMENT:',E16.9,/,2X,
5'THIRD NORMALIZED CENTRALIZED NUMERICAL MOMENT:',E16.9,/,2X,
5'THIRD NORMALIZED CENTRALIZED NUMERICAL MOMENT(A):',E16.9)

1030 FORMAT (2(/),
6 1NUMERICAL RESULTS (OUTPUT) - COMPOSITE TRAPEZOIDAL RULE',2(/),2X,
7'ZEROTH NUMERICAL MOMENT:',E16.9,/,2X,
8'FIRST NUMERICAL MOMENT:',E16.9,/,2X,
9'FIRST NORMALIZED NUMERICAL MOMENT:',E16.9,/,2X,
l'SECOND NUMERICAL MOMENT:',E16.9,/,2X,
l'SECOND NORMALIZED NUMERICAL MOMENT:',E16.91,2X,
2'SECOND CENTRALIZED NUMERICAL MOMENT:',E16.9,/,2X,
2'SECOND NORMALIZED CENTRALIZED NUMERICAL MOMENT:',E16.9,/,2X,
2'SECOND NORMALIZED CENTRALIZED NUMERICAL MOMENT(A):',E16.9,/,2X,
3'THIRD NUMERICAL MOMENT:',E16.9,/,2X,
l'THIRD NORMALIZED NUMERICAL MOMENT:',E16.9,/,2X,
4 1THIRD CENTRALIZED NUMERICAL MOMENT:',E16.9,/,2X,
5'THIRD NORMALIZED CENTRALIZED NUMERICAL MOMENT:',E16.9,/,2X,
5'THIRD NORMALIZED CENTRALIZED NUMERICAL MOMENT(A):',E16.9,/,2X,
5'FOURTH NORMALIZED CENTRALIZED NUMERICAL MOMENT:',E16.9)

1040 FORMAT (2(/),
6 1NUMERICAL RESULTS (OUTPUT) - SIMPSONS 1/3 RULE',2(/),2X,
7'ZEROTH NUMERICAL MOMENT:',E16.9,/,2X,
&FIRST NUMERICAL MOMENT:',E16.9,/,2X,
9'FIRST NORMALIZED NUMERICAL MOMENT:',E16.9,/,2X,
l'SECOND NUMERICAL MOMENT:',E16.9,/,2X,
l'SECOND NORMALIZED NUMERICAL MOMENT:',E16.9,/,2X,
2'SECOND CENTRALIZED NUMERICAL MOMENT:',E16.9,/,2X,
2'SECOND NORMALIZED CENTRALIZED NUMERICAL MOMENT:',E16.9,/,2X,
2'SECOND NORMALIZED CENTRALIZED NUMERICAL MOMENT(A):',E16.9,/,2X,
3'THIRD NUMERICAL MOMENT:',E16.9,/,2X,
1'TH1RD NORMALIZED NUMERICAL MOMENT:',E16.9,/,2X,
47HIRD CENTRALIZED NUMERICAL MOMENT:',E16.9,/,2X,
5THIRD NORMALIZED CENTRALIZED NUMERICAL MOMENT:',E16.9,/,2X,
5'THIRD NORMALIZED CENTRALIZED NUMERICAL MOMENT(A):',E16.9)
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C OUTPUT FUNCTION MOMENTS - INPUT FUNCTION MOMENTS

WRITE(40,*)'TP Mean Arrival Time=',(FIRSMNN3-FIRSMNN1)
WRITE(40,*)'TP Variance=',(SECOMNCN3-SECOMNCN1)
WRITE(40,*)'TP Skewness=',(THIRMNCN3-THIRMNCN1)

C
WRITE(40,*)'SR Mean Arrival Time=',(FIRSMNN4-FIRSMNN2)
WRITE(40,*)'SR Variance=',(SECOMNCN4-SECOMNCN2)
WRITE(40,*)'SR Skewness=',(THIRMNCN4-THIRMNCN2)

STOP
END
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Ac	 Column cross-sectional area	 [LI

Asp 	Specific surface area of the porous media	 [ L2 M;p1 ]

Aaw 	Specific air-water interfacial area 	 [L2 LI

C	 Solute concentration per volume	 [M L-3 ]

Co 	Inlet concentration	 [M Ll

CTCE,0	 Inlet TCE concentration	 [M L-3 ]

Cg 	Gas phase concentration	 [M L-3]

Cg,TCE	 Gas phase TCE concentration	 [M LI

Cw 	Water phase concentration	 [M L-1

Cw,TCE	 Water phase TCE concentration	 [M L-3]

CT	 Total solute mass per volume of porous media	 [ vi u3]

cr	 Water solubility concentration	 [M L-3]

d50 	Average particle size diameter 	 [L2]

D	 Hydrodynamic dispersion coefficient 	 [L2T-1]

Ph	 Mechanical dispersion coefficient	 [L2T-1]

Dm 	Mobile dispersion coefficient 	 [L2T-I]

Deg 	Effective molecular diffusion in the gas phase	 [L2 TI

De,	 Effective dispersion coefficient in water	 [L2 T -1 ]

Dw'rw 	Effective molecular diffusion in the soil-water phase	 [L2 T']

De,T	 Total effective diffusion-dispersion coefficient	 [L2 T-I ]

D f 	CXTFIT-fitted dispersion coefficients for the TCE	 [L2 T ' ]e,TCE

f	 Fraction of sorption sites in equilibrium with Om
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foe 	Fraction organic carbon	 [MocW11, I

fom	 Fraction organic matter	 [Mom Ms-11,]

g	 Gravitational constant	 [L V]

Ga	 Galileo number	 H

h	 Soil-water tension	 [L]

J	 Solute flux per unit area	 [M L-2T-1 ]

ki.	 Interface-water distribution coefficient	 [L]

Kt,	 Henry's law coefficient	 H

Kd	 Soil-water linear distribution coefficient 	 [12M-1]

Kf	 Freundlich constant	 [L3Nml-N]

Kmin	 Mineral-water linear distribution coefficient	 [L3M-1]

Korn	 Organic matter linear distribution coefficient 	 [L3M-1]

Ko.	 Octanol-water partition coefficient	 H

Ksat	 Saturated hydraulic conductivity 	 [L T-I ]

K(Ow)	 Unsaturated hydraulic conductivity 	 [L V]

K(Ow)e 	Estimated unsaturated hydraulic conductivity	 [L 7- ' ]

1	 Mass-transfer characteristic length	 [L]

1g	Characteristic length of diffusion for the air phase 	 [L]

lw 	Characteristic length of diffusion for the water phase	 [L]

Lc 	Column length	 [L]

nP 	Shape parameter related to the pore-size distribution	 H

n	 Empirical coefficient relating D to v/q 	 H
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N	 Degree of isotherm non-linearity	 H

m	 Shape parameter related to pore-size distribution =1-1/n	 [-]

mt 	Mass transfer between air and water	 H

M	 Mass	 [M]

Mn	 Absolute nth moment	 [varies]

M:	 Normalized central moment	 [varies]

Ms	 Solute mass	 [N]

MS,r	 Mass of solute retained	 [M]

MTCE,r	 Mass of TCE retained in media	 [M]

Mws	 Mass of water retained in column	 [M]

P	 Empirical constant relating 13 to water content and velocity [-]

PC	 Capillary pressure	 [N4 L-1 T-2]

Pe	 Peclet number	 H

Peol 	Peclet number for dissolved solutes	 H

PeTrE	 Peclet number for TCE in the water and gas phases	 H

qw	 Water flow rate per unit area; Darcy's water flux	 [L T- 1}

Qw	 Volumetric water flow rate	 [L3 T- ']

R	 Retardation coefficient	 [-1

R,w 	Retardation coefficient for the air-water interface	 H

RTheo 	Theoretical retardation coefficient	 H

Re	 Reynolds number	 H

re 	Effective pore radius	 [L]
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S f	 Fraction of 0,m in contact with the aqueous and air phases [-]

Sc	 Schmidt number	 H

Sg 	Degree of air saturation	 H

S y,	 Degree of water saturation	 H

S i.	 Residual water content	 H

SK	 BTC Skewness	 H

t	 Time	 [T]

to	 Time of initial solute entry	 [T]

tpulse	 Time of switching from TCE solution to TCE-free solution [T]

To 	Duration of solute pulse	 [T]

td 	Diffusion time	 [T]

v	 Pore-water velocity	 [L T -I

v.	 Mobile pore-water velocity	 [L T - ']

vd 	Gas-phase diffusion velocity	 [LT-1

V	 Volume	 [C]

V
g 	Gas-phase volume	 [12]

Vv 	Void volume	 [LI

VT	 Total volume	 [12]

Vqo 	Experimental average pore-water velocity	 [L T -1 ]

Y	 Fraction of TCE in equilibrium with both phases	 H

Y.	 Empirical constant relating 0 to water content and velocity [-]
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z	 Vertical length	 [L]

Z
	

Dimensionless distance (z/Lc)	 H

Greek

a	 NaC1 first-order mass-transfer coefficient	 [V]

R	 Mobile water fraction (0„,9w-i )	 H

Y	 Surface tension of water	 [M T -2]

1	 Dispersivity	 [L]

ee	 Effective water content	 H

ee,m	 Effective mobile water content	 [-1

0,	 Residual water content	 H

eg	 Volumetric air content	 H

eim	 Immobile water content	 H

eff,	 Mobile water content	 H

°sat	 Saturated water content (same as porosity, (0)	 H

Volumetric water content	 H

1CTCE	 Air-water mass-transfer constant	 [L T"']

K	 Gas-phase mass-transfer constant	 [L T- ']g

lcv,	 Water-phase mass-transfer constant	 [L T - ']

11 	Mean arrival time of BTC center of mass	 [T]

4,,(00	 Saturation-dependent dispersivity 	 [Ln]

Pb	 Soil bulk density	 [M L-3]
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Pv,	 Water density	 [M LI

a	 BTC variance about the mean arrival time	 [V]

tg 	Gas phase tortuosity coefficient	 L-1

tw 	Water phase tortuosity coefficient	 H

tsat	 Saturated tortuosity coefficient	 L-1

(Pi	 Solute supply or removal rate	 [M I:3 V]

0	 Porosity	 L-1

4:1)	 Contact angle with the solid particles	 H

0.)	 Dimensionless mass-transfer coefficient	 L-1

oc	 Shape parameters related to the pore-size distribution	 L-1

Subscripts

Column

Gas phase

im	 Immobile water region

Mobile water region

min	 Mineral phase

oc	 Organic carbon

oct	 Octanol

om	 Organic matter

ow	 Octanol-water

sat	 Saturated
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S	 Solute

sp	 Solid phase

w	 Water phase

Abbreviations

BTC	 Breakthrough curve

CDE	 Convection-dispersion equation

IBPV	 Initial breakthrough pore volumes

MIM	 Mobile-immobile

NaC1	 Sodium chloride

PT	 Pressure transducer

RMSE	 Root mean square error

TCE	 Trichloroethylene

VOCs	 Volatile organic compounds

WCF	 Water characteristic function
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